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Abstract 
The rapid growth of the World Wide Web in the last decade makes it the 
largest publicly accessible data source in the world, which has become one 
of the most significant and influential information revolution of modern times. 
The influence of the Web has impacted almost every aspect of humans' life, 
activities and fields, causing paradigm shifts and transformational changes in 
business, governance, and education. Moreover, the rapid evolution of Web 
2.0 and the Social Web in the past few years, such as social blogs and 
friendship networking sites, has dramatically transformed the Web from a raw 
environment for information consumption to a dynamic and rich platform for 
information production and sharing worldwide. However, this growth and 
transformation of the Web has resulted in an uncontrollable explosion and 
abundance of the textual contents, creating a serious challenge for any user 
to find and retrieve the relevant information that he truly seeks to find on the 
Web. The process of finding a relevant Web page in a website easily and 
efficiently has become very difficult to achieve. This has created many 
challenges for researchers to develop new mining techniques in order to 
improve the user experience on the Web, as well as for organizations to 
understand the true informational interests and needs of their customers in 
order to improve their targeted services accordingly by providing the 
products, services and information that truly match the requirements of every 
online customer.  
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With these challenges in mind, Web mining aims to extract hidden 
patterns and discover useful knowledge from Web page contents, Web 
hyperlinks, and Web usage logs. Based on the primary kinds of Web data 
used in the mining process, Web mining tasks can be categorized into three 
main types: Web content mining, which extracts knowledge from Web page 
contents using text mining techniques, Web structure mining, which extracts 
patterns from the hyperlinks that represent the structure of the website, and 
Web usage mining, which mines user's Web navigational patterns from Web 
server logs that record the Web page access made by every user, 
representing the interactional activities between the users and the Web 
pages in a website. 
The main goal of this thesis is to contribute toward addressing the 
challenges that have been resulted from the information explosion and 
overload on the Web, by proposing and developing novel Web mining-based 
approaches. Toward achieving this goal, the thesis presents, analyzes, and 
evaluates three major contributions. First, the development of an integrated 
Web structure and usage mining approach that recommends a collection of 
hyperlinks for the surfers of a website to be placed at the homepage of that 
website. Second, the development of an integrated Web content and usage 
mining approach to improve the understanding of the user's Web behavior 
and discover the user group interests in a website. Third, the development of 
a supervised classification model based on recent Social Web concepts, 
such as Tag Clouds, in order to improve the retrieval of relevant articles and 
posts from Web social blogs. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
1.1 An Overview of the Web 
The World Wide Web is a popular, interactive and huge medium to obtain 
information today. The famous search engine Google recently announced 
that its indexes span an unexpected eight billion documents. The total 
includes a few billion Web pages, few hundreds of millions of images and 
photos, and about one billion of newsgroup messages. Google says that 
obtaining a similar index by hand would take a human searcher 15180 years, 
assuming someone could be found to index one document every minute, for 
twenty-four hours per day. In a few short years, the Web has become our 
most compelling technological accomplishment. It is the world’s largest 
library and telephone network. It is global, and at the same time perfectly 
local. For companies doing business on the Web, it is the fastest growing 
enterprise as well as the world’s largest cash register, a development that will 
only accelerate as we find new ways to mine value from the huge content 
placed there by both individuals and institutions.  
In addition, the recent introduction to the Web applications, platforms and 
environments, which facilitate interactive information sharing, interoperability 
and collaboration, collectively known by Web 2.0 and the Social Web, has 
made information publishing on the Web no longer the domain of a small 
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number of elite scholars. With social networking websites such as Facebook1 
and MySpace2
1.2 Building the Intelligent Web  
, as well as free user publishing environments such as the 
user Blogs, almost anyone today who has something to say can publish it on 
the Web, adding additional and valuable information assets to this 
magnificent worldwide data store. 
The Web is too diverse and dynamic, raising scalability, complexity and 
disorganization issues continuously. Web users are facing an information 
explosion on the World Wide Web. The abundance of information on the 
Web is mostly unorganized; thus making sense of such available data is a 
very difficult task. This chaotic distribution of data creates serious drawbacks 
to the Web, significantly limits the anticipated benefits and disallows using 
the tremendous opportunities offered by this massive amount of data. 
Consequently, the difficulties and inefficiencies can be obviously encountered 
when trying to perform many activities on the Web, such as: 
• Learning new knowledge about users to understand their behavior and 
needs in order to boost sales and enhance their web experience.  
• Searching for relevant information either using general search engines or 
within the specific website of interest.  
• Navigating through the websites of interest to access the preferred pages 
and information as fast and smooth as possible, and … 
• Finding relevant articles, news, blog posts, and documents to read. 
                                                                 
1 http://www.facebook.com/ 
2 http://www.myspace.com/ 
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 In this thesis, the information overload problems mentioned above is 
addressed by adding intelligence to how the Web functions and responds to 
such user views, requirements and ambitions to maximize the benefits from 
this generous availability of Web data. Building this intelligent Web is realized 
using a relatively new Artificial Intelligence technique, Web Mining, which can 
be defined as the application of data mining techniques to web data. Data 
mining is a component of knowledge discovery. Under certain satisfactory 
computational limitations, data mining discovers hidden patterns and models 
in data and determines relationships between various data properties that 
cannot be discovered by traditional data analysis and statistical approaches. 
Moreover, data mining applies machine learning concepts to data, which 
deals with techniques that enable devices to learn from their own 
performance and modify their own functionality, thus adding intelligence to 
the devices that implement such techniques. Obviously, the Web provides a 
rich repository of data for mining. By applying data mining techniques to the 
Web to discover hidden patterns and models that can never be known before 
in the massive amount of data that is available on the Web, a significant leap 
toward reaching the intelligent Web will be made.  
1.3 Introduction to Web Mining 
The web is a huge collection of hyperlinked, uncontrolled and heterogeneous 
documents. Thus, it is diverse, dynamic and raises the issues of scalability, 
heterogeneity, and dynamism, respectively. Due to these properties, Web 
users are drowning in information, yet starving for knowledge. As a 
consequence, the web is a fertile area of research in mining this massive 
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amount of available information for the purpose of knowledge discovery. Web 
mining can be broadly defined as the use of data mining techniques to 
automatically retrieve, extract and evaluate information for knowledge 
discovery from documents and services on the World Wide Web. In Web 
mining, data collection can occur at the server side, client side, proxy 
servers, or extracted from an organization’s database. Due to the different 
types of data source, the data collected from a source to another differs in 
type (text, image, audio …etc) as well as in structure. This makes the 
techniques to be used for a specific task in web mining widely divert. Most of 
the data on the web are unlabeled, distributed, heterogeneous, unstructured 
and high dimensional. Because of such characteristics, web mining deals 
with analyzing large and hyperlinked information base. Some of the needs 
which have come to light, as a result, concern: 
1. Handling context sensitive and imprecise queries in web search; 
2. Summarization and deduction of the huge contents in web pages; 
3. Personalization and customization of web pages. 
Thus, web mining, though considered to be a particular application of data 
mining, warrants a separate field of research, mainly because of the 
aforesaid characteristics of web data. 
1.4 Web Mining Tasks 
Web mining can be viewed as consisting of four tasks (Pal et al, 2002) as 
shown in Figure 1.1. Each task, as well as its existing methodologies and 
tools is described in the following subsection. 
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1.4.1 Resource Discovery 
Resource Discovery, or Information Retrieval (IR), deals with improving the 
effectiveness of retrieving web pages that are relevant to particular search, 
ensuring that irrelevant ones are fetched as few as possible in the search 
result. The IR process on the web includes common activities. These 
activities include page representation, indexing, and searching for relevant 
Web pages. 
An index is, basically, a collection of terms with pointers to places where 
the information about content can be found. Indexing web pages to facilitate 
retrieval is quite a complex and challenging problem as compared to the 
straightforward indexing in relational databases. The enormous number of 
pages on the web, their dynamism, and frequent updating make the indexing 
techniques seemingly impossible. Existing approaches to index web pages 
on the web implemented in search engines include intelligent, agent-based 
and metadata-based indexing. A search engine is a program written to crawl, 
index and search for web content stored either in fully structured databases, 
semi-structured pages written in a web markup language (HTML, XML …etc) 
or unstructured free-text files. Many indexes integrated in search engines like 
AltaVista3 and WebCrawler4
                                                                 
3 http://www.altavista.com/ 
4 http://www.webcrawler.com/ 
 have been created by web robots that scan 
millions of web pages and store an index of the terms found in these pages. 
Web 
Data 
Resource 
Discovery 
(Information 
Retrieval) 
Information 
Extraction 
(Selection / 
Preprocessing) 
Generalization 
(Machine Learning 
/ Pattern 
Recognition) 
Analysis 
(Validation / 
Interpretation) 
Knowledge 
Figure 1.1: The Four Tasks of Web Mining  
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MetaCrawler (Etzioni, 1996) is a good example of using indexes for resource 
discovery on the Web. Instead of tackling the web directly, MetaCrawler 
submits the query to nine robot-created indexes in parallel, and then collates 
the results and prunes them.  
Automatic text categorization technology using classification and/or 
clustering techniques is also used to classify web documents into categories. 
This could facilitate the automatic construction of huge web directories such 
as Yahoo5
1.4.2 Information Selection, Extraction and Preprocessing 
 through firstly discovering both web pages and relevant 
categories and then assigning each page to fit a relevant Yahoo category. 
WEBSOM (Kohonen, 2000) is a popular automatic text categorization 
research project based on the Self Organizing Maps clustering algorithm. 
Research in IR also includes modeling, developing user interfaces, data 
visualization, and data filtration (Baeza-Yates and Ribiero-Neto, 1999). 
The next task is to automatically extract knowledge from the retrieved web 
pages without human interaction. Information Extraction (IE) is the task of 
identifying specific fragments of a single document that constitute its core 
semantic content. Until now, the major methods of IE involve writing hard-
coded wrappers which map the web pages to a data model. To do so, the IE 
system relies on a library of website-specific customized wrappers. 
Scalability is the biggest challenge to this IE technique as it is very difficult for 
an IE system built in this way to stay scalable to the size and dynamism of 
                                                                 
5 http://www.yahoo.com/ 
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the web. Therefore, most IE systems extract from specific sites and focus on 
some defined areas. 
Intelligent agent techniques have been used to extract relevant content 
using characteristics of a particular domain, or a user profile, for organization 
and interpretation purposes. Agents such as Harvest (Brown et al, 1994), 
FAQ-Finder (Hammond et al, 1995) and ShopBot (Etzioni et al, 1997b) rely 
either on domain-specific information feeding, or on hard-coded models of 
the information sources to retrieve and interpret web pages. The Harvest 
system relies on semi-structured text fi les to improve its ability to extract 
information. For example, it knows how to find author and title information in 
Latex documents and how to strip position information from postscript files. 
FAQ-Finder extracts answers to frequently asked questions (FAQs) from 
FAQ files available on the web. ShopBot retrieves product information from a 
variety of vendor sites using only general information about the product 
domain. 
Information Extraction requires a robust preprocessing step in order to 
extract any kind of knowledge from content databases. When a user requests 
a web page, a variety of files like images, sound, video, executable CGI and 
HTML scripts, are accessed. As a result, the server log contains many 
entries that are redundant or irrelevant for mining tasks. Therefore, these 
need to be removed through preprocessing. Stemming is well-known 
preprocessing technique, which reduces the input feature size by stemming 
words like informed, information, informing to their root ‘inform’. 
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1.4.3 Generalization 
In this task, pattern recognition and machine learning techniques are usually 
used on the extracted information. Most of the machine learning systems, 
deployed on the web, learn more about the user’s interest than the web itself. 
A major obstacle when learning about the web is the labeling problem: data 
is abundant on the web but it is unlabeled. Supervised machine learning 
models, such as classification models, require inputs labeled as (‘positive’, 
‘relevant’, ‘yes’) or (‘negative’, ‘irrelevant’, ‘no’) with respect to the content 
domain. For example, a given large set of web pages labeled as (‘yes’) and 
(‘no’) to resemble whether it is a website homepage or not, can be used to 
train and build a classification model that predicts whether any newly-created 
web page is a homepage or not. Because web pages are, unfortunately, 
unlabeled, techniques such as uncertainty sampling reduce the amount of 
unlabeled data needed, but do not eliminate the labeling problem. An 
approach to solve this problem is based on the fact that the web is much 
more than just a linked collection of pages, it is an interactive medium. For 
example, “Ahoy” (Etzioni et al, 1997a) takes as input a person’s name and 
affiliation, and attempts to locate the person’s homepage; hence it asks the 
users to label its answers as correct or incorrect. Unsupervised machine 
learning, such as clustering and association mining, does not require labeled 
inputs and have been applied successfully to large collections of documents 
(Cutting et al, 1992). The idea of mining association rules originates from the 
business approach to market-basket analysis, where rules like “A customer 
who buys product x1 and x2 will also buy product y with probability c%” are so 
popular (Hipp et al, 2000). 
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1.4.4 Analysis 
Analysis is a data-driven task which presumes that there is sufficient data 
available so that previously extracted information can be analyzed and 
reasoned. Humans play an important role in the knowledge discovery 
process on the web since the web is an interactive medium. This is especially 
important for validation and or interpretation of the mined patterns which take 
place in this task. Once the patterns have been discovered, analysts need 
appropriate tools such as Webviz (Pitkow, 1997) and Online Analytical 
Processing OLAP cubes to understand, visualize, and interpret these 
patterns. The WEBMINER system (Mobasher et al, 1997) proposes a 
structured query language-based querying mechanism for querying the 
discovered knowledge in the form of association rules and sequential 
patterns. The method selected for the Analysis task of web mining hugely 
depends on the nature of knowledge that one can derive from the web, as 
well as on the domain of websites under study. 
In summary, based on the aforesaid review of the four tasks, while the 
first two web mining tasks describe the knowledge retrieval and extraction 
parts in the web mining definition, the last two tasks, generalization and 
analysis, describe the evaluation part in this definition.  
1.5 Research Objectives of the Study 
The research objectives of this study can be discussed in three major 
subsections: 
1. Improving the precision and coverage of the website homepage. 
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2. Understanding the User’s Navigational Behavior and Interests on the 
Web. 
3. Improving Information Retrieval and Relevance from Social Blogs. 
1.5.1 Improving the Precision and Coverage of the Website 
Homepage 
There are two dominant ways that Web users find the information they seek: 
either using keywords in search engines, or clicking on hyperlinks. This study 
introduces an approach, explained thoroughly in Chapter 3, which 
concentrates on improving the performance of the second way of searching 
on the Web. As Web information seekers click on a group of hyperlinks to 
find their required content, placing appropriate hyperlinks in Web pages is 
very important to improving their Web search experience. 
The homepage of a website is the main entrance and gateway to this 
website. Homepages that easily guide users to the information they seek 
create a good first impression and attract more users, thus play an important 
role in the success of websites, whereas homepages that make the 
information search difficult, give a bad first impression that may result in the 
loss of users. Usually, the website homepage consists of hyperlinks selected 
from a hyperlink pool which is the collection of hyperlinks that point to all the 
high-level as well as the relatively important low-level Web pages within the 
website. In some websites, the hyperlink pool itself is represented by a 
certain Web page, usually called the site-map or site-index page. As shown 
in Figure 1.2, some hyperlinks found in the University of Bradford School of 
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Computing, Informatics, and Media (C.I.M) site homepage6
The hyperlink pool can have up to several hundreds of high-level and 
important low-level hyperlinks, depending on the size of the website. The 
homepage, on the other hand, must not contain that large number of 
hyperlinks because of two main reasons from a good web design 
perspective: First, vertical scrolling must be avoided in website homepages, 
and second, having much more hyperlinks than what a typical Web user 
needs when accessing a website will definitely reduce the effectiveness of 
this homepage as it makes him more confused in which hyperlinks will truly 
points to the Web pages of his interest. This creates a new problem in 
homepage design, the hyperlink recommendation problem, which is how to 
find and recommend, from a hyperlink pool with several hundred hyperlinks, 
a small set of hyperlinks that will maximize the Web users’ satisfaction by 
pointing to the Web pages that will truly meet the needs of most users who 
access the website under study, and then, place these optimized collection of 
hyperlinks in that website homepage.    
 are selected from 
site-map page of the website.  
                                                                 
6 http://www.inf.brad.ac.uk/home/ 
Figure 1.2: Hyperlinks selected from the Site Map (left) into the Homepage of the 
School of C.I.M. (right) 
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To address the hyperlink recommendation problem for the website 
homepage, the first objective of this study is to develop a novel Web mining-
based approach that generates a collection of top N number of hyperlinks to 
be placed on the homepage as internal page recommendations to the users 
who visit the website. Toward the evaluation of the study approach to 
hyperlink recommendation problem, the study formally defines two 
homepage quality metrics: 
• The precision of the homepage, which measures how many hyperlinks 
are truly relevant out of all the hyperlinks placed on that homepage. 
• The coverage of the homepage, which measures how many relevant 
hyperlinks are placed on the homepage out of all the relevant hyperlinks 
available in that website.  
1.5.2 Understanding the User’s Navigational Behavior and 
Interests on the Web 
In the current era of information revolution, it is strongly believed that 
satisfying the informational needs of customers can govern the revenues of 
any organization. Meeting customers’ expectations in the easiness, clarity, 
and simplicity of the navigation process in an organization’s website is crucial 
to the effectiveness of the customer acquisition policies. The importance of 
well understanding the Web users’ navigational behavior during their website 
surfing is now changing the principles, arts, and techniques of website design 
and information presentation. 
A popular study by (Cockburn and McKenzie, 2002) provided a relatively 
recent insight on the browsing behavior of users on the Web. In their study, 
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they analyzed a collection of historical files produced by the Netscape 
browser for 17 users between October 1999 and January 2000. The 
population being studied consisted of faculty, staff, and graduate students at 
the University of Canterbury in New Zealand. Results showed that on 
average, the Web user under their study requests 42 Web pages per day in 
his browser. More interesting, the average page revisit rate was 0.81 in their 
study, ranging from a low of 0.61 for one user to a high of 0.92 for another 
user, which clearly indicates that a Web page of interest by a user can have 
a high probability to be revisited again by the same user. These rates are 
significantly higher than the rates of about 0.6 obtained in the earlier studies. 
This strongly suggests that usage of the Web may have evolved from a 
previously more exploratory mode to a recently more utilitarian mode, a 
mode where users prefer to revisit certain websites of interest to them, such 
as general news, stock market information, and digital libraries on a regular 
basis. Moreover, this study revealed that the most frequently requested Web 
page for a given user can account for a relatively large fraction of all Web 
pages requested by that user. Figure 1.3 shows a bar chart of this fraction for 
each of a total of 17 users, ranging from about 50% of all requests for one 
user down to about 5%. This data indicates that, while there is often 
considerable regularity in Web browsing behavior for a particular user, there 
can also be considerable heterogeneity in behavior across different users. All 
these statistical results reflect how much important it is for any website 
provider to be very aware and understanding of which of the provided 
contents on the website really attract the users and make them revisit his 
website regularly.     
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However, most websites today are still struggling to present effectively 
the ideal structure of their web pages. This can obviously limit the support 
that could be provided to visitors in finding the most relevant information with 
minimal time and effort. The serious need to further study the complex 
behavior of website visitors in order to create more attractive web contents 
that truly match their interests is still challenging Web researchers. 
To address this challenge, the second objective of this study is to 
introduce a novel Web mining approach, based on cluster analysis, to Web 
behavior-based segmentation to discover the interests of users in the content 
of the website. Clustering huge data is a very popular mining function that 
has been widely applied in several important business and scientific areas, 
such as customer segmentation, product grouping and gene and protein 
analysis. This study proposes a two-phase cluster analysis framework as a 
descriptive and unsupervised learning analysis technique to partition both the 
website contents and the Web user interactions with these contents in order 
to reach a better understanding of the users’ interests in the website. The 
study approach to address this problem is explained thoroughly in Chapter 4.   
Figure 1.3: Ratio of the number of Web page requests for the most frequent page divided by the 
total number of page requests, for 17 users sorted by ratio (Cockburn and McKenzie, 2002) 
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1.5.3 Improving Information Retrieval and Relevance from Social 
Blogs  
The Web was a read-only medium for a majority of users. The web of the 
1990s was much like the combination of a phone book and the yellow pages; 
a mix of individual postings and corporate catalogs. Despite the connecting 
power of hyperlinks, it instilled little sense of community among its users. 
This passive attitude toward the Web was dramatically evolved by a series of 
changes in usage patterns and technology that are now referred to as Web 
2.0. 
The changes that led to the current level of social engagement online 
have not been radical or significant individually, which explains why the term 
Web 2.0 has been created largely after the fact. Nevertheless, these set of 
innovations in the architecture and usage patterns of the Web led to an 
entirely different role of the online world as a platform for intense 
communication and social interaction. The resulting increase in the capacity 
of users to obtain information and social support online can be quantified. A 
recent major survey conducted by (Boase et al, 2006) based on interviews 
with 2200 adults shows that the internet significantly improves Americans’ 
capacity to maintain their social networks despite early fears about the 
effects of diminishing real life contact. The survey confirms that not only 
networks are maintained and extended online, but they are also successfully 
activated for dealing with major life situations such as getting support in case 
of a major illness, looking for jobs and informing about major investments. 
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One of the first waves of socialization on the Web was the appearance of 
social blogs. Blogs, or weblogs, attracted mass popularity from around 2003. 
A key factor in this popularity of blogs is that they significantly lower the 
requirements for adding content to the Web. Editing blogs generally does not 
require any knowledge of HTML any more. Blogs allow both individuals and 
groups to claim their personal space on the Web and fill it with content at 
relative ease. Even more importantly, despite that blogs have been first 
assessed as purely personal publishing similar to diaries, the blogosphere, 
the collective reference name for all the blogs on the Web, is now widely 
recognized as a densely interconnected social network through which news, 
ideas and influences travel rapidly as bloggers, the authors of blogs, 
reference and reflect on each other’s postings. 
In recent years, increasing amount of user collaboration and interaction 
has provided Web applications with a large amount of information that can be 
converted into intelligence. User collaboration is mainly noticed in the huge 
Figure 1.4: The fraction of Web pages with the terms blogs, wiki over time is measured on the left 
vertical axis, whereas the fraction of Web pages with the terms folksonomy, XmlHttpRequest and 
mashup is measured on the right hand vertical axis 
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amounts of contents available in the social blogs. User interaction may be in 
the form of rating a product or service, tagging a blog post with a term, or tag, 
to manually classify it with a certain topic of interest, connecting with other 
users and sharing articles of interest with others. This dramatically increased 
collaboration and interaction have led to the problem of information explosion 
on the social Web. Figure 1.4 clearly indicates this dramatic increase in the 
use of social media, especially blogs, over the past few years. The fraction of 
Web pages containing the term blogs within their contents has increased 
from less than 0.01 in 2003 to more than 0.07 in the present, exceeding the 
popularity rate of other key social concepts and topics of interest that have 
also been emerged by the revolution of the social Web, such as folksonomy, 
wiki, and mashup (Mika, 2007). 
Despite the many search engines on the Web, the recent studies suggest 
that there are still many works to be done to improve the retrieval of relevant 
information from the blogosphere. The huge amount of diverse and 
spammed contents in weblogs makes the search for articles and posts that 
are truly relevant to the user’s intention of her query a tedious task. To 
address this problem, this study presents a blog post filtration approach, 
BlogFilter, which works within an intelligent blog post search mechanism. 
BlogFilter is based on the online social concept of tag clouds as well as a 
supervised machine learning function; classification models. A thorough 
discussion of the approach is found in Chapter 5 of the thesis. 
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1.6 Thesis Outline 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: 
• Chapter 2 presents a critical review of the previous works that are found 
in the literature to be relevant to the several Web mining approaches 
introduced in this thesis.  
• Chapter 3 describes the LinkGuide approach, which is a Web mining 
approach developed in this study to define, analyze and improve the 
hyperlink recommendation problem for the website homepage.  
• Chapter 4 describes the SOM-Guide approach, which is a Web mining 
approach developed in this study to improve the understanding of the 
user’s Web browsing behavior and discover the various interests that 
different user groups may have regarding the contents of the website.  
• Chapter 5 describes the BlogFilter approach, which is a Web mining and 
social media analytics approach developed in this study to improve the 
retrieval of user-generated contents from social blogs that are more 
relevant to the search topic of interest. 
• Chapter 6 concludes the approaches described in this thesis and 
suggests possible future applications of these approaches in a real-life 
working environment.     
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Chapter 2  
Literature Review 
2.1 Web Mining Categories 
Many authors in the web mining research, such as (Madria et al, 1999) and 
(Borges and Levene, 1999), categorized the works in Web mining into three 
areas of interest based on which Web data is mined. These areas or 
categories are Web Content Mining, Web Structure Mining and Web Usage 
Mining. In the following subsections, a review of the works done in each of 
the Web mining category is presented.  
2.1.1 Web Content Mining 
Web Content Mining (WCM) describes the discovery of useful information 
from the contents found in web pages. This can encompass a very broad 
range of data since, in addition to the content of web pages, different types of 
Internet data sources, such as Gopher, FTP and Usenet, are now either 
ported to or accessible from the Web. In addition, many companies are 
transforming their businesses and services electronically. As a consequence, 
many of the company databases that previously resided in the legacy 
systems are moved to the Web, allowing employees, partners and even 
customers to access them directly from Web based interfaces. 
Basically, Web content data consists of several types such as 
unstructured text, semi-structured text (e.g. text stored in HTML tables), 
images, audio and video. Much of Web content data is unstructured text 
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(Carbonell et al, 1998). Recent research on mining multi types of data is 
termed multimedia data mining (Zaiane et al, 1998). Thus we could consider 
multimedia data mining as a part of Web content mining. However, this line of 
research sti ll receives less attention than the research on the text or 
hypertext contents (Mitchell, 1999). The application of data mining 
techniques to the unstructured textual contents of the Web pages is well-
known as Knowledge Discovery in Texts (KDT) and Text Mining (Tan, 1999). 
Text mining is the essence of Web Content Mining. Therefore, two of the 
approaches proposed by this study, SOM-Guide (Chapter 4) and BlogFilter 
(Chapter 5) utilize techniques found in the text mining literature.   
The first direction of WCM research aims to assist or to improve 
Information Retrieval (IR) with works that address information finding and 
filtering based on either inferred or solicited user profiles, whereas the 
second direction of research in the literature aims to model and integrate the 
Web data so that more sophisticated queries other than keywords-based 
ones could be performed. The bag of words approach to represent 
unstructured web pages is well-founded in WCM literature aimed at 
improving IR on the web. The bag of words or vector representation (Salton 
and McGill, 1983) takes single words found in the content as features. This 
representation ignores the sequence in which the words occur and is based 
on the statistic about single words in isolation. The features could be Boolean 
(a word either occurs or does not occur in a web page), or frequency based 
(frequency of the word in a document). Variations of the feature selection 
include removing the case, punctuation, infrequent words, and stop words. 
The features could be reduced further by applying some other feature 
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selection techniques, such as information gain, mutual information, cross 
entropy, or odds ratio. (Mladenic and Grobelnik, 1999) present a sufficient 
description for these textual feature reduction methods.    
Other preprocessing techniques used in the WCM literature include 
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) (Deerwester et al, 1990) and stemming. LSI 
seeks to transform the original document vectors to a lower dimensional 
space by analyzing the correlation of terms in the collection of pages such 
that similar pages that do not share terms are placed in the same topic, 
whereas stemming seeks to reduce words to their morphological roots or 
stems. One of the most frequently used stemming algorithms was originally 
proposed by (Porter, 1980). Porter defined a set of production rules to 
iteratively transform English words into their stems. For example, the words 
"informing", "information", "informer", and "informed" would be stemmed to 
their common stem "inform" and only this stem is used as the feature instead 
of the former four. Other techniques well founded in Text Mining to clean 
unstructured data have been brought to web page preprocessing as well. 
Examples include information about word positions in the Web page (Cohen, 
1995), document concept categories (Feldman and Dagan, 1995), 
considering multi-word terms (Feldman et al, 1998) (e.g. “annual interest 
rate”, “Wall Street”) and named entities (Witten et al, 1999) such as people's 
names, dates, email addresses, locations, organizations. Although different 
types of representations have been used, there is no well-known study in the 
literature that shows clear advantages of some representations over several 
domains for text categorization tasks. Some authors, such as (Scott and 
Matwin, 1999) compared different representations (bag of words, multi-word 
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phrases …etc) but found no significant differences in the performance of 
different representations. 
In addition to this heavy borrowing of Text Mining preprocessing 
techniques, WCM works have also adopted the most popular applications of 
Text Mining, such as document categorization (Hong and Weiss, 1999), 
document clustering (Tan, 1999), Information Extraction (Ahonen, 1998), 
exploratory data analysis (Hearst, 1999), pattern discovery in databases 
(Feldman and Dagan, 1995), sequential pattern discovery in text (Ahonen, 
1998), and association discovery (Tan, 1999). In conclusion, research work 
in WCM can be strongly perceived to be a special instance of Text Mining 
particularly founded to preprocess, extract and analyze the textual content of 
the web-related document collections. 
2.1.2 Web Structure Mining  
Web Structure Mining (WSM) aims to discover the model formed by the link 
structure of the Web. The hyperlinks’ topology of a website or a collection of 
websites is analyzed with or without the description of these hyperlinks. The 
discovered can be used to categorize Web pages and is useful to generate 
information such as the similarity and relationship between different Web 
sites. WSM has been used in well-know works in the literature, such as the 
HITS (Kleinberg, 1998) and PageRank (Brin and Page, 1998) algorithms, to 
improve the information retrieval performance of web search engines. 
While the interest in Web Content Mining is focused on the structure 
inside the Web page itself; the intra-page structure, the interest in WSM, 
inspired by the study of social networks and citation analysis, is focused on 
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the structure of the hyperlinks within the whole website pages (inter-page 
structure). Social Network Analysis (SNA) has the popular task of discovering 
a high-quality target (e.g. users, pages) based on the amount of connections 
coming to and going from this target. WSM applies SNA methods on the 
hyperlink structure of the website in order to discover, model and analyze the 
underlying links topology of the site. A good example on the use of SNA 
methods in WSM research is found in the work of (Kautz et al, 1997). This 
work uti lizes the network analysis of people to model the network of Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) researchers. They use the name entity data found in close 
proximity in any public Web pages such as the hyperlinks from home pages, 
co-authorship and citation of papers, exchange of information between 
individuals found in net-news archives, and organization charts.  
Well-known works in WSM proposed popular web topology modeling 
algorithms to improve search engines.  These include the HITS (Kleinberg, 
1998) and PageRank (Brin and Page, 1998) algorithms, which have been 
designed to calculate the quality rank or relevancy of each Web page. Some 
examples are the Clever system (Chakrabarti et al, 1999) and Google. In the 
HITS algorithm, authority pages were defined as high quality pages related to 
a particular topic. Hub pages were those that were not necessarily authorities 
themselves, but provided pointers to other authority pages. HITS calculated 
hub weights and authority weights of Web pages using an iterative procedure 
and returned Web pages with the highest hub weights or authority weights. 
The PageRank algorithm weighted each incoming link to a page 
proportionally to the quality of the page containing this incoming link. A Web 
page has a high PageRank score if it is linked from many other Web pages, 
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and the scores are even higher if these referring pages are also good Web 
pages. Other works of WSM include Web page categorization (Chakrabarti et 
al, 1998) and micro web communities’ discovery (Kumar et al, 1999). 
2.1.3 Web Usage Mining 
Web Usage Mining (WUM) tries to make sense of the data generated by the 
Web surfer's sessions or behaviors. While Web content and structure mining 
utilize the real or primary data on the Web, WUM mines the secondary data 
derived from the interactions of the users while interacting with the Web. The 
Web usage data includes the data from Web server access logs, proxy 
server logs, browser logs, user profiles, registration data, user sessions or 
transactions, cookies, user queries, bookmark data and any other data as the 
results of interactions. The goal is to predict user behavior while the user 
interacts with the Web. The process of WUM could be classified into two 
commonly used approaches (Borges and Levene, 1999). The first approach 
maps the usage data of the Web server into relational tables before an 
adapted data mining technique is performed. The second approach uses the 
log data directly by utilizing special pre-processing techniques. As is true for 
typical data mining applications, the issues of data quality and pre-processing 
are also very important here. The typical problem is distinguishing among 
unique users, server sessions and episodes (Cooley et al, 1999a). This 
critical pre-processing process of Web usage data is commonly referred to by 
session identification or sessionization. 
In general, typical data mining methods such as classification, regression 
and cluster analysis can be used to mine the usage data after the data have 
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been pre-processed to the desired form (Srivastava et al, 2000). However, 
modifications of the typical data mining methods are also used such as 
composite association rules (Borges and Levene, 1998), an extension of a 
traditional sequence discovery algorithm (Büchner et al, 1999), and hypertext 
probabilistic grammars (Borges and Levene, 1999). The Web usage data 
could also be represented with graphs (Büchner et al, 1999). Often, WUM 
uses some background or domain knowledge such as navigation templates, 
Web content, site topology and concept hierarchies.  
The applications of WUM can be classified into two main categories. The 
first category is the mining of user profiles, which is the process of modeling 
the user’s preferences in personalized adaptive interfaces for user profile 
generation (Langley, 1999). The second category is the discovery of the 
user’s interests through learning her navigational patterns (Spiliopoulou, 
1999). Web users would be interested in finding the websites that adopt 
these techniques that could learn their information needs and preferences, 
which is perceived as user modeling combined with Web content mining 
methods. On the other hand, information providers would be interested in the 
techniques that could improve the effectiveness of the information on their 
Web sites by adapting the Web site design or by biasing the user's behavior 
towards satisfying the goals of the site. In other words, they are interested in 
learning the user navigational patterns. The resulted knowledge learnt from 
the two categories could be used to develop intelligent Web applications, 
such as Web personalization, system improvement, website modification, 
business intelligence, and usage characterization (Srivastava et al, 2000). 
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2.2 Combining Web Mining Categories  
Since each web mining category does not consider more than one type of 
Web data, therefore, many research projects have integrated more than one 
web mining category to certain intensions. Web personalization is a well-
known example application for this integration. Web personalization is 
defined as any action that may improve the web experience to a particular 
user, or set of users, taking advantage of the knowledge gained from the 
users’ navigational behavior and individual interests, in combination with 
either the content or the structure of the website, or an integration of both of 
them (Eirinaki and Vazirgiannis, 2003). This field of research has attracted 
many literature works aiming to improve the performance of electronic 
commerce applications, news search engines, and general-purpose web 
portals. The use of Web usage mining to personalize a certain website for a 
targeted set of users has several advantages over the traditional techniques, 
which are represented mainly by relying on the user to customize the Web 
pages by herself. This is because mining the user access log files can reveal 
many useful hidden patterns regarding the page browsing behavior of users 
in the website under study. Such discovered browsing patterns are not 
subjective descriptions explicitly written by either the website designers or by 
the users themselves, but are based on underlying user-page real 
interactions in the website and thus cannot be prone to personal biases. 
Web personalization requires the system to identify the properties that 
distinguish each user or each group of similar users. This process is called 
user profi ling and its objective is the creation of an information base that 
contains the preferences, characteristics, and activities of the users. User 
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profiling has been developed significantly because Internet technologies 
provide various means of collecting information about the users of a certain 
website. A user profile can be static when the information it contains is never 
or rarely altered. A good example is the user’s demographic information such 
as her birth date, country of residence, and living area. The user profile can 
also be dynamic when the user profile’s data change frequently. Usually, the 
user profile used for business intelligence applications contains a 
combination of static and dynamic parts. When applying Web mining to 
generating the dynamic parts of the user profile, these parts can be 
generated in two ways, either by analyzing the user-generated content in the 
web pages (e.g. user ratings and reviews to products in an electronic 
commerce site) using Web content mining methods, or by discovering the 
navigational patterns in the web access logs and generating user 
preferences using Web usage mining techniques. However, using content-
based profiling alone may result in missing important relationships among 
web objects based on their usage. On the other hand, usage-based profiling 
alone may also be insufficient when little usage data is available pertaining to 
some objects or when the site contents may change regularly. Therefore, 
both content and usage attributes of the user should be extracted and 
analyzed by integrating web content and web usage mining in one web 
mining framework for more comprehensive user profile generation and more 
effective personalization. The work of (Büchner and Mulvenna, 1998) 
represents an example of such hybrid integration of Web usage and content 
mining categories to improve web personalization. This work proposes an 
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environment that combines existing online analytical content with Web usage 
mining approaches to discover marketing intelligence from Web data.   
The combination of web content and web structure mining has been also 
found in the literature. The work done by (Kautz et al, 1997), which aims to 
model the network of researchers in the field of Artificial Intelligence, has 
analyzed patterns detected by mining both content and structure data. The 
content data has been represented by the pre-specified named entities and 
the co-authorships and citations of the research papers. The structure data 
has been represented by the hyperlinks that connect the different Web pages 
in the site, the exchanged information between individuals found in net-news 
archives, and the organization charts. There is still more work to be done to 
evaluate the efficiency of integrating Web structure and Web usage mining 
techniques for extracting user behavioral patterns from the link structure of a 
certain website and the usage of this structure by the surfers of this site. In 
Chapter 3 of this study, a novel approach that integrates Web structure and 
usage mining techniques and aims to recommend a collection of hyperlinks 
to be placed at the homepage of the website is introduced, explained and 
evaluated.  
2.3 Data Preparation for Web Mining 
As reviewed in Section 2.1.3, mining for knowledge from Web log data has 
the potential of revealing information of great value. While this certainly is an 
application of existing data mining algorithms, such as the discovery of 
association rules or sequential patterns, the overall task is not one of simply 
adapting existing algorithms to new data. Ideally, the input for the Web 
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Usage Mining process is a one or a collection of user session files, which 
gives an exact accounting of who accessed the Web site, what pages were 
requested and in what order, and how long each page was viewed. A user 
session is considered to be all of the page accesses that occur during a 
single visit to a Web site. The information contained in a raw Web server log 
does not reliably represent a user session file. Specifically, there are a 
number of difficulties involved in cleaning the raw server logs to eliminate 
outliers and irrelevant items, reliably identifying unique users and user 
sessions within a server log, and identifying semantically meaningful 
transactions within a user session.  
In the literature, there are several data preparation techniques and 
algorithms that can be used in order to convert raw Web server logs into user 
session files in order to perform Web Usage Mining. (Catledge and Pitkow, 
1995) addressed the difficulty of identifying users and user sessions from 
Web server logs. Two of the biggest impediments to collecting reliable usage 
data are local caching and proxy servers. In order to improve performance 
and minimize network traffic, most Web browsers cache the pages that have 
been requested. As a result, when a user hits the back button, the cached 
page is displayed and the Web server is not aware of the repeat page 
access. Proxy servers provide an intermediate level of caching and create 
even more problems with identifying site usage. In a Web server log, all 
requests from a proxy server have the same identifier, even though the 
requests potentially represent more than one user. Also, due to proxy server 
level caching, a single request from the server could actually be viewed by 
multiple users throughout an extended period of time. Cookies, on the other 
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hand, are client-side markers that are used to tag and track site visitors 
automatically. For example, (Elo-Dean and Viveros, 1997) obtained some 
data mining-based results from the 1996 Olympics website by using cookies 
to identify the site users and user sessions. However, because cookies exist 
on the client’s machine, they can be easily disabled by the user. Another 
approach to getting around the problems created by caching and proxy 
servers is to use a remote agent, as described in (Shahabi et al, 1997). 
Instead of sending a cookie, the remote agent proposed by that study sends 
a Java agent that is run on the client side browser in order to send back 
accurate usage information to the Web server. The major disadvantage of 
the methods that rely on implicit user cooperation is the concerns of privacy 
issues. There is a constant struggle between the Web user’s desire for 
privacy and the Web provider’s desire for information about who is using their 
site. Many users choose to disable the browser features, such as cookies, 
which enable these methods to work. 
The SiteHelper system proposed by (Ngu and Wu, 1997) learns from 
information extracted from a Web site’s server log in tandem with search 
cues explicitly given by a user in order to recommend pages within the Web 
site. Several literature projects such as Letizia, which is a Web browsing 
assistance agent proposed by (Lieberman, 1995), maintain logs of user 
actions as part of the process of using the content of Web pages and 
hypertext links in order to provide page recommendations to users. These 
projects can be classified as Web content mining since the learning and 
inference is predominantly based on the content of the pages and links, and 
not strictly the behavior of the users. Because users explicitly request the 
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services of these recommendation systems, the problem of identifying user 
sessions is greatly oversimplified with user registration, which easily enables 
the tracking of the session. While users are often willing to register in order to 
receive certain benefits such as a navigation assistance by the website, for 
tasks such as usage analysis that provide no immediate feedback to the 
user, registration is often looked upon as an invasion of privacy, similar to the 
use of cookies and remote agents. Another work that incorporates Web 
content mining was proposed by (Cooley et al, 1999a), who identified and 
tested a method to divide user sessions into semantically meaningful 
transactions. They then used the transactions identified by their method to 
discover association rules from real world data using the WEBMINER 
system, which was proposed previously by (Mobasher et al, 1996) for 
association data mining.   
Works on hybrid mining systems for data cleaning, data clustering, Web 
intelligence, feature selection and missing values are also relevant to web 
data preparation. (Zhang et al, 2003) proposed a new strategy for integrating 
different diverse techniques for mining databases, which was particularly 
designed as a hybrid intelligent system using multi-agent techniques. In their 
approach, new data mining techniques could be added to the system while 
deleting out-of-date techniques from the system dynamically. In addition, 
data mining agents could interact at run-time under this framework, but in 
other non-agent based systems. The paper by (Abdullah et al, 2003) 
presented a strategy for covering the entire data mining process for 
extracting structural rules (paths or trees) from structural patterns (graphs) 
represented by Galois Lattice. In their approach, symbolic learning in feature 
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extraction was designed as a pre-processing (data preparation) and a sub-
symbolic learning as a post-processing (data mining). The most important 
contribution of their strategy is that it provided a solution in capturing the data 
semantics by encoding trees and graphs in the chromosomes. 
2.4 Mining Social Media 
Recent years have seen a huge transformation in the type of content 
available on the web. During the first decade of the web’s prominence, most 
online content resembled Read Only traditional published material. The 
majority of web users were consumers of content, created by a relatively 
small amount of publishers. From the beginnings of the new century, user-
generated content has become increasingly popular on the Web. More users 
participate in content creation, rather than just consumption, transforming the 
Web content into Read and Write. Popular user-generated content, well-
known today by social media, is obviously seen in blogs (or weblogs), 
discussion forums, wikis, social bookmarking sites, multimedia sharing 
communities, and social networks. All these websites and applications 
represent the new generation of the Web, well-known today as the Web 2.0, 
which provides the user-friendly tools to enable the user communities to 
produce, rather than previously consume, the contents that make the most of 
these websites, with an emphasis on relationship building and management 
among the users of the community.  
An important difference between user-generated content and traditional 
content that is particularly significant for knowledge-based media is the 
variance in the quality of the content. As (Anderson, 2006) describes in his 
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book, in traditional publishing, which is mediated by the publisher, the typical 
range of quality is substantially narrower than in niche, unmediated markets. 
The main challenge posed by content in social media sites is the fact that the 
distribution of quality has high variance, ranging from very high-quality to low-
quality abusive content. This makes the tasks of filtering and ranking in such 
systems more complex than in other domains. However, for information-
retrieval tasks, social media systems present an inherent advantage over 
traditional collections of documents. The rich structure of social media offers 
more available data than in other domains. In addition to document content 
and link structure, social media exhibit a wide variety of user-to-document 
relation types, and user-to-user interactions.  
Because of this high variance in quality for the content found in Web 2.0 
sites, there is a significant need to identify, extract, and filter high-quality 
content in the community-driven sources of information in this domain. Many 
works in the literature have employed Web mining techniques to address the 
problem of retrieving high quality content from the social Web.  Link-based 
methods have shown some success for several tasks in social media (Scott, 
2000). In particular, link-based ranking algorithms such as PageRank, which 
has been reviewed in Section 2.1.2 as an application of Web structure 
mining, have been applied in this context. The work of (Zhang et al, 2007) 
presented ExpertiseRank, a PageRank-like algorithm that was applied on a 
large online help-seeking community known as the Java Forum in order to 
identify the users who have high expertise within this community. Similar 
works done at IBM Research by (Campbell et al, 2003) and (Dom et al, 2003) 
applied graph-based algorithms on synthetic and email networks to rank 
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correspondents according to their degree of expertise on certain subjects of 
interest. 
Works done on estimating the quality of text in the field of Automated 
Essay Grading (AES) are also relevant to retrieving high quality user-
generated content.  In AES, writings of students are graded by machines on 
several aspects, including compositionality, style, accuracy, and soundness. 
AES systems are typically built as text classification tools, and use a range of 
properties derived from the text as features. Some of the features employed 
in systems are lexical, such as word length, measures of vocabulary 
irregularity via repetitiveness, and measures of topicality through word and 
phrase frequencies (Rudner and Liang, 2002). Other features take into 
account usage of punctuation and detection of common grammatical errors, 
such as subject-verb disagreements, via predefined templates (Page, 1994). 
Page’s work has also shown that AES systems correlate very well with 
human judgments. Another area of study relevant to text quality is readability; 
here, the difficulty of text is analyzed to determine the minimal age group 
able to comprehend it. Several classical measures of text readability have 
been proposed such as the SMOG Grading (McLaughlin, 1969). All 
measures combine the number of syllables or words in the text with the 
number of sentences. Although simplistic and controversial, these methods 
are widely-used and provide a rough estimation of the difficulty of text.  
2.5 Website Homepage Improvement 
The first research question this study tries to answer is how a hybrid Web 
mining approach can be used to improve the overall quality of the hyperlinks 
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that are to be placed in the homepage for the users as recommendations that 
facilitate the reach to their informational needs. The following is a description 
of the relevant works found in the literature reviewed from the perspective of 
this study research question.  
(Kleinberg, 1998), (Brin and Page, 1998) and (Li, 1998) used Web 
Structure Mining to infer useful patterns from the Web hyperlink topology to 
help find high quality web pages. The core data that their projects relied on is 
the hyperlinks between the Web pages in the studied website. Kleibnerg 
developed the HITS algorithm, which defines two types of web pages: 
authority pages and hub pages. Authority pages are high quality pages 
related to a particular topic. Hub pages are web pages that directly point to 
authority pages, but they themselves are not necessarily authority pages. 
The HITS algorithm calculates hub weights and authority weights of Web 
pages using an iterative procedure and returned the hyperlinks of the Web 
pages with the highest hub weights or authority weights. Brin and Page 
developed the PageRank algorithm, which weights each in-link to a page 
proportionally to the quality of the page containing the in-link. A Web page 
had a high PageRank score if it was linked from many other pages, and the 
scores were even higher if these referring pages have also high PageRank 
scores. Li developed the hyperlink vector voting algorithm, which ranks each 
Web page in a website based on both the number of hyperlinks to it and the 
anchor texts of the hyperlinks. 
There are other works in the literature that used Web Usage Mining to 
discover useful patterns from the users' web navigational behavior to the web 
pages in the studied website. The core data that their projects relied on is the 
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web server logs. (Cooley et al, 1999b) presented a method to identify 
potentially interesting patterns from mining results, such as the unlinked web 
pages that are visited together frequently. (Mladenic, 1999) developed a 
personal browsing agent, personal WebWatcher, which models web visiting 
interests for a specific Web surfer based on his previously visited Web 
pages. Then, personal WebWatcher relies on this model to predict and 
highlight hyperlinks that this user would click to find his needed information. 
(Perkowitz and Etzioni, 2000) worked on an adaptive website project, which 
used Web visiting patterns learned from Web logs to automatically improve 
the organization and presentation of Web sites. (Spiliopoulou and Pohle, 
2001) exploited Web usage mining to measure and improve the success of 
Web sites. (Lee and Podlaseck, 2001) presented an interactive visualization 
system that provides users with the ability to actively interpret and explore 
Web log data of online stores in order to evaluate the effectiveness of Web 
merchandising. 
The main contributions of previously described works centre on the issue 
of developing a Web Mining-based algorithm that computes a weighted rank 
for each web page, or its corresponding hyperlink, in a certain website in 
order to retrieve a set of hyperlinks that have the highest computed ranks to 
the visitors of that website.  There is still work to be done on developing 
hyperlink recommendation algorithms that integrate more than one Web 
Mining category. In addition, there is no work that develops a special 
algorithm for the website homepage. The homepage is the most important 
page and the gate to all other pages in the website, thus it should attract 
more dedicated attention in the literature.  
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Regarding the research question raised in this section, the contribution of 
this study can be perceived by integrating Web Structure Mining with Web 
Usage Mining to develop a Hyperlink Recommendation Algorithm, LinkGuide, 
which computes a numerical weight for each web page in the website based 
on both its structural importance (Web structure mining) as well as the 
frequent visits to its content by users (Web usage mining). LinkGuide then 
retrieves the collection of hyperlinks that point to the set of web pages that 
have the maximum set score, and recommends this collection of hyperlinks 
to be placed in the homepage of the website. LinkGuide is explained 
thoroughly in Chapter three of this thesis.  
2.6 Users’ Behavior Analysis on the Web 
A second research question raised by this study is how to use a hybrid Web 
mining approach to discover which topics the visitors of a website are truly 
interested in while browsing the various Web pages of the site, as well as to 
discover the different groups of visitors based purely on their browsing 
behavior of these detected topics.   
Reviewing the literature reveals some works that addressed the previous 
question either fully or partially.  These include the works of (Tsekouras et al, 
2007), (Castellano et al, 2007), (Perkowitz and Etzioni, 1998), (Joshi and 
Krishnapuram, 2000), (Mobasher et al, 2000) and (Vel´ asquez et al, 2003). 
(Tsekouras et al, 2007) classified Web pages into various categories using a 
clustering model that is based on fuzzy logic. Clearly, there is no 
consideration of how these categories interest the users since no Web server 
access logs have been analyzed.  In contrast, (Castellano et al, 2007) also 
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used fuzzy logic clustering but this time to discover user groups based on 
their Web browsing transactions found in Web server access logs. Such 
model did not take into consideration the clustering of the Web page contents 
to link their topics with the discovered user profiles. Perkowitz and Etzioni 
developed a web sessions clustering algorithm, PageGather, which takes 
Web server logs as input and outputs the contents of candidate index pages. 
The goal is to create adaptive web pages that facilitate a visitor's navigation 
of a Website. Joshi and Krishnapuram defined their own perception to the 
'user web session' as well as a dissimilarity measure between two Web 
sessions that captures the organization of a website. Then, they developed a 
fuzzy clustering algorithm based on their definitions to extract web user 
profiles from mining the vast amount of historical data stored in Web server 
access logs. (Mobasher et al, 2000) integrated Web usage and Web content 
mining to develop a framework for real-time website personalization based 
on clustering to obtain a uniform representation for both website usage and 
website content profiles. (Vel´ asquez et al, 2003) combined visitor web 
sessions with the website contents in one similarity measurement formula to 
cluster the visits to understand the visitor's behavior in the website.  
The contributions of these works centre on the issue of developing a 
clustering-based framework to segment either web visitor sessions or web 
page contents or both of them in an integrated approach, to either 
understand the visitors’ behavior, or to recommend relevant web pages to 
them on real-time basis. There is still work to be done on integrating more 
than one Web mining category into a single approach, since most of the 
works done are based on only one web mining category, either web content 
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mining or web usage mining. Mining the content alone does not reveal how 
each group of visitors are interested in this content, whereas mining the 
usage (visit sessions) alone does not reveal what the true categories, or 
topics, that truly interest the resulting different groups of visitors.    
This study approach to answer the raised question above is closest to 
that of (Mobasher et al, 2000) in that both of us developed a framework that 
integrates Web usage and Web content mining to understand visitors’ 
behavior when browsing a website. However, the new contribution of this 
study is that the visitor behavior understanding framework proposed is a 
multi-phase SOM clustering approach, SOM-Guide. The first phase is 
intended to extract the major topics that compose the contents of the Web 
pages in the website, whereas the second phase is intended to segment the 
visitors sessions based on their access times while navigating the topics 
discovered in the first phase. SOM-Guide is explained thoroughly in Chapter 
four of this thesis. 
2.7 Search Result Filtration in Blog Post Retrieval  
The third research question addressed by this study is how to use a hybrid 
Web mining approach to improve Information Retrieval (IR) from one of the 
most popular forms of user-generated contents in social media sites, which is 
the blogosphere. Researchers who have conducted works that are fully or 
partially relevant to this question are (Bansal and Koudas, 2007), (Kolari et 
al, 2006), (Peng and Chou, 2009), (Dell'Amico and Capra, 2008) and 
(Agarwal et al, 2008). The following is an overview of their contributions.  
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Bansal and Koudas presented BlogScope, a system for online analysis of 
high volume temporally ordered text sources, and applied it to the analysis of 
blog articles in the blogosphere. (Kolari et al, 2006) developed a machine 
learning models based on Support Vector Machines (SVM) with local and 
link-based features and evaluated these models to detect spam blogs, 
referred to by splogs, which are false blogs with machine-generated content 
that host ads or used to raise the search engine rank of target websites. 
Peng and Chou proposed a trust-enhanced collaborative filtering approach 
that integrates multi-faceted trust based on blog article type and blogger 
similarity. They also designed an online blog article recommender system, 
iTurstU, to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach in terms of 
accuracy and quality of recommendations. Dell'Amico and Capra proposed 
SOFIA, an algorithm that measured users’ trustworthiness according to their 
taste similarity and social ties (trust relationships). Competence and 
benevolence intent of the user were both considered in order to overcome 
the problem of malicious attacks. Results of applying the approach in social 
media suggested that users with similar tastes are more likely to form a trust 
relationship. Therefore, blog posts could be recommended based on users 
taste similarity. (Agarwal et al, 2008) presented a model to identify influential 
bloggers in a blogging community. The model assigns an influence score to 
each blog post of the blogger. These blog post level influence scores are 
used to calculate the influence of the blogger himself. The model defines 
influential blog posts using a set of weighted properties that include 
recognition of the blog posts by readers, activity generation capability, 
novelty and eloquence. 
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The contributions achieved by these works centre on the issue of 
improving information retrieval from blogs websites by either the text analysis 
of the blog posts content and filtering the posts to remove posts that are 
irrelevant to the reader's search requirements or by recommending blog 
posts based on blog reading taste similarity between different readers. There 
is still work to be done on applying data mining and machine learning 
approaches to the blog information retrieval improvement problem, and on 
developing novel approaches to prepare and build cleaned and effective 
training and testing data sets that are required to build the supervised 
learning models that improves blog post IR.   
The blog post filtration approach proposed by this study, BlogFilter, which 
is explained thoroughly in Chapter five of this thesis, is closest to the work of 
(Kolari et al, 2006) in that both approaches leveraged machine learning 
techniques in general, and Support Vector Machines in particular, to develop 
classification models that are able to detect irrelevant blog posts from a blog 
post dataset and recommend those posts that are relevant to the user's 
query. However, the approach of this study is further extended by the 
utilization of the concept of Tag Clouds that are generally used by Web 2.0 
applications to classify web page contents by the social community 
participating in the content generation of these applications. BlogFilter uses 
tag clouds within the process of preparing and classifying the learning 
dataset required to build the machine learning-based blog post filtration 
model. 
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Chapter 3  
LinkGuide: A Web Mining Approach to 
Hyperlink Recommendation for the 
Website Homepage 
 
3.1 Introduction 
One of the biggest challenges in website design today is to provide the web 
users with an effective homepage on which they can easily and confidently 
rely in order to reach the information they seek. In this chapter, the design of 
the hyperlink structure of the website homepage  is addressed through the 
introduction of a novel approach, LinkGuide, based on web structure mining, 
which is represented by the extraction of significant structural relationships 
between the web pages in an existing website,  and also on usage mining, 
which is represented by the extraction of significant access relationships 
between these web pages from mining the web server log files. First, the 
research problem of hyperlink recommendation is formally defined. Second, 
a full explanation of the methodology of LinkGuide is described. Third, The 
performance of LinkGuide is evaluated through comparing the defined 
measurement metrics for LikGuide with their values for the current polular 
method of hyperlink recommendation for a homepage. Finally, discussion is 
made and conclusions are drawn.  
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3.2  Problem Definition 
It is desirable to design a homepage for a Website that: (a) can effectively 
facilitate Web surfers in locating information stored in the Web site, (b) has a 
limited number of hyperlinks placed in the portal page. Two performance 
metrics to measure the quality of a homepage, precision and coverage, 
which address the requirements (a) and (b), are defined in this Chapter. 
These two metrics are based on standard quality metrics used popularly in 
Information Retrieval (IR) systems to evaluate the quality of a search result 
after a keyword-based search process has been initiated by the user. 
3.2.1 Quality Measures in Text Information Retrieval  
Standard measures have been defined that allow to evaluate how accurate 
the IR system is after retrieving a set of documents as a response to a user's 
search. Two categories of documents can be found in the entire database: 
(1) relevant documents, which are the documents relevant to the user’s 
query, and (2) retrieved documents, which are the documents returned to the 
user by the system. The relation between the two is illustrated by using the 
Venn diagram shown in Figure 3.1. These two types of documents give rise 
to four possible outcomes, shown in Table 3.1. The combinations shown in 
italics, retrieved and irrelevant, as well as not retrieved and relevant, 
represent mistakes, while the bolded combinations, X and not retrieved and 
irrelevant documents, are correct results. This table is referred to as the 
confusion matrix and is used to define two measures commonly used in text 
retrieval: precision and recall. For any specific user’s query the set of not 
retrieved and irrelevant documents is relatively large, and thus can distort the 
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measures used to evaluate the returned documents. Therefore, both 
measures are defined using the remaining three outcomes. 
Precision evaluates the ability of the IR system to retrieve top-ranked 
documents that are mostly relevant, and is defined as the ratio of the 
retrieved documents that are truly relevant to the user’s query, X, to the total 
number of retrieved documents. 
 
Recall, on the other hand, evaluates the ability of the IR system to find all the 
relevant items in the database and is defined as the ratio of the retrieved 
documents that are truly relevant to the user’s query, X, to the total number 
of relevant documents in the database or document collection. 
 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Figure 3.1: The relationship between relevant and retrieved documents 
Table 3.1: The four output possibilities in an IR system  
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It is noticed that recall, outside the area of information retrieval, is better 
known under the name of sensitivity. The quality of the documents returned 
by the IR system in response to the query is measured by a combination of 
precision and recall. As is usually the case in IR systems design, a tradeoff 
between precision and recall needs to be achieved. Figure 3.2 depicts the 
relationship between precision and recall. The normal cases would lie on a 
solid curve. Generally, it is not possible to achieve the ideal case, where all 
retrieved documents are relevant and no relevant documents are missing in 
the list returned to the user. 
An example computation of precision and recall, which shows the tradeoff 
between these two measures, is provided in Figure 3.3. Assuming that the 
total number of relevant documents in the entire document collection is 7, the 
precision and recall values are computed for different numbers of the 
returned documents. 
The precision is relatively easy to estimate as the user can analyze each 
returned document and judge whether it is relevant to her query. On the other 
hand, the recall value depends on knowing how many documents in the 
Figure 3.2: The relationship between Precision and Recall 
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entire document database are relevant to the query. This number is often not 
available, and thus one of the following techniques can be used to estimate it 
is either sampling across the document database and performing relevance 
judgment on the documents accordingly, or by using different retrieval 
algorithms on the same database for the same query; the relevant 
documents are the aggregate of all returned documents. 
3.2.2 Quality Measures for a Website Homepage   
Based on the quality measures of IR systems, the effectiveness of an 
approach that recommends an optimum list of hyperlinks to be placed in the 
website homepage can be measured in terms of both precision and coverage 
of the recommended hyperlinks. Within this context, precision measures the 
ability of the homepage to only present to the users the hyperlinks that meet 
users demand, without placing hyperlinks that point to irrelevant web pages. 
On the other hand, coverage measures the ability of the homepage to link to 
all the existing relevant web pages in the website, without missing any 
Figure 3.3: Calculations of Precision (P) and Recall (R) 
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hyperlinks that may point to truly relevant pages for the users. Low precision 
can easily lead to loosing visitor loyalty in the site due to receive inaccurate 
page recommendations, while low coverage will result in users missing the 
opportunities to reach valuable information likely to be interesting to them.  
Let P be the hyperlink pool, which is a collection of k links, { Lj , Lj+1 , ... , 
Lk }, pointing to frequently accessed pages, in a website. Let s be the 
number of user sessions, U, in a web log file during a specific period of time. 
Every session Si contains a set of user-interested links U(Si), where U(Si) ⊂ 
P , ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, … , s}. If HH refers to the set of n hyperlinks to be placed in a 
homepage, and EH the set of hyperlinks found in the pages directly pointed 
by the links in HH, then we can define H to be all easily accessed links for a 
web user, if H = HH ∪ EH. For example, if HH = {L1 , L2} and L1 points to a 
page having the link L3 while L2 points to another having the link L4, then H = 
{L1 , L2 , L3 , L4}. Mapping the concepts of the IR system, the set of easily 
accessed links represents the set of documents retrieved by an IR system, 
while the set of interesting links U(Si) in a user session represents the set of 
search-relevant documents contained in the IR document repository. 
Motivated by this mapping of the IR concepts into hyperlink 
recommendation concepts, two session-level homepage quality 
measurements, session-level Precision Pr(Si), and session-level Coverage 
Cov(Si), is formulated in equations (3.3) and (3.4), respectively.  
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The session-level precision and session-level coverage are computed for 
each user’s web session generated from the preparation of the Web server 
log file after being processed. Therefore, the corresponding log-level 
Precision and Coverage,  Pr(log) and Cov(log), are then formulated in 
equations (3.5) and (3.6), respectively to represented the average computed 
precision and coverage values with respect to all the Web sessions detected 
by processing the given Web server log file. 
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Based on homepage quality metrics defined above, the hyperlink 
recommendation problem for the website homepage is described as shown 
in Figure 3.4. 
  
  
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Figure 3.4: The Hyperlink Recommendation Problem 
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3.3 Data Preparation  
3.3.1 Preparation of Web Structure Data 
The Web mining approach proposed by this study to address the hyperlink 
recommendation problem discovers the structural relationships between the 
hyperlinks in a hyperlink pool as a Web structure mining technique. This 
relationship is referred to in this study by a pointer – pointed relationship and 
is explained in Section 3.4.1. A hyperlink is pointer when it points or links to a 
specific Web page that contains another different hyperlinks. The hyperlink is 
pointed if it exists in the Web page that the pointer hyperlink has pointed to. 
To discover all the structural relationships between all the hyperlinks in a 
hyperlink pool, a process called Web page parsing is made. Parsing a Web 
page is usually the process of analyzing the HTML code that makes up the 
Web page to locate a pre-specified HTML tag containing the desired 
information. In HTML, the anchor tag (<a>) is the target tag that contains the 
linkage information for a specific hyperlink. This linkage information includes 
the term or phrase used as a hyperlink as well as the Web page URL, or 
Web page address, that this hyperlink points to.  To parse all the hyperlinks 
in a specific Web page, a program, called the parser, is designed to find all 
the hyperlinks in a Web page by searching for the anchor tags. Then, for 
each hyperlink found by the parser, the target Web address pointed to by this 
hyperlink is visited by the parser and all the hyperlinks contained in this Web 
address are parsed as well. Finally, a table that contains all the hyperlinks 
that are pointed to by the first hyperlink is prepared by the parsing program.  
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3.3.2  Preparation of Web Usage Data 
The other type of relationships sought by this study is the co-access 
relationships between the hyperlinks as well as between the hyperlink sets. A 
co-access relationship between two hyperlinks exists when the Web pages 
pointed by those hyperlinks are accessed frequently by a significant amount 
of users' Web sessions. Before discovering the co-access relationships, a 
Web usage data preparation process is needed to discover the Web 
sessions where each session contains a number of Hyperlinks that are 
accessed by the same user in the same Web browsing session. These 
sessions can be identified by processing a Web server log file(s). A raw Web 
log file, usually created and maintained by the Web server that hosts the 
website under study, is a collection of data that explicitly records Web users' 
browsing behavioral information in a website. Figure 3.5 shows a sample 
Web log collected by a Web server. The useful properties in the Web log file 
that can be utilized for a Web usage mining process include the IP address, 
time, target We page URL, which explicitly describe who, at what time, 
accessed which Web page. Additional attributes include status of a HTTP 
request and the size in bytes of the accessed Web page as calculated by the 
Web server. The status indicates either a successful or failed access to the 
page. For example, a status of 200 means that the Web page has been 
accessed successfully in the containing session. 
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The Web server log files for a specific period of time need to be 
preprocessed or prepared before useful co-access relationships can be 
mined. This Preprocessing task is divided into two steps: Web log cleaning 
and user's Web session identification. In Web log cleaning, there two types of 
Web log records to be filtered out from the overall records. First, the Web log 
records having status values that are greater than 400 are removed because 
they record failed Web page access. Second, the Web log records that are 
stored as a result to Web page attachments coming with the Web page are 
also deleted. These include picture and video requests. As a raw Web log 
records every file request sent to a Web server, one Web access could result 
in several Web log records. For example, an access to a Web page with two 
pictures will result in three Web log records, one for the Web page, and the 
other two for the pictures. The Web page record alone is sufficient to prove 
that the user has accessed the page. The basic processing unit for extracting 
access relationships is a Web session. A Web log needs to be divided into 
identified Web sessions before the Web usage mining process can start. 
Because connections between Web clients and a Web server are usually 
stateless, which means that the users do not have to register in order to 
access the contained Web pages, there is no notion of a session in the Web 
log records. A well-grounded method found in the literature to divide the Web 
Figure 3.5: Sample records from a Web server log file 
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log records into identified Web sessions is based on IP address and timeout 
(Cooley et al, 1999a). If the time between Web page requests from the same 
IP address exceeds a certain limit, it is assumed that the user has started 
another session. 30 minutes are usually chosen as the default timeout based 
on heuristics. Another method is to modify a Web server to encode session 
identifiers in Web pages, transferred between clients and a Web server (Yan 
et al, 1996). However, the second method requires modification of a Web 
server, which is not convenient and practical for many websites and needs 
certain system administration privileges. Because of this reason, this study 
adopts the 30 minute timeout method to identify the users' Web sessions 
from the log files collected for the studied duration. Web log records are first 
sorted by client IP address, then by access time. A specific program has 
been designed to accomplish the Web usage data preparation task. 
3.4 The LinkGuide Approach 
In this Chapter, a novel hybrid Web mining approach, LinkGuide, that 
integrates Web structure and usage mining techniques to solve the defined 
hyperlink recommendation problem is presented. As illustrated in Figure 3.6, 
LinkGuide utilizes web structure mining through extracting structural 
relationships of links from the site pool P, as well as web usage mining 
through mining associations of links extracted from the site user sessions U.  
The extracted set of structurally related links SR and the discovered set of 
frequently co-accessed link pairs AR-2 are both used to score those 
hyperlinks that point to other highly user-interested pages. Moreover, 
remaining pairs in AR-2 not having structural relationships between them, as 
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well as frequently co-accessed link triples AR-3 that are extracted with AR-2 
in the Web usage mining phase, are also assigned scores based on their 
association support values. Finally, a greedy optimization function is formed 
and applied to all scored elements in order to achieve the optimal set HH of n 
hyperlinks for the homepage. 
3.4.1 Extraction of the Pointer – Pointed Structural Relationships 
Since web pages in any website can be interconnected through the hypertext 
facility of markup languages (e.g. HTML, XHTML) used to construct these 
pages, we were able to map this connection to the hyperlinks that represent 
these pages as shown in Figure 3.7. 
A simple example is that if we have a hyperlink, L1, which refers to web 
page, PL1, which is found to contain the hyperlinks {L2, L3}, and all hyperlinks 
{L1, L2, L3} ⊂ P, then the two structural relationships, L1 → L2, and L1 → L3 
exist, in which L1 is the pointer hyperlinks, whereas L2 and L3 are the pointed 
hyperlinks. 
But do all of these structural relationships have the same quality? And if 
no, how may one determine which relationship is better than the other? To 
answer these questions, the argument raised by LinkGuide is that if placing a 
Mining 
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Accessed 
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Figure 3.6: The Process Flow of the LinkGuide Approach  
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good pointer hyperlink in the homepage will open the gate for users to 
access as many good pages as they can, and if a good page is the one that 
is visited frequently by users, then the more pointer hyperlinks having 
relationships with pointed hyperlinks that refer to good pages, the higher 
quality these structural relationships are. Therefore, the strength of a 
structural relationship between two hyperlinks can be measured by 
determining how frequently these two links are accessed together in the 
same user sessions. A popular data mining method, association rules and 
frequent item set mining, is utilized by LinkGuide in order to extract the 
frequently co-accessed Web pages and their support values from the Web 
sessions that are extracted earlier from the server log files. This pattern 
discovery, the frequently co-accessed Web pages and their support values, 
are then used to give a weight value to the strength of each pointer - pointed 
structural relationship extracted from all the available hyperlink pairs in the 
hyperlink pool P. Here, the support value of two hyperlinks σ {Lx, Ly} 
determined by the frequent item set mining algorithm is the numerical 
indicator of how strong the structural relationship, Lx → Ly, is. 
Given:  
• The hyperlink pool P of a website  
• A hyperlink pair {Lx, Ly}; 
• PLx : The set of hyperlinks found in the page pointed to by Lx 
Definitions: 
• (Lx → Ly) denotes that Lx structurally points to Ly 
• Lx is the pointer hyperlink 
• Ly is the pointed hyperlink 
Conditions: 
• Ly ∈ PLx; 
• Lx and  Ly refer to different web pages; 
• {Lx, Ly} ⊂ P 
Figure 3.7: The Pointer – Pointed Structural Relationship defined between two Hyperlinks 
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3.4.2 Extraction of Frequently Co-Accessed Web Pages 
Frequent patterns that are mined using association rule mining are those 
item sets that appear together in a data set frequently. For example, a set of 
items, such as milk and bread, which appears frequently together in a market 
basket transactional data set is a frequent item set. A subsequence, such as 
buying first a PC, then a digital camera, and then a memory card, if occurs 
frequently in a shopping history database, is a frequent sequential pattern. 
Finding such frequent patterns plays an essential role in mining associations, 
correlations, and many other interesting relationships among data. Moreover, 
it helps in data classification, clustering, and other data mining tasks as well. 
Thus, frequent pattern mining has become an important data mining task and 
a focused theme in data mining research.  
 In this Chapter, the LinkGuide approach utilizes frequent pattern mining, 
which discovers the pattern of frequent item sets from a transaction dataset 
and give a numerical weight to their frequent co-occuring, to measure the 
strength of each pointer hyperlink in the structural relationship discovered in 
Section 3.4.1. The problem of frequent item set pattern discovery is formally 
stated as follows. Let I = { I1, I2, … , Im } be a set of items. Let D be a set of 
database transactions where each transaction T is a set of items such that T 
⊆ I . Each transaction is associated with an identifier TID. Let A be a set of 
items. A transaction T is said to contain A if and only if A ⊆ T. An association 
rule is an implication of the form A ⇒ B, where A ⊂ I , B ⊂ I , and A ∩ B = φ. 
The rule A ⇒ B holds in the transaction set D with support s, where s is the 
percentage of transactions in D that contain A ∪ B (both item sets A and B) 
and defined in Equation (3.7) to be the probability P(A ∪ B ). Also, the rule A 
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⇒ B has confidence c in the transaction set D, where c is the percentage of 
transactions in D containing A that also contain B and defined in Equation 
(3.8) to be the conditional probability, P(B | A).  
𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 (𝑨𝑨 ⟹ 𝑩𝑩) =  𝑷𝑷(𝑨𝑨 ⋃ 𝑩𝑩) 
𝒄𝒄𝒔𝒔𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄 (𝑨𝑨 ⟹𝑩𝑩) =  𝑷𝑷(𝑩𝑩 | 𝑨𝑨) 
Strong rules are those that staisfy minimum support and confidence 
thresholds. An itemset that contains k items is a k-itemset. The occurrence 
frequency of an itemset is the number of transactions that contain the 
itemset. This is also known, simply, as the frequency, support count, or count 
of the itemset. The itemset support defined in Equation (3.7) is referred to as 
the relative support. If the relative support of an itemset I satisfies a 
prespecified minimum support threshold, then I is a frequent itemset. 
Apriori (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994) is a well-known algorithm to find all 
sets of items, or itemsets, which have support no less than a minimum 
support threshold minsup. The support for an itemset is the ratio of the 
number of transactions that contain the itemset to the total number of 
transactions. Itemsets that satisfy minimum support constraint are called 
frequent itemsets FK. Apriori is characterized as a breadth first search 
algorithm using anti-monotonicity property of itemsets, assuming that if an 
itemset is not frequent, any of its superset is never frequent, which is also 
called the downward closure property. The algorithm makes multiple passes 
over the data. In the first pass, the support of individual items is counted and 
frequent items are determined. In each subsequent pass, a seed set of 
itemsets found to be frequent in the previous pass is used for generating new 
potentially frequent itemsets, called candidate itemsets CK, and their actual 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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support is counted during the pass over the data. At the end of the pass, 
those satisfying minimum support constraint are collected, that is, frequent 
itemsets are determined, and they become the seed for the next pass. This 
process is repeated until no new frequent itemsets are found. A pseudocode 
of Apriori is shown in Figure 3.8.  
In LinkGuide, mining frequent itemsets is represented by the discovery of 
the frequent co-access relationships between Web pages that are referred by 
the hyperlinks in the hyperlink pool. Within the context of LinkGuide, the 
server Web sessions correspond to transactions, the hyperlinks correspond 
to the items, and the hyperlink sets correspond to the itemsets. Applying the 
Apriori algorithm on the prepared Web sessions that have been identified 
from the preprocessed Web server log files , all the hyperlink sets that have 
frequent co-access relationships among their hyperlink elements can be 
discovered, and their corresponding support values can be computed. The 
first output of mining the frequent co-access relationships between the 
hyperlink pairs having structural relationships between them is a set of pairs, 
denoted as AR-2, in which each pair contains a hyperlink set and its 
corresponding support value. 
Figure 3.8: The Apriori Algorithm for mining frequent itemsets 
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3.4.3 Scoring Pointer Hyperlinks in the Structural Relationship Set 
As explained in Section (3.4.1), the extracted structural relationship set SR 
contains a collection of hyperlink pairs, where the first hyperlink in each pair, 
the pointer hyperlink Lx, points to the Web page that contains the second 
hyperlink, the pointed hyperlink Ly. As a first hyperlink scoring process done 
toward discovering the best collection of hyperlinks to be recommended to 
the users at the website homepage, LinkGuide aims to weigh the quality of 
each pointer hyperlink in SR based on the overall quality of the structural 
relationships it has with the pointed hyperlinks. The quality of each structural 
relationship is measured by the support value σ {Lx, Ly} computed by the 
Apriori association mining algorithm explained in Section (3.4.2). The 
argument raised by LinkGuide is that the higher support value between two 
hyperlinks having the defined structural relationship, the more goodness this 
structural relationship can be perceived. Therefore, LinkGuide formulates the 
score SCORELx of each pointer hyperlink in SR in Equation (3.9). 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥   = � (𝜎𝜎 {𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥 , 𝐿𝐿𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚 }𝑘𝑘
𝑚𝑚=1 )  ×  𝛿𝛿 (3.9) 
Where   𝛿𝛿 =  �1                     𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖           ��𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥 , 𝐿𝐿𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚 �,𝜎𝜎 �𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥 , 𝐿𝐿𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚 ��  ∈ 𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆 − 2 0                    𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒                                                               
Applying this equation on pointer hyperlinks in SR enables to obtain the first 
scored collection of candidate hyperlinks for the homepage. This scored 
collection is referred to by SCORESR. 
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3.4.4 Scoring Hyperlink Pairs and Triples Outside the Structural 
Relationship Set 
LinkGuide not only considers pointer hyperlinks in structural relationships, but 
also those hyperlink pairs and triples that are frequently accessed together in 
the same user Web sessions, even when there is no structural relationship 
between them. For this reason, LinkGuide formulates a support-based 
weighted score, shown in Equation (3.10), to be assigned to each hyperlink 
pair {Lx, Ly} in AR-2 as wellas a weighted score, shown in Equation (3.11), to 
be assigned to each hyperlink triple {Lx, Ly, Lz} in AR-3. These scores 
ensures that LinGuide provides a consideration for those hyperlinks that are 
co-accessed frequently by the users visiting the website but, due to website 
design purposes, do not have structural relationships between them. 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆−2{𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥 ,𝐿𝐿𝑦𝑦 } =  �𝜎𝜎 �𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥 , 𝐿𝐿𝑦𝑦�       𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥 , 𝐿𝐿𝑦𝑦�  ∉ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 0                     𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒                (3.10) 
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆−3{𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥 ,𝐿𝐿𝑦𝑦 ,𝐿𝐿𝑧𝑧 } =  �𝜎𝜎 �𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥 , 𝐿𝐿𝑦𝑦 , 𝐿𝐿𝑧𝑧�   𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 , 𝐿𝐿𝑗𝑗 �  ∉ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ∀ �𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 , 𝐿𝐿𝑗𝑗 �  ⊂  �𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥 , 𝐿𝐿𝑦𝑦 , 𝐿𝐿𝑧𝑧� 0                        𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒                                                          (3.11) 
 
3.4.5 Recommending Hyperlinks for the Website Homepage 
As explained in the previous sections, LinkGuide defines weighted scores 
based an integrated Web structure and Web usage mining approach to be 
assigned to hyperlinks as well as to hyperlink sets. Since the objective of 
LinkGuide is to discover an optimal hyperlink collection HH to be placed as 
recommendations at the website homepage, there is a need to formulate a 
weighted score for the hyperlink set that will contain these suggested 
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hyperlinks.  The approximation approach proposed by (Fang and Sheng, 
2004) to discover a set of elements that maximizes a defined numerical score 
is utilized by LinkGuide as the model to solve the hyperlink recommendation 
problem. This model is shown in Figure 3.9. LinkGuide then develops a 
customized greedy aggregation algorithm, shown in Figure 3.10, to solve the 
optimization problem of finding the best set HH having n hyperlinks to be 
recommended for users by placing its elements in the website homepage. 
For a subset of hyperlinks S that exists in the hyperlink pool P, where S 
⊂ P, the customized greedy aggregation algorithm developed in LinkGuide 
depends on the set S score SCORES formulated in Equation (3.12) to 
discover the hyperlink elements in HH. 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =  ∑ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐿𝐿 +  ∑ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆−2 + ∑ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆−3𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆−3 ⊆𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆−2 ⊆𝑆𝑆𝐿𝐿∈𝑆𝑆 |𝑆𝑆|  3.12 
where SCOREL is the weight computed in Section (3.4.3) for pointer 
hyperlinks having structural relationships with other hyperlinks in the 
hyperlink pool, and SCOREAR-2 and SCOREAR-3 are the weights computed in 
Section (3.4.4) for frequently co-accessed hyperlink pairs and triples not 
having pointer – pointed structural relationships between them. 
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻) = 
Given: 
• The hyperlink pool (P) of a website containing (k) hyperlinks of frequently accessed 
pages;  
• The number (n) of hyperlinks to be placed in the homepage of the website, where: n < k. 
Goal: 
• Recommend the best hyperlink set (HH) from (P) to be placed on the homepage.  
Constraint: 
•  The rank (SCORE(HH)) of (HH) should be: 
 
 max ( ∑ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 ∈𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 +  ∑ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆−2 + 𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆−2 ⊆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 .∑ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆−3 𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆−3 ⊆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ) 
 
Figure 3.9: LinkGuide Solution Model to the Hyperlink Recommendation Problem 
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3.5  Experimental Results 
To evaluate the performance of the LinkGuide approach, it has been 
implemented on an experimental data consisting of a collection of Web 
pages and Web server log files. The log-level precision and coverage 
performance measures defined in Equations (3.5) and (3.6) in Section (3.2.2) 
have been used as the basis for comparison with the other approaches. In 
Input:  
P: The hyperlink pool of a website containing (k) hyperlinks of frequently accessed pages; 
SCORESR: Pointer hyperlinks in the structure relationship SR with their scores; 
SCOREAR-2: Hyperlink pairs frequently co-accessed together with no structural relationship 
between them, with their scores; 
SCOREAR-3: Hyperlink triples frequently co-accessed together with no structural relationship 
between them, with their scores; 
nMIN: The minimum number of hyperlinks to be placed in the homepage of the website; 
nMAX: The maximum number of hyperlinks to be placed in the homepage of the website,  
where: nMAX  < k 
 
Output:  
HH: The best set of homepage hyperlinks to be recommended for users when they access the site 
homepage. 
 
Algorithm: 
1. Determine HH for nMIN: 
1.1. For each hyperlink Lx in P: 
1.1.1. Move Lx from P to an empty set S 
1.1.2. For each hyperlink Ly in (P – {Lx}): 
1.1.2.1. Add Ly to S 
1.1.2.2. Calculate SCORES based on Equation (3.12) 
1.1.2.3. Store the hyperlink pair in S with their score in a hash h 
1.1.2.4. Remove Ly from S 
1.1.3. Remove Lx from S (S is empty) 
1.2. Retrieve from h the hyperlink pair having the highest score and store them in S 
1.3. HH = S for n = 2, where: n: the number of best recommended hyperlinks  
2. Determine HH for up to nMAX  hyperlinks: 
2.1. For each hyperlink Lz in (P – S): 
2.1.1. Add Lz to S 
2.1.2. Calculate SCORES based on Equation (3.12) 
2.1.3. Store the hyperlink set in S with their score in a hash h 
2.1.4. Remove Lz from S 
2.2. Retrieve from h the hyperlink set having the highest score and store them in S 
2.3. Remove duplicates in S 
2.4. HH = S for n = n + 1 
2.5. Repeat (2.1 to 2.4) until n > nMAX 
Figure 3.10: The Customized Greedy Aggregation Algorithm used by LinkGuide to discover the 
Hyperlinks in HH for placing at the Website Homepage as Recommendations to the Site Users 
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other words, the log-level precision and coverage values of the hyperlinks 
discovered by LinkGuide for recommendations have been computed and 
then compared with the log-level precision and coverage values computed 
for two other collections of hyperlinks, which have been selected for the 
homepage using the other two approaches. The experimental Web pages 
and Web log data have been collected from the website of the University of 
Bradford’s School of Computing, Informatics, and Media (SCIM)1
The SCIM website contains thousands of hyperlinks. Some of these 
hyperlinks point to Web pages within the School website, which are local files 
that are stored within the School Web server, whereas other hyperlinks point 
to external Web pages that are outside the domain of the website. Because 
of this, the hyperlink parsing process, discussed in Section (3.3.1), included a 
hyperlink filtration task in order to filter out those hyperlinks that either do not 
. The SCIM 
website is large enough and its Web server logs contain sufficient web log 
records that enables the comparison of different hyperlink recommendation 
approaches. Any of two major time periods at the University, the beginning of 
the winter semester or the beginning of the spring semester, can be 
considered for LinkGuide evaluation as the web access load is relatively high 
and allows to obtain an adequate quantity of Web log transactional data. For 
this reason, the Web log access records that represent all the user visits of 
the SCIM website during the period of September 2008 have been collected, 
cleaned and processed in order to identify the user Web sessions required 
for the computations of LinkGuide. 
3.5.1  Data Description 
                                                          
1 http://www.inf.brad.ac.uk/home/ 
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return content (dead hyperlinks) or point to external Web pages that are 
outside the SCIM website. This is a required task because the collected Web 
log access files contain only the transactions of the user visits to the local 
Web pages that are within the domain of the SCIM Web server. The total 
remaining number of hyperlinks that have been considered for the 
experiment after this filtration process is 1721 hyperlinks. These are the 
considered hyperlinks in the hyperlink pool P under study.  It is important to 
note that this number of hyperlinks highly exceeds the number of hyperlinks 
considered for experiments by other relevant works in the literature such as 
the work done by (Fang and Sheng, 2004), which only considered a total of 
110 hyperlinks that point to local pages in the website under study. This big 
difference in the number of hyperlinks between the hyperlink pools 
considered to evaluate the previous works and the hyperlink pool considered 
to evaluate LinkGuide would increase the accuracy of the evaluation results 
obtained by implementing LinkGuide. Table 3.2 summarizes the Web data 
used to implement the LinkGuide approach. 
 
Data item Data value 
Number of studied pages in the site (The Hyperlink Pool) 1721 
Log studied time period September 2008 
Number of cleaned log records 143159 
Number of generated user Web sessions 32087 
Support threshold used for frequent item set mining 0.002 
Minimum support for frequent link sets 64 
Number of hyperlink pairs with structural relationships 15246 
Number of generated frequently co-accessed link pairs 353 
Number of generated frequently co-accessed link triples 709 
Minimum number of recommended hyperlinks 2 
Maximum number of recommended hyperlinks 30 
 
Table 3.2: A Summary of the Experimental Data used to implement LinkGuide  
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3.5.2  Performance Comparison with Existing and Random 
Hyperlink Recommendations 
There is a need to compare the log-level precision and coverage values of 
the hyperlinks recommended by LinkGuide with the log-level precision and 
coverage values of the existing hyperlinks that are placed in the current 
homepage of the SCIM website in order to check whether or not LinkGuide 
truly improves the quality of the hyperlinks recommended for the users at the 
website homepage. The hyperlinks that are placed at the current homepage 
were selected by a human domain expert who is involved with the design and 
development of the website and has the expertise, based on his knowledge 
in the domain of the website as well as his evaluation of the Web server logs, 
of recommending hyperlinks that meet the interests of the users who browse 
the website. There is also a need to compare the performance of LinkGuide 
with the performance of another approach of hyperlink recommendation. A 
simple approach to hyperlink recommendation, usually used with newly 
established websites, is to select hyperlinks randomly from the available 
hyperlink pool of the website. 
Table 3.3 lists the best 8 hyperlinks that have been recommended to be 
placed at the homepage after running LinkGuide, compared with the first 8 
hyperlinks that already exist in the current homepage based on the 
recommendations of the website domain expert. 
Figure 3.11 shows the computed log-level precision and coverage values 
for different sizes (n = 2 to 30) of hyperlink sets recommended by both 
LinkGuide and the domain expert.  The figure clearly illustrates that in vast 
majority of sets, the LinkGuide approach outperforms the human expert 
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approach, which is represented by existing selections of hyperlinks in the 
current homepage. Semantically, precision measures the ratio of the relevant 
hyperlinks available to the users at the homepage to all the recommended 
hyperlinks, whereas coverage measures the ratio of the relevant hyperlinks 
available to the users at the homepage to all the relevant hyperlinks in the 
whole website.  
In addition, as a result of comparing between the homepage performance 
when using LinkGuide and using random recommendation sets of hyperlinks, 
figure 3.12 clearly shows that LinkGuide obviously outperforms the random 
hyperlink recommendation approach in both the log-level precision and 
coverage values for the homepage that would place the recommended 
hyperlinks sets having n = 2 to 30 hyperlink elements. 
  
No. LinkGuide Recommendations Domain Expert Recommendations 
1 /internal/sso/timetables.php /courses/ug/course-list.php?type=tlbm 
2 /internal/sso/tstd.php /courses/pg/course-list.php?type=eimc 
3 /internal/computing/timetables.php /courses/ug/course-list.php?type=cr 
4 /internal/sso/handbook.php /contact/ug.php 
5 /internal/sso/readtt.php /research/index.php 
6 /internal/computing/tutors.php /courses/ug/course-list.php?type=ms 
7 /courses/ug/index.php /courses/ug/course-list.php?type=asfx 
8 /internal/computing/module_catalogue/cs.php /staff/index.php?type=az 
Table 3.3: The first 8 hyperlinks recommended by LinkGuide and a Website Domain Expert 
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Figure 3.11: The Log-Level Precision (a) and Coverage (b) values for the hyperlink sets 
recommended by LinkGuide (blue) and the Domain Expert (red) 
Figure 3.12: The Log-Level Precision (a) and Coverage (b) values for the hyperlink sets 
recommended by LinkGuide (blue) and the Random Recommendation Approach (red) 
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3.6  Discussion  
Web structure mining and Web usage mining can be integrated together to 
improve the reach of required information through recommending an 
optimized collection of hyperlinks from the huge hyperlink pool to be placed 
in the homepage, saving users who enter the website a lot of time and effort 
in finding the web pages they really need. LinkGuide, a novel Web mining 
approach to hyperlink recommendation, has been introduced, explained, and 
evaluated in this Chapter. The proposed approach utilizes Web structure 
mining techniques to discover pointer – pointed structural relationships 
between the website pool hyperlinks. It also utilizes a Web usage mining 
technique that is mapped from a well-grounded data mining task, which is the 
mining of itemsets whose elements are frequently accessed by the same 
users in different transactions, in order to discover the frequently co-
accessed hyperlink pairs and triples. A numerical score for each hyperlink in 
the discovered sets is then calculated and a custom greedy algorithm has 
been developed to extract a set of n hyperlinks having the best score and 
recommend it to be placed into the homepage. Comparison results show that 
using LinkGuide improves the performance of the homepage as its log-level 
precision and coverage measures are higher than those for the domain 
expert hyperlink choices as well as the random recommendations of 
hyperlinks. 
In comparison with the human expert approach and with recommending 
n hyperlinks between 2 and 30, as shown in figure 3.11, LinkGuide improved 
both the log-level precision of hyperlinks by 23% (Figure 3.11(a)) and the log-
level coverage of these hyperlinks by 40% (Figure 3.11(b)) on average. This 
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was indeed a big improvement in the ease of finding the user-required Web 
pages from the homepage given the very large volume of users (32087 user 
sessions) that have accessed the website in the period of study. Contrary to 
the results achieved in the work of (Fang and Sheng, 2004), improvement in 
the precision of LinkGuide has increased from 1% when n = 2 to 26% when 
n = 30, whereas the improvement in the coverage has increased from 25% 
when n = 2 to 39% when n = 30. Precision comparisons show that except 
when n = 6, LinkGuide is better than human domain experts in 
recommending homepage hyperlinks for the users of the website, whereas 
coverage comparisons show the same thing for all n values, regardless of 
how many recommended hyperlinks are to be placed in the homepage. Both 
performance measures, precision and coverage, reach optimum 
improvements when placing 8 hyperlinks in the homepage (n = 8). 
Also when comparing LinkGuide with the random hyperlink 
recommendation approach and with n values ranging between 2 and 30, as 
shown in figure 3.12, LinkGuide improved the recommendation precision by 
39% (Figure 3.12(a)) and the recommendation coverage by 53% (Figure 
3.12(b)) on average. This was even a 16% bigger improvement in precision 
and 13% bigger improvement in coverage than what are achieved when 
comparing LinkGuide with the domain expert hyperlink recommendations. As 
in the case of domain expert comparisons, precision improvements achieved 
by LinkGuide over the random selections has shown to increase from 2% 
when n = 2 to 53% when n = 30, and coverage improvements has shown to 
increase from 25% when n = 2 to 61% when n = 30. Again with the exception 
of when n = 6, LinkGuide is better in precision than the other approach. 
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Moreover, LinkGuide is always better in coverage regardless of how many 
hyperlinks recommended are to be placed in the website homepage. 
Optimum improvements in precision and coverage are achieved when 
placing 28 hyperlinks (n = 28). 
Improvements achieved by LinkGuide were generally due to the 
consideration of hyperlink relationships that are not considered in the other 
approaches. For example, the hyperlinks (/courses/ug/course-
list.php?type=tlbm), (/courses/ug/course-list.php?type=ms), and 
(/courses/ug/course-list.php?type=asfx) refer to different groups of the 
undergraduate course lists. The human domain expert saw that all these 
three Web pages are frequently accessed. Therefore, he placed all the 
hyperlinks that point to these Web pages in the homepage. On the other 
hand, LinkGuide gave more rank to the hyperlink (/courses/ug/index.php), 
which is structurally connected as a pointer hyperlink with the previously 
mentioned hyperlinks as pointed hyperlinks. Therefore, this pointer hyperlink 
can be easily used by the users to access any of the other Web pages that 
contain information about undergraduate courses. It is thus unnecessary to 
place all the four hyperlinks into the homepage, but only the pointer 
hyperlink, which is exactly the result that has been recommended by 
LinkGuide. In addition, both the domain expert hyperlink recommendation 
and the random hyperlink recommendation approaches failed to consider the 
hyperlinks that are structurally unrelated but frequently co-accessed by the 
users of the website. For example, the hyperlink pair 
(/internal/sso/timetables.php) and (/staff/index.php?type=az) is structurally 
unrelated. The former hyperlink points to the timetables of the student 
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support office, whereas the latter points to a list of the staff contact details. It 
is obvious that the two hyperlinks point to pages that are different in subject 
and content. However, a large number of users who accessed the student 
support office timetables also accessed the staff contact information. 
Therefore, placing both hyperlinks in the homepage as recommendations for 
the users, as discovered by LinkGuide, will definitely save a lot of users who 
reached one of the two Web pages the time and effort in trying to find the 
structural path between the two Web pages in order to access the other Web 
page. 
Future work on LinkGuide can be performed in four directions: The first 
direction is to repeat the experiments on other periods / semesters where 
there will be changes in the users’ Web behavior and modifications in the 
website structure in order to measure the sensitivity of LinkGuide to these 
changes. The second direction is to change the design of the experiment 
itself by splitting the sessions set into two sets: a training set and a testing 
set, and then to use the training set to extract the recommended hyperlinks 
before using the testing set to compute the precision and coverage for these 
hyperlinks. The third direction is to work on improving the data preprocessing 
phase by considering the missing log records stored in the client’s browser 
cash before user session identification is performed. The fourth direction is to 
study if new useful structural relationships between hyperlinks other than the 
pointer – pointed relationship can be discovered and incorporated in the 
proposed hyperlink recommendation approach. 
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Chapter 4 
SOM-Guide: A New Approach to discover 
User Group Interests in the Website 
Topics 
 
4.1 Introduction 
In the current era of information revolution, it is strongly believed that 
satisfying the informational needs of customers can govern the revenues of 
any organization. Meeting customers’ expectations in the easiness, clarity, 
and simplicity of the navigation process in an organization’s website is crucial 
to the effectiveness of the customer acquisition policies. The importance of 
well understanding of the web users behavior during their website surfing is 
now changing the principles, arts, and techniques of website design and 
information presentation.  
However, most websites today are still struggling to present effectively 
the ideal structure of their web pages, which can provide maximum support 
to visitors in finding the most relevant information with minimal time and 
effort. The serious need to further study the complex behavior of website 
visitors in order to create more attractive web content, predict their 
preferences, and recommend the pages that truly match their needs, is still 
challenging web researchers. 
4.2 Addressing the Existing Limitations 
Clustering huge data is a very popular mining function that has been widely 
applied in customer segmentation, gene and protein analysis, product 
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grouping, finding taxonomies, and text mining. Cluster analysis is a 
descriptive, unsupervised learning-based technique that has been 
extensively used to partition Web datasets into subsets, or clusters, to give 
the insight into which cases of the data under study are more similar to one 
another than to the other cases within the original dataset. Since the 
preprocessing of Web page contents usually produces data of high 
dimensionality, such as the term-document matrix (TDM) representation of 
Web document collections, Self Organizing Maps (SOM) – originally 
developed by (Kohonen, 2000) – could still be one of the most promising 
neural network algorithms in the clustering of highly dimensional data to be 
shown in a low-dimensional structure. Unfortunately, the Web mining models 
found in relevant literature studies such as (Vel´asquez et al, 2003), which 
utilized SOM clustering to discover hidden useful patterns in Web users’ 
behavior were only represented by a single-level clustering of Web content 
data. A single-level or single-phase clustering of Web content data can 
generate a very large vocabulary size, leading to a huge term-document 
matrix to be clustered. In the work of (Kohonen et al, 1996), it is indicated 
that the input of such huge matrices can enormously increase the 
computational costs of running the SOM algorithm, especially when 
addressing very large websites that could, consequently, result in huge 
amount of textual terms in the term-document matrix.  
Moreover, many Web mining literature studies that utilized cluster 
analysis for the purpose of understanding the users’ Web browsing behavior 
undermined the importance of presenting a clear systematic procedure to 
clean, preprocess, or prepare the Web content data for the purpose of 
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building Web page clustering models. Web content preprocessing is a 
fundamental process during which various refinement activities, such as data 
cleaning and dimensionality reduction (Abonyi and Feil, 2007), should be 
applied on the unstructured nature of Web pages as this is a crucial condition 
for any data mining model, including clustering models, to discover accurate 
results. 
Cluster analysis has been used in the literature on Web content data 
targeting the categorization of Web resources for faster information retrieval 
and to better understand their logical groupings. As reviewed in Section (2.6) 
of Chapter 2, these studies – for example (Tsekouras et al, 2007) – did not 
consider the information contained in web access logs, thus no involvement 
of user navigational interest measurements. In contrast, user profile and 
interest discovery is the main initiative of Web usage mining, which targets 
the data contained in Web server access logs trying to give clues about the 
user preferences and discover interesting behavioral patterns. Moreover, the 
review presented in Chapter 2 shows that these studies also – for example 
(Castellano et al, 2007) – suffered from the lack of Web mining category 
integration because they did not consider the textual content of the Web 
pages that have been discovered to interest the different user groups. 
Therefore, they did not provide a model that allows the discovery of a clear 
relationship between the extracted user profiles and the textual topics of the 
website documents. Although some studies, such as (Vel´asquez et al, 
2003), recognized such shortcomings and presented interesting 
combinations of web content and usage clustering models, reviewing these 
studies results in highlighting the following two problems: First, as a 
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consequence of representing each web document with a weight vector of the 
terms included in it, this ends up having highly dense weight vectors of 
documents due to the sparse nature of data representing the web pages. 
Moreover, this high density of input vectors increases dramatically in the user 
sessions by ending up having each user session represented as a set of 
accessed document vectors. The second problem is that none of these 
studies has provided a systematic approach to evaluate the validity of the 
discovered page clusters or user clusters. 
To overcome the mentioned limitations, this Chapter presents SOM-
Guide, which is a two-phase SOM clustering Web Mining approach that has 
the objective of linking the topics that make up the textual contents of Web 
pages in a website with the different user groups who are interested by these 
topics. 
4.3 Cluster Analysis 
The goal of clustering is to determine the intrinsic grouping in a set of 
unlabeled data. Data can reveal clusters of different geometrical shapes, 
sizes and densities. As demonstrated in the various clusters of the two 
dimensional space ℜ2 shown in figure 4.1, clusters can be spherical (a), 
elongated or “linear” (b), and also hollow (c) and (d). Their prototypes can be 
points (a), lines (b), spheres (c) or ellipses (d) or their higher-dimensional 
analogs. Clusters (b) to (d) can be characterized as linear and nonlinear 
subspaces of the data space. Algorithms that can detect subspaces of the 
data space are of particular interest for identification. The performance of 
most clustering algorithms is influenced not only by the geometrical shapes 
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and densities of the individual clusters but also by the spatial relations and 
distances among the clusters. Clusters can be well separated, continuously 
connected to each other, or overlapping each other. The separation of 
clusters is influenced by the scaling and normalization of the data. 
 
4.3.1 Steps of the Clustering Process 
Typical pattern clustering activity involves the following steps: 
1. Pattern representation, which refers to the number of classes, the number 
of available patterns, and the number, type, and scale of the features 
available to the clustering algorithm. Some of this information may not be 
controllable by the practitioner. Feature selection, also called attribute 
importance, is the process of identifying the most effective subset of the 
original features to use in clustering. Feature extraction is the use of one 
or more transformations of the input features to produce new salient 
Figure 4.1: Clusters with Different Shapes in a two Dimensional Space ℜ2 
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features. Either or both of these techniques can be used to obtain an 
appropriate set of features to use in clustering. 
2. Definition of a pattern proximity measure appropriate to the data domain.  
Generally, one may accept the view that a cluster is a group of objects that 
are more similar to one another than to members of other clusters. The 
term “similarity” should be understood as mathematical similarity, 
measured in some well-defined sense. In metric spaces, similarity is often 
defined by means of a distance norm. Distance can be measured among 
the data vectors themselves, or as a distance from a data vector to some 
prototypical object of the cluster. The prototypes are usually not known 
beforehand, and are sought by the clustering algorithms simultaneously 
with the partitioning of the data. The prototypes may be vectors of the 
same dimension as the data objects, but they can also be defined as 
“higher-level” geometrical objects, such as linear or nonlinear subspaces 
or functions. There is a variety of distance measures as discussed in 
Section (4.3.3). A simple distance measure like the Euclidean distance 
can often be used to reflect dissimilarity between two patterns, whereas 
other similarity measures can be used to characterize the conceptual 
similarity between patterns. 
3. Clustering or grouping. The grouping step can be performed in a number 
of ways. The output clustering can be hard (a partition of the data into 
groups) or fuzzy (where each pattern has a variable degree of 
membership in each of the clusters). Hierarchical clustering algorithms 
produce a nested series of partitions based on a criterion for merging or 
splitting clusters based on similarity. Partitional clustering algorithms 
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identify the partition that optimizes a clustering criterion. Additional 
techniques for the grouping operation include probabilistic and graph-
theoretic clustering methods. 
4. Assessment of output. This is about how the output of a clustering 
algorithm is evaluated. All clustering algorithms will, when presented with 
data, produce clusters, regardless of whether the data contain clusters or 
not. If the data does contain clusters, some clustering algorithms may 
obtain better clusters than others. The assessment of a clustering 
procedure’s output, then, has several facets. One approach is actually the 
assessment of the data domain rather than the clustering algorithm itself, 
in which data that do not contain clusters should not be processed by a 
clustering algorithm. Unfortunately, the study of cluster tendency, in which 
the input data is examined to see if there is any merit to a cluster analysis 
prior to one being performed, is a relatively inactive research area. 
4.3.2 Types of Clustered Data  
Data can be ‘relative’ or ‘absolute’. Relative data means that the data values 
are unknown, yet their pairwise distances are known. These distances can 
be arranged as a matrix called proximity matrix. It can also be viewed as a 
weighted graph. The type of the data prepared for the clustering in this 
Chapter is absolute data. If x and y are two values of the same attribute, then 
absolute data can be arranged in four categories: 
1. Nominal type. In this type of data, the only thing that can be said about two 
data is, whether they are the same or not: x = y or x ≠ y. 
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2. Ordinal type. The values can be arranged in a sequence. If x = y, then it is 
also decidable that x > y or x < y. 
3. Interval scale. The difference between two data items can be expressed as 
a number besides the above-mentioned terms. 
4. Ratio scale. This type of data is interval scale but zero value exists as well. 
If c = x / y, then it can be said that x is c times bigger than y. 
In this Chapter, the clustering of ratio scale data is considered. The data 
is typically high dimensional. In this case, not only one but n variables are 
measured simultaneously, therefore each observation consists of n 
measured variables, grouped into an n-dimensional column vector xk = [x1,k , 
x2,k , ... , xn,k]T , xk ∈ ℜn. These variables are usually not independent from 
each other. Therefore, multivariate data analysis is needed, which is able to 
handle these observations. A set of N observations is denoted by {xk | k = 1, 
2, . . . ,N}, and is represented as an (N × n) matrix X: 
 
 
In pattern recognition terminology, the rows of X are called patterns or 
objects, the columns are called features or attributes, and X is called pattern 
matrix. The meaning of the rows and columns of X with respect to reality 
depends on the context. In the approach presented in this Chapter, there are 
two clustering phases. Therefore, the meaning of the rows and columns are 
different in each clustering phase. The rows of X in the first clustering phase 
(4.1) 
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represent Web pages, and the columns are numerical weights of the terms 
that these pages are consisted of. In the second clustering phase, the rows 
of X represent users’ web sessions, whereas the columns are numerical 
weights of the normalized time that is spent on browsing each distinct group 
of Web pages. 
4.3.3 Similarity Measures 
Since similarity is fundamental to the definition of a cluster, a measure of the 
similarity between two patterns drawn from the same feature space is 
essential to most clustering procedures. Because of the variety of feature 
types and scales, the distance measure must be chosen carefully. It is most 
common to calculate the dissimilarity between two patterns using a distance 
measure defined on the feature space. The most popular metric for 
continuous features is the Euclidean distance. 
 
 
which is a special case (p = 2) of the Minkowski measure (Abonyi and Feil, 
2007): 
 
 
The Euclidean distance has an intuitive appeal as it is commonly used to 
evaluate the proximity of objects in two or three-dimensional space. It works 
well when a data set has compact or isolated clusters. The drawback to 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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direct use of the Minkowski metric is the tendency of the largest-scaled 
attributes to dominate the others. Solutions to this problem include 
normalization of the continuous attributes or the use of other weighting 
schemes. 
Text similarity measure is used to compute the degree of similarity 
between two text documents that are transformed into two term-weighted 
vectors. For example, in Information Retrieval, it is used to quantify similarity 
between the user’s query and each of the documents from the database. The 
measure allows ranking of the documents with respect to their similarity, or 
relevance, to the query. After the documents are ranked, a pre-specified 
number of the top-scoring documents is returned to the searcher. 
Alternatively, a threshold may be used to decide how many documents will 
be returned. The threshold can be used to control the tradeoff between 
precision and recall. A high threshold value will usually result in high 
precision and low recall.  
A popular text-similarity measure is the cosine measure, which is 
computed as the angle between the two vectors in the dimensional space. 
Given the vectors representing document dj and query q, and t terms 
extracted from the database, the cosine measure is defined as in Equation 
(4.4). 
 
 
 
(4.4) 
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As an example, to determine, which document, (D1 = 2T1 + 6T2 + 5T3) or (D2 
= 5T1 +5T2 +2T3), which are given in figure 4.2, is more relevant to the user 
query (Q = 0T1+0T2+2T3), the following cosine values are computed. 
 
 
 
 
The example shows that according to the cosine measure document, D1 is 
more similar to the query than document D2. In fact, as inspected by figure 
4.2, the angle between D1 and Q is much smaller than the angle between D2 
and Q. This result agrees with common sense because the query Q has two 
terms T3 and no terms T1 and T2. Document D1 has three more terms T3 than 
document D2 and fewer irrelevant terms T1 and T2. 
4.3.4 Clustering Techniques 
Mainly, there is a distinction between two well-known clustering approaches: 
hierarchical and partitional approaches. A hierarchical algorithm yields a 
dendrogram representing the nested grouping of patterns and similarity 
levels at which groupings change. The dendrogram can be broken at 
Figure 4.2: Similarity between documents D1, D2, and query Q1 
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different levels to yield different clusters of the data. An example can be seen 
in figure 4.3. 
 
 
On the left side, the inter-pattern distances can be seen in a form of 
dissimilarity matrix. In this initial state, every point forms a single cluster. The 
first step is to find the most similar two clusters (the nearest two data points). 
There are two pairs with the same distance that one of them is chosen 
arbitrarily (B and E in the example). In the second step the dissimilarity matrix 
should be refreshed because the connected points form a single cluster, and 
the distances between this new cluster and the former ones should be 
computed. These steps are then re-iterated until only one cluster remains or 
the predetermined number of clusters is reached. 
A partitional clustering algorithm obtains a single partition of the data 
instead of a clustering structure such as the dendrogram produced by a 
hierarchical technique. The difference of partitional and hierarchical methods 
can be seen in Figure 4.4. Partitional methods have advantages in 
Figure 4.3: Dendrogram building in Hierarchical Clustering 
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applications involving large data sets for which the construction of a 
dendrogram is computationally prohibitive. Since this study involves large 
and high-dimensional data set, it favors the use of partitional-based 
algorithms over hierarchical algorithms. 
The most intuitive and frequently used criterion function in partitional 
clustering techniques is the Squared Error criterion, which tends to work well 
with isolated and compact clusters. The squared error for a clustering V = {vi | 
i = 1, … , c} of a pattern set X containing c clusters is: 
 
where xk(i) is the k-th pattern belonging to the i-th cluster and vi is the 
centroid of the i-th cluster. Figure 4.5 illustrates the Squared Error algorithm.  
 
 
 
  
Figure 4.4: Partitional and Hierarchical Clustering Results 
(4.5) 
Figure 4.5: The Squared Error Algorithm 
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The k-means is the simplest and most commonly used algorithm 
employing a Squared Error criterion.  
4.3.5 Visualization of Data Clusters   
When high-dimensional data is clustered, the resulting clusters are high-
dimensional geometrical objects which are difficult to analyze and interpret. A 
low-dimensional graphical representation of the clusters could be very 
informative and a good validation of the clusters generated by the clustering 
algorithms. In order to visualize the generated clusters of data in low levels, a 
dimensionality reduction method is required. As Figure 4.6 illustrates, the 
methods of dimensionality reduction can be grouped based on linearity. 
 
 
A linear dimensionality reduction method expresses the new attributes of the 
data set as a linear combination of the original variables. The type of linear 
projection used in practice is influenced by the availability of category 
information about the patterns in the form of labels on the patterns. If no 
category information is available, the eigenvector projection, also called 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), is commonly used. Discriminant 
Analysis is popular when category labels are available (supervised data). 
When the linear projection cannot preserve the data structure because of its 
complexity, nonlinear projection methods should be used. In this Chapter, the 
textual contents of Web pages are transformed into very high-dimensional 
Figure 4.6: The Taxonomy of Dimensionality Reduction Methods 
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term weight vectors, whose attributes represent the relative importance of 
each term in each web page. Relationships between the different attributes in 
this resulted term document matrix data set are unknown and can be very 
complex to uncover. Because of that, a nonlinear projection method to 
visualize the generated clusters of the Web pages is preferred.  
The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is a new, effective tool for the 
visualization of high-dimensional data. It implements an orderly mapping of a 
high-dimensional distribution onto a regular low-dimensional grid. Thereby it 
is able to convert complex, nonlinear statistical relationships between high-
dimensional data items into simple geometric relationships on a low-
dimensional display. As it compresses information while preserving the most 
important topological and metric relationships of the primary data items on 
the display, it may also be thought to produce some kind of abstractions. 
Because of these features, SOM is the preferred non-linear visualization 
method of this study to cluster the web pages into clusters, with each cluster 
groups the web pages that have close similarity in content, that is, the Web 
pages having a similar topic of interest. The use of SOM in the approach of 
this study is thoroughly explained in Section (4.5).   
4.4 Data Preparation 
Since the data used in this study is both the content data in Web pages as 
well as the usage data in Web server logs, a different preparation task is 
used to address each type of data.  Web page content preprocessing tasks 
follow the well known linguistic preprocessing requirements used extensively 
in text mining, with a special iterative data cleaning phase due to the hybrid 
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mixture of elements. The extraction and reformatting of useful content from 
web-based documents is a tedious and error-prone process, but 
unfortunately has not been addressed extensively in the literature of web 
data preparation. To address this problem, a Web content preparation 
technique is proposed by this study, borrowing from text analysis techniques, 
such as tokenization and term weighting, and uses a data mining preparation 
method,  feature selection.  
4.4.1 Text Analysis 
Semi-structured data is neither completely structured, such as a relational 
table, nor completely unstructured, such as free text. A semi-structured 
document contains some structured fields such as title, list of authors, 
keywords, publication date and category, as well as some unstructured fields, 
such as abstract and contents. One of the unique features of analyzing 
textual content is the very large number of features that describe each 
document. Typically, for a given text database, thousands of features like 
keywords, concepts and terms can be extracted. In contrast, when analyzing 
flat files or a relational table, the number of found features typically ranges 
from a few to a few hundred. The features and the documents are very 
sparse. In other words, each document will contain only a small subset of all 
the keywords, and most keywords will occur only in a limited number of 
documents. Therefore, most of the entries in either binary or weighted vector 
of features, which is often used to represent a document, may be zeros, 
indicating absence of the features.  
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Traditional data mining techniques are often not adequate to handle the 
large size of already large and rapidly growing text databases. Typically, only 
a small portion of the documents from a text database is relevant to a given 
user, and thus selection of these documents and revealing knowledge from 
them is the focus of text mining. This area provides users with methodologies 
to compare documents, rank their importance and relevance, and find 
patterns across different documents. 
Linguistic preprocessing is the heart of the text analysis used in this 
study to transform the web pages of the website under study to a matrix of 
term weight vectors. Linguistic preprocessing aims at extracting important 
terms from the document represented as the bag of words. Term extraction 
usually includes two main operations: 
1. Removal of stop words. Stop words are defined as terms that are 
irrelevant with respect to the main subject of the database, although they 
may occur frequently in the documents. They include determiners, 
conjunctions, prepositions, and the like. A determiner is a non-lexical 
element preceding a noun in a noun phrase, and includes articles (a, an, 
the); demonstratives, when used with noun phrases (this, that, these, 
those); possessive determiners (her, his, its, my, our, their, your); and 
quantifiers (all, few, many, several, some, every). A conjunction is a part of 
speech that is used to combine two words, phrases, or clauses together, 
and includes coordinating conjunctions (for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so), 
correlative conjunctions (both … and, either … or, not (only) … but (… 
also)), and subordinating conjunctions (after, although, if, unless, 
because). A preposition links nouns, pronouns, and phrases to other 
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words in a sentence (on, beneath, over, of, during, beside, etc.). Finally, 
stop words include some custom-defined words that are related to the 
subject of the database. For example, in a database that lists all research 
papers related to heart diseases, heart and disease should be removed. 
2. Stemming. The words that appear in documents often have many 
morphological variants. Therefore, each word that is not a stop word is 
reduced to its corresponding stem word (term), i.e., the words are 
stemmed to obtain their root form by removing common prefixes and 
suffixes. In this way, we can identify groups of corresponding words where 
the words in the group are syntactical variants of each other and can 
collect only one word per group. For instance, the words disease, 
diseases, and diseased share a common stem term disease, and can be 
treated as different occurrences of this word. There are many stemming 
algorithms of different techniques. Porter's stemming algorithm (Porter, 
1980) is very widely used and became the de-facto standard algorithm 
used for English stemming. This Chapter uses Porter's stemming as part 
of its web content preparation process. 
After term extraction, term weighting comes. Term weighting is the 
process of calculating a numerical value for each extracted term in each 
document, reflecting the relative importance of this term in each document in 
the document collection. As Figure 4.7 illustrates, a collection of all 
documents is represented by a Term-Document Matrix (TDM), also referred 
to as term-frequency matrix. Each cell in the matrix corresponds to a given 
weight of a term in a given document. A value of zero means that the term is 
not present in the document. Any other value represents the existence of this 
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term in the document with a relative significance that is equivalent to the 
value. 
 
 
The process of calculating the weights ωij involves two complementary 
elements: the frequency of a term i in document j, and the inverse document 
frequency of term i. More frequent terms in a document are more important, 
since they are indicative of the topic of a document. Therefore, the frequency 
of a term i in document j is defined by Equation (4.6). 
 
where fij is the number of times term i occurs in document j. The frequency is 
normalized by the frequency of the most common term in the document. The 
inverse document frequency is used to indicate the discriminative power of a 
term i. In general, terms that appear in many different documents are less 
indicative for a specific topic. Therefore, the inverse document frequency is 
defined by Equation (4.7). 
 
 
where dfi is the document frequency of term i and equals the number of 
documents that contain term i. Log2 is used to dampen the effect relative to 
Figure 4.7: A TDM for a Collection of n Documents and t Terms 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
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tfij. Finally, weights ωij are computed using the tf-idf measure (term 
frequency-inversed document frequency), which is defined by Equation (4.8). 
 
 
 
The highest weight is assigned to terms that occur frequently in the 
document j, but rarely in the rest of the database of documents. Although 
some other ways of determining term weights are also used, the tf-idf 
weighting is the most popular and has been found to work very well through 
extensive experimentation. 
Figure 4.8 shows an example computation of tf-idf weights for a 
document that includes the sentence “data cube contains x data dimension, y 
data dimension, and z data dimension.” 
4.4.2 Feature Selection  
The number of different words is large even in relatively small documents 
such as short news articles or paper abstracts. The number of different words 
(4.8) 
Figure 4.8: Computing the tf-idf term weights for a Document 
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in big document collections can be huge. The dimension of the bag-of-words 
feature space for a big collection can reach hundreds of thousands; 
moreover, the document representation vectors, although sparse, may still 
have hundreds and thousands of nonzero components. Therefore, Most of 
those words are irrelevant to the categorization task and can be dropped, 
resulting in an overall improvement to any data mining model applied on the 
term-document matrix due to noise reduction. This process is called Feature 
Selection. Many measures of feature relevance exist to remove those 
features that are considered outliers to the documents under study. For 
example, experimental evidence suggests that using only the top 10 percent 
of the most frequent words does not reduce the performance of a 
classification model that is built to categorize the documents. Another more 
sophisticated measure of feature relevance, called the Information Gain, 
takes into account the relations between the features and the possible pre-
specified categories that the classification model is expected to categorize 
the documents into. However, since all these measures have been 
experimented with the purpose of building classification models that have the 
goal of organizing the documents into a pre-known set of categories, there is 
no evidence that they also perform well with clustering models, where 
documents are supposed to be grouped based purely on their natural 
features with no pre-specified categories. Therefore, this Chapter presents a 
new Feature Selection procedure, explained in the next Section, to apply on 
the web pages during the preparation process of the web content data under 
study. 
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4.4.3 Preparation of Web Content Data  
Based on the text analysis and preprocessing techniques discussed above, 
this Chapter has proposed and applied the following web content 
preprocessing procedure: 
1. Selecting top n frequently visited web page URLs from the University 
website under study using web-log analyzer statistics. Any page URL 
having views v within the range 200 ≤ v ≤ 10000 during the studied period 
were selected for content parsing.  
2. Filtering the selected URLs by discarding those referring to removed 
pages, multimedia objects (images, video files … etc), and unauthorized 
access. A Perl-based page fetch checking tool was created and used in 
the filtration. 
3. Mapping each URL of a determined web page j to a unique number, j ∈ 
{1, 2… D}, where D is the total number of determined pages. 
4. Parsing the content of pages referred to by the filtered URLs into one 
page collection. A Perl HTML parsing tool was created and used.  
5. Creating and applying text filters to remove unneeded elements such as 
markup tags, spacing and line breaks between the markup elements and 
their attributes, embedded client-side scripts, forms, frames, and 
multimedia objects. The Perl scripting language was used to implement 
these filters, utilizing its powerful regular expressions. 
6. Removing stop words, which are irrelevant terms with respect to the main 
subject of the pages, such as determiners, conjunctions, and 
prepositions. 
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7. Stemming the remaining words to their corresponding stem words. 
Porter’s stemming algorithm has been applied due to its simplicity and 
high performance.  
8. Formulating the term – page matrix (S × D) with each page j ∈ {1, 2… D} 
is represented as a vector of the weights of the relevant stem words i ∈ 
{1, 2… S} in the page collection, where each weight ωij for the i-th stem 
word in the j-th page is determined using the tf-idf weighting scheme as 
defined in Equation (4.8). 
9. Strengthening the term – page matrix by removing outlier stem words. 
Outlier stem words could be classified into three subtypes: 
A. Stem words that have too low weight values. 
B. Stem words that have too high weight values. 
C. Stem words that their number of non-zero weights in the page 
collection is too low. 
Stem words having too low weight values are those that exist in most of 
the pages in the collection because their dfi values are too high, whereas 
stem words that either have too high weight values (their dfi values are 
too low) or their non-zero weights are seldom in the collection are those 
that exist too rarely in the site. All of the three types are considered noisy 
because they tend to increase the fuzzy distinction between the web 
pages in the page collection causing these pages to lack discrete cluster-
memberships. Count-based heuristics were used for the filtration of stem 
words. 
10. Further strengthening the term – page matrix by removing outlier web 
pages. Outlier pages are those that have relatively little number of non-
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zero weights of stem words in their weight vectors, thus they tend to 
increase the sparseness of data and reduce the self-descriptiveness of 
pages in the collection. Descriptive statistics were used for the filtration of 
web pages. 
4.4.4 Preparation of Web Usage Data  
An important preprocessing task that should be done before trying to mine 
useful patterns from web usage data is to identify users and/or user sessions 
from web server log files in a process that is called session identification, or 
sessionization (Vel´asquez et al, 2003). Section (3.3.2) of Chapter 3 
explained web usage data preparation and the sessionization process.  
The first step in sessionization is removing irrelevant records from the 
web logs under study. These records include records with status value 
greater than 400 as they record failed access, those recording requests to 
files associated with a main web page, such as image and video requests, 
and those that refer to URLs outside the list of URLs filtered in the content 
preprocessing process. The second step is to determine each group of 
records in the logs that belong to a unique user session. This is usually done, 
first, by ordering the filtered records by the IP address, access date, and 
access time, then secondly, by separating those records as long as there is a 
change in the IP address, or an exceeding in a predetermined timeout 
between two page references by the same IP address. This timeout is 
usually 30 minutes. 
The approach presented in this Chapter not only takes into account the 
URLs accessed in each user session, but also the duration of time the user 
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spends on each page during his session. To determine the page visit 
duration, each two subsequent page access times are subtracted. Because 
the last accessed page in the session does not have a successor page, a 
missing value imputation technique is used to estimate the duration of the 
last accessed page in the session. A popular missing value imputation 
technique, called last value carried forward, imputes missing values based on 
the most recent previously observed values. This technique is suitable for 
longitudinal variables, or variables that have values from previous data 
collection points, thus it is suitable to use in this approach. Therefore, the 
approach considers the visit duration of the immediately previous accessed 
web page in the same session to be equal to the visit duration of the last 
accessed web page. Table 4.1 shows two sample user page sessions in a 
multi-record case format. Each session is identified by a session ID and has 
web page IDs and their associated visit durations. 
 
SESSION ID PAGE ID VISIT TIME (SEC) 
1 9 56 
1 20 120 
1 35 120 
2 44 96 
2 9 100 
2 8 200 
2 10 200 
 
  
Table 4.1: Sample user page sessions 
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4.5 The SOM-Guide Approach 
This Chapter designs a clustering-based approach to understand the interests of the users 
who browse a certain website. The approach, referred to as SOM-Guide, utilizes two types 
of web data: the first type is the textual data that makes the body contents of the web pages 
in the website, whereas the second type is the web access logs that record the browsing 
events of the users while they browse every web page in the site. Because of that, this study 
combines two web mining categories, web content mining and web usage mining, to realize 
its purpose. In each one of the two web mining categories, the study builds and trains a 
clustering model using the relevant type of collected data, performing a total of two clustering 
model building phases. The goal of the first clustering model that is built within the web 
content mining process is to cluster the web pages, based purely on their textual contents, 
into groups of topics, where each group of pages represents a content-based topic that 
might interest some users who access the site. The output of the first clustering model, 
which is the groups of topics and the web pages that belong to each topic, is then utilized by 
the second clustering model that is built within the web usage mining process, in order to 
cluster the user browsing sessions, based on the time that each session spends on each 
topic of the topics of interest detected in the first model. Figure 4.9 depicts the work flow of 
the SOM-Guide process.  
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Figure 4.9: The Workflow of the SOM-Guide Approach 
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4.5.1 Self Organizing Maps (SOM) 
The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is a new, effective tool for the visualization 
of high-dimensional data. It implements an orderly mapping of a high-
dimensional distribution onto a regular low-dimensional grid. Thereby it is 
able to convert complex, nonlinear statistical relationships between high-
dimensional data items into simple geometric relationships on a low-
dimensional display. As it compresses information while preserving the most 
important topological and metric relationships of the primary data items on 
the display, it may also be thought to produce some kind of abstractions. 
These two aspects, visualization and abstraction, can be utilized in a number 
of ways in complex tasks such as process analysis, machine perception, 
control, and communication. 
SOM performs a topology preserving mapping from high-dimensional 
space onto map units so that relative distances between data points are 
preserved. The map units, or neurons, form usually a two-dimensional 
regular lattice. Each neuron i of the SOM is represented by an n-dimensional 
weight, or model vector vi = [vi,1, . . . , vi,n]T . These weight vectors of the 
SOM form a codebook. The neurons of the map are connected to adjacent 
neurons by a neighborhood relation, which dictates the topology of the map. 
The number of the neurons determines the granularity of the mapping, which 
affects the accuracy and the generalization capability of the SOM. 
SOM is a vector quantizer, where the weights play the role of the 
codebook vectors. This means, each weight vector represents a local 
neighborhood of the space, also called Voronoi cell. The response of a SOM 
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to an input x is determined by the reference vector (weight) vi0 which 
produces the best match of the input. 
 
where i0 represents the index of the Best Matching Unit (BMU). 
During the iterative training, the SOM forms an elastic net that folds onto 
a cloud formed by the data. The net tends for approximate the probability 
density of the data: the codebook vectors tend to drift there where the data is 
dense, while there are only a few codebook vectors where the data is sparse. 
The training of SOM can be accomplished generally with a competitive 
learning rule as in Equation (4.10). 
 
where Λi0,i is a spatial neighborhood function and η is the learning rate. 
Usually, the neighborhood function is given by Equation (4.11). 
 
where ||ri − ri0|| represents the Euclidean distance in the output space 
between the i-th vector and the winner. The whole procedure is illustrated by 
Figure 4.10. 
With the use of SOM clustering, the cluster centers are usually mapped 
into a two-dimensional space. Figure 4.11 illustrates a Self-Organizing Map 
that has been utilized to visualize the Wine properties in a high-dimensional 
Wine dataset. The example shows that SOM can be effectively used for 
correlation hunting, which procedure is useful for detecting the redundant 
features. Rules about Wines that are grouped in a specific cluster can be 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
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given by the map of the data variables given in figure 4.11. For example, if 
Alcohol is high and Flavonoids are high and Color intensity is medium, then 
the wine is in cluster 1. 
 
 
 
  
Figure 4.10: Computing the BMU in the SOM Process 
Figure 4.11: Correlation between attributes after SOM 
Clustering of Wine Dataset 
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4.5.2 Phase 1: Web Content Clustering  
In order to achieve high quality, precisely personalized, and user-focused 
content, it is very important to understand web user segmentation based on 
the semantics and high-level subjects each group of pages presents in their 
contents. To obtain such categorization, the first clustering phase of this 
approach is a content clustering of the preprocessed term – page matrix for 
cluster identification. Since web content mining highly involves text mining 
techniques, it is wise to use the cosine angle similarity, discussed in Section 
(4.3.3), as a distance function Dis to be fed into the SOM clustering 
approach. Therefore, the cosine similarity in Equation (4.4) is mapped to the 
custom cosine distance measure shown in Equation (4.12) below to meet the 
requirement of measuring the distance between two Web page vectors Pj 
and Pk. 
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 �𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗 ,𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘� = 1 −  𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗  ∙ 𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘�𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗 � ∙ |𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘 |  = 1 −  ∑ (𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷𝑗𝑗 ∙ 𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘 )𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷=1�∑ (𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷𝑗𝑗 )2𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷=1  ∙ ∑ (𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘 )2𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷=1  
Another popular distance measure usually used in SOM clustering projects is 
the Euclidean distance, shown previously by Equation (4.2) in Section 
(4.3.3). 
 4.5.3 Page – Cluster Membership  
Clusters discovered from the first clustering phase are mapped into cluster 
identification numbers representing high-level topics of the whole page 
collection content. While some clustering algorithms such as K-means forces 
each case in the training set to be assigned to only one cluster, it is more 
(4.12) 
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realistic to use the fuzzy SOM clustering algorithm so in each training 
iteration the BMU as well as their neighbor neurons in the SOM layer of the 
map can smoothly move toward an average position of all of the input 
training page vectors. The choice of using a fuzzy SOM algorithm not only 
aligns with the common sense fact that a web page may present content 
related to more than one main topic, but also adheres to the fact that SOM 
performs better when aiming to visualize high dimensional data. As a result 
to the fuzzy clustering, each page vector is part of every cluster with a 
membership value proportional to the value of the neighborhood function at 
its BMU. This clustering is then defuzzified by assigning each web page 
crisply to the cluster that its membership value is highest.   
4.5.4 Mapping User Page Sessions to User Cluster Sessions  
After assigning each page to the cluster that mostly belongs to, a new user 
cluster session table, as the sample shown in Table 4.2, can now be 
formulated, which tells more semantics about the clusters of pages that 
interest the user than what the user session table obtained previously in 
Section (4.4.4) can tell. This new session table is then used for the creation 
of the input vectors, shown in Table 4.3, that are used to train the SOM 
model for the second clustering phase of this approach, which is the 
clustering of the users’ web sessions. As illustrated by Table 4.3, each user 
session is associated with an interest weight to each discovered cluster of 
pages. Each weight is the sum of the total time that the session spent on 
browsing the web pages that belong to each cluster. For example, in the 
sample shown in Table 4.2, the user in the first session spent a total of 56 
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and 240 seconds on visiting web pages that belong to clusters B and C, 
respectively. The user in the second session spent a total of 96, 300, and 
200 seconds on visiting pages that belong to clusters A, B, and D, 
respectively. These time totals represent weights for the user interests in 
each cluster, as can be seen in Table 4.3.  
  
SESSION ID PAGE ID CLUSTER ID VISIT TIME (SEC) 
1 9 B 56 
1 20 C 120 
1 35 C 120 
2 44 A 96 
2 9 B 100 
2 8 B 200 
2 10 D 200 
 
 
 
 Total time spent on clusters (sec)  
Session ID Cluster A Cluster B Cluster C Cluster D 
1 0 56 240 0 
2 96 300 0 200 
 
The argument raised by this Chapter is that this approach of representing 
sessions in terms of cluster weights rather than page weights has three major 
benefits to the overall behavior understanding process:  
• First, it enlightens us to understand more about high-level user interests, 
thus enables us to build more efficient semantics-oriented 
recommendation systems.  
• Second, it indeed reduces the dimensionality of the training user sessions 
used as input vectors in the phase-2 clustering step since the number of 
page clusters detected in phase-1 clustering is much lower than the 
number of pages themselves in the page collection. This dimensionality 
reduction realizes the optimal situation for the SOM algorithm. 
Table 4.2: Sample user cluster sessions 
Table 4.3: Sample User Session Vectors: Total time in 
Seconds spent on Page Clusters 
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• Third, it aligns with what the literature works, such as (Vel´asquez et al, 
2003), conclude that the time spent on viewing specific web content is 
proportional to the interest the user has in this content. However, it further 
strengthens this conclusion by removing the possible effect of the users 
who spend a lot of time on a Web page searching for interesting content 
but fail to find any, because now even if such a situation exists, what is 
taken into account by this study approach is not how long the user spends 
on a specific Web page, but it is rather how long he spends on a specific 
cluster, that is, specific group of pages that relates to a specific topic of 
interest.  
4.5.5 Phase 2: Web Usage Clustering 
Finally, to group users based on their topic interests, a second phase of SOM 
clustering is performed. The input data set used in this phase is the 
preprocessed user cluster sessions matrix (sample shown in Table 4.3) that 
results from computing the total time spent by each user session on browsing 
each of the page clusters discovered by the first SOM clustering phase. This 
computation is achieved using the user page sessions matrix (sample shown 
in Table 4.1) after mapping the Web pages IDs in Table 4.1 to Web page 
cluster ID as in Table 4.2. 
4.5.6 Validating the discovered Clusters with Silhouette diagrams  
Silhouette refers to a method of interpretation and validation of the 
discovered clusters of data after applying the clustering model on a given 
dataset. This visualization technique provides a succinct graphical 
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representation of how well each object lies within its cluster. It was first 
described by (Rousseeuw, 1987). 
After the data is clustered into k clusters using a clustering algorithm, for 
each datum, i, let a(i) be the average distance of i with all other data within 
the same cluster, where any measure of distance can be used. a(i) can be 
interpreted as how well matched i is to the cluster it is assigned to, where the 
smaller the value, the better the matching. Then, the average distance 
between i and the data of another single cluster is found. This process is 
repeated for every cluster of which i is not a member. The lowest average 
dissimilarity to i of any such cluster is denoted by b(i). The cluster with this 
average dissimilarity is said to be the neighboring cluster of i as it is, aside 
from the cluster i is assigned, the cluster in which i fits best. s(i) is then 
defined as in Equation (4.13).  
𝐷𝐷(𝐷𝐷) =  𝑏𝑏(𝐷𝐷)− 𝑎𝑎(𝐷𝐷)max {𝑎𝑎(𝐷𝐷),𝑏𝑏(𝐷𝐷)} 
which can be written as in Equation (4.14).  
𝐷𝐷(𝐷𝐷) =  
⎩
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎧ 1 − 𝑎𝑎(𝐷𝐷)
𝑏𝑏(𝐷𝐷) , 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 𝑎𝑎(𝐷𝐷) < 𝑏𝑏(𝐷𝐷)0,               𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 𝑎𝑎(𝐷𝐷) = 𝑏𝑏(𝐷𝐷)
𝑏𝑏(𝐷𝐷)
𝑎𝑎(𝐷𝐷) −  1, 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 𝑎𝑎(𝐷𝐷) > 𝑏𝑏(𝐷𝐷)⎭⎪⎬
⎪
⎫
 
For s(i) to be close to 1, it is required that a(i) < < b(i). As a(i) is a measure of 
how dissimilar i is to its own cluster, a small value means it is well matched. 
Furthermore, a large b(i) implies that i is badly matched to its neighboring 
cluster. Thus an s(i) close to 1 means that the datum is appropriately 
clustered. If s(i) is close to -1, then by the same logic we see that i would be 
more appropriate if it was clustered in its neighboring cluster. An s(i) near 
zero means that the datum is on the border of two natural clusters. If there 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
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are too many or too few clusters, some of the clusters will typically display 
much narrower silhouettes than the rest. Thus silhouette plots and averages 
may be used to determine the natural number of clusters within a dataset. In 
SOM-Guide, the Silhouette diagrams are used to validate the Web page as 
well as the user session clusters discovered by the two SOM clustering 
phases.  
4.6 Experimental Results 
4.6.1 Data Description  
Evaluating SOM-Guide begins by performing phase-1 clustering of web 
pages in a web page collection.  Experimental data has been collected from 
the Bradford University School of Computing, Informatics and Media (SCIM) 
website because this website is sufficiently large in both the number of its 
contained Web pages and the number of records in its Web server log files. 
Table 4.4 lists a description of the collected data that has been prepared by 
the Web content preprocessing procedure explained in Section (4.4.3). The 
numbers in the second column of Table 4.4 refer to the relevant numbers of 
the preprocessing steps as they are listed in Section (4.4.3).  
4.6.2 Page Clusters 
The Perl scripting language was used to implement all the web content 
preprocessing parsers, filters, and weight matrix creators as Perl unparalleled 
portability, speed, expressiveness, API wealth, and powerful regular 
expression support had made it the language of choice to solve complex 
computing problems. Matlab’s newest neural network toolbox (version 6) was  
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Property Preprocessing Step No. 
Before 
Preprocessing 
After 
Preprocessing Tools used 
No. of collected 
URLs 1, 2 10000 219 
Fetch Checker 
& Regex-based 
Filters 
URL Format 3 URL addresses List of {ID, URL} pairs 
Structured 
Program 
Web content 
4 Separate pages One page collection HTML Parser 
5 
Content with noisy 
elements (code, blank 
lines …etc) 
Cleaned content Regex-based Filters 
Extracted terms 6, 7, 8 Unstructured strings of terms 
Term – Page 
weight matrix 
Tf-Idf weighting 
scheme 
Stem words 9 Term – Page matrix with noisy stem words 
Noisy stem-free 
term – page matrix Heuristics 
Page vectors 10 
Term – Page matrix 
with noisy page 
vectors 
Noisy page-free 
term – page matrix Heuristics 
Term – Page 
Matrix 
Dimensions 
6 – 10 D = 219 Pages S = 3380 Stem words 
D = 132 Pages 
S = 374 Stem 
words 
All tools used in 
steps 6 - 10 
used to perform the SOM page clustering simulations as it supports newer 
data visualization functions that did not exist in the older versions: The 
plotsomhits, which plots the sample hits of the SOM. Sample hits refer to the 
number of times that each neuron in the SOM layer had become a BMU 
during the training session. In other words, the number of times each neuron 
in the SOM layer has been classified as a winning neuron after training the 
SOM with the input dataset finishes. The other important function is 
plotsomnd, which plots a SOM layer that gives indication on the 
neighborhood distances between the neighboring neurons after training the 
SOM layer with the input vectors. Patches between neurons are colored from 
black to yellow to show how close each neuron’s weight vector is to its 
neighbors. 
  
Table 4.4: Web Content Data Properties 
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Figures 14.12(a) and 14.12(b) show the neuron BMU classifications and 
neighborhood distances, respectively, for a (6 × 6) SOM model trained using 
the Euclidean distance with a term-page matrix of 132 pages that have 374 
stem word weights each. In the neighbor weight distances figure, the dark 
colors represent large distances whereas light colors represent small 
distances between neighbor neurons. While this Euclidean-based SOM was 
able to recognize 3 to 4 page clusters in such high dimensional input page 
vectors (length = 374 words weights each), an alternative cosine distance-
based SOM model having the same number of neurons clearly failed to 
recognize more than one cluster. The cosine distance-based SOM model is 
shown in Figure 4.13. 
  
(a) Sample Hits of Neurons (b) Neighborhood Distances 
 
 
  
(a) Sample Hits of Neurons (b) Neighborhood Distances 
 
Figure 4.12: 6 × 6 SOM model trained with 132 Web page vectors, each has 374 
stem word weights, using the Euclidean distance measure 
 
Figure 4.13: 6 × 6 SOM model trained with 132 Web page vectors, each has 374 
stem word weights, using the Cosine distance measure 
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To investigate the effect of dimensionality reduction of the input Web page 
vectors on the ability of SOM models to discover clusters of Web pages 
based on the term weights of these pages, the term-page matrix was further 
preprocessed and the length of each input vector was reduced from 374 to 
216 term weights by further removal of noisy non-zero weight stem words 
from the term-page matrix used to train the (6 × 6) SOM map. As shown in 
Figures 4.14(a) and 4.14(b), this enabled a cosine distance-based (4 × 4) 
SOM model to recognize around 4 clusters of web pages with fuzzy 
distances between their centroids, instead of considering all the Web pages 
to be within only 1 cluster as occurred with the original dataset. However, a 
Euclidean distance-based (4 × 4) SOM clustering model trained using the 
same reduced set of Web page input vectors managed to recognize a little 
more number of clusters, as depicted by Figures 4.15(a) and 4.15(b). 
  
(a) Sample Hits of Neurons (b) Neighborhood Distances 
 
 
Figure 4.14: 4 × 4 SOM model trained with 132 Web page vectors, each has 216 
stem word weights, using the Cosine distance measure 
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(a) Sample Hits of Neurons (b) Neighborhood Distances 
 
 
The SOM models trained using two applied distance measures, the 
Euclidean and cosine, did not agree on discovering the same number of Web 
page clusters until the size (number of neurons) used to build the SOM layers 
was further reduced to (3 × 3) neurons. As can be seen in Figure 4.16 
(cosine SOM) and Figure 4.17 (Euclidean SOM), both the cosine and 
Euclidean-based (3 × 3) SOM models were able to depict 5 clusters 
representing 5 term-based topics for the reduced Web page input vectors. 
This implies that not only the well preprocessing of the dataset, but also the 
size of the SOM model used to train the dataset has an effect on the resulted 
number of clusters detected for the Web pages. 
  
  
(a) Sample Hits of Neurons (b) Neighborhood Distances 
 
Figure 4.15: 4 × 4 SOM model trained with 132 Web page vectors, each has 216 
stem word weights, using the Euclidean distance measure 
 
Figure 4.16: 3 × 3 SOM model trained with 132 Web page vectors, each has 216 
stem word weights, using the Cosine distance measure 
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(a) Sample Hits of Neurons (b) Neighborhood Distances 
 
 
4.6.3 Choosing the Right Number of Page Clusters 
In order to select the best clustering model to represent the groups of 
different topics that the web pages are made of, many models with different 
configurations have been created and compared. Configurations that are 
unique for each model include the number of neurons in each SOM map and 
the distance measure used. The SOM map sizes that have been tried are (3 
× 3), (5 × 5), and (7 × 7) neurons. The distance measures that have been 
tried are the cosine, Euclidean, link, and Manhattan distance measures. The 
cosine and Euclidean distance measures have been defined in Equation 
(4.12) and Equation (4.2), respectively. The link distance measure from one 
neuron to another neuron in the SOM layer is just the number of links, or 
steps, that should be taken to get to the neuron under consideration. The link 
distance is implemented in the Matlab neural network toolbox by the function 
linkdist. The Manhattan – also called city block – distance measure between 
two vectors x and y is the sum of the absolute differences between their 
elements and is given by Equation (4.15). 
Figure 4.17: 3 × 3 SOM model trained with 132 Web page vectors, each has 216 
stem word weights, using the Euclidean distance measure 
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𝑑𝑑(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) = ‖𝑥𝑥 − 𝑦𝑦‖ =  ∑ |𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷 −  𝑦𝑦𝐷𝐷|𝑛𝑛𝐷𝐷=1  
Then, to evaluate how well-separated the resulting clusters in each model 
are, a Silhouette diagram is created for each model using the IDs of the 
Neurons that classify the term-weight page vectors on each built SOM model. 
The Silhouette diagram displays a measure of how close each point in one 
neuron is to points in the neighboring neurons. This measure ranges from +1, 
indicating points that are very distant from neighboring clusters, through 0, 
indicating points that are not distinctly in one cluster or another, to -1,  
indicating points that are probably assigned to the wrong cluster. Figure 4.18 
shows the Silhouette values for the clusters that have been discovered by the 
SOM layers that are trained with the Web page input vectors using the 
Euclidean and Link distance measures. The Silhouette diagram clearly 
shows that the Silhouette values for these clusters are low, with even some 
negative values, indicating weak separation between the Web page vectors 
in the classifying neurons. Training the SOM models using cosine and 
Manhattan distance measures produced similar weak Silhouette separations. 
This indicates that it is not proper to consider each neuron in the SOM as a 
Web page cluster on its own, and that it is better to aggregate each set of 
neighboring neurons into one cluster of Web pages. This, firstly, reduce the 
number of resulted clusters. Secondly, it results in better separation between 
the final clusters of Web pages that will be perceived as the topics that the 
users have interests in while browsing the Web pages of the website.     
  
(4.15) 
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In order to get better clusters for the Web pages, neighbor neurons that are 
close to each others in the SOM layer of each model have been merged 
together to form bigger topic clusters. Figure 4.19 shows the visual-based 
merging of the neurons that are close to each other based on the 
neighborhood distance diagrams for four selected SOM models. The 
approach here is that input page vectors should be classified to bigger 
clusters of neurons that may combine a single topic instead of being merged 
to individual neurons.   
After the distance-based neuron merge, a program was then written to 
classify the input page vectors by the new clusters IDs instead of being 
Figure 4.18: Silhouette Plots for 25-Neuron (A) and  9-Neuron (B) SOMs built with the 
Euclidean distance and 25-Neuron (C) and  9-Neuron (D) SOMs built with the Link distance  
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classified by the individual neuron IDs of the SOM maps. Silhouette plots for 
the new models were created to evaluate the separation of the new detected 
clusters. Figure 4.20 shows the Silhouette plots created for the four SOMs 
with the merged neurons. The Silhouettes have been created, firstly using 
the city distance measure, and secondly using the square Euclidean distance 
measure.  
  
3 × 3 Neurons, Link Distance 3 × 3 Neurons, Euclidean Distance 
 
 
5 × 5 Neurons, Link Distance 5 × 5 Neurons, Euclidean Distance 
 
 
Figure 4.19: Merging SOM Layer Neurons based on their Neighborhood Distances  
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As depicted by Figure 4.20, this neuron merging approach produces better 
silhouette values which mean better separation of Web page topic clusters 
than the individual neuron classification of Web pages. However, there are 
still negative silhouette values in few clusters that can be noticed for each 
SOM model, which may be due to the fact that SOM produces fuzzy clusters. 
This may indicate that each input vector belongs to each one of the detected 
clusters with a relative membership weight to each cluster. This explanation 
aligns with the assumption that most web pages contain contents about more 
than one single topic of interest.  
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City and Square Euclidean Silhouettes for a 3 × 3 Euclidean-based SOM neurons merged to five Clusters   
 
 
 
City and Square Euclidean Silhouettes for a 5 × 5 Euclidean-based SOM neurons merged to eight Clusters 
   
City and Square Euclidean Silhouettes for a 3 × 3 Link-based SOM neurons merged to six Clusters 
 
 
 
City and Square Euclidean Silhouettes for a 5 × 5 Link-based SOM neurons merged to ten Clusters 
  Figure 4.20: Silhouette Diagrams after visual merging of neurons in trained SOM layers  
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4.6.4 Generating User Clusters 
In this Section, experimenting with the second SOM clustering process in the 
user's web behavior understanding approach proposed by this study is 
performed and described. As explained in Section (4.6.3), after determining 
the best number of clusters for the Web pages and classifying the pages to 
each cluster accordingly, these clusters become the topic categories or 
"factors" that web pages classified belong to in each cluster they are 
classified to. It is important to note that, for the purpose of this study, defining 
these topics explicitly in this stage of the approach by giving them discrete 
semantic names (such as sports, politics, music … etc) is not as significant 
as the main target of the study, which is to segment the users' web sessions 
into groups of communities based on these topics generated by the first SOM 
phase of the approach. Later when communities of users are discovered 
through the second SOM user segmentation phase, the web topics that 
dominate the relatively big user communities can be investigated to 
understand the interesting contents that these large user communities are 
interested in, achieving the original purpose that motivates the development 
of the approach of this study. 
Three SOM models with different distance measures have been created 
and trained. The number of neurons for each SOM has been chosen based 
on the estimated number of topic clusters determined by the topic 
segmentation phase explained in the previous Sections. The three SOM 
maps have the following major parameters: 
1. A three-neuron SOM map trained using the Euclidean distance measure. 
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2. A three-neuron SOM map trained using the Manhattan distance measure. 
3. A six-neuron SOM map trained using the Cosine distance measure. 
Figure 4.21 shows the neuron classifications for the three generated 
SOM maps after being trained with the term - page matrix representation of 
the web pages under study. It is worth noting that the observed 
classifications for the Manhattan distance SOM map are very similar to those 
for the Euclidean distance SOM. This may support the choice of three 
neurons to act as three distinct clusters for the web pages since both SOM 
maps tend to agree on the classifications of these web pages.  Another worth 
noting observation when depicting the neighborhood distances diagram for 
the Cosine distance SOM layer neurons is that its first neuron classifies 37 
Web page input vectors but does not have any distances with any 
neighboring neurons. This observed small intra-cluster distance between the 
vectors of this cluster and the big inter-cluster distance between this cluster 
and other clusters in the map may indicate a good clustering technique 
performed. 
  
The next step is to prepare the user - page session matrices that are to 
be mapped to user - topic session matrices for clustering. As explained in 
Section (4.4.4), preparing the user sessions extracted from web server logs 
 
 
 
Euclidean SOM – 3 clusters Manhattan SOM – 3 clusters Cosine SOM – 6 clusters 
Figure 4.21: Neuron Classifications for the three trained SOM models 
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involves a traditional number of time-consuming preprocessing tasks, 
including the removal of irrelevant records in these logs as well as the 
identification of the user browsing sessions based on certain attributes such 
as the IP address, browser type, and page access times. Based on previous 
research projects as well as lab experiments, 30 minutes of browsing time 
has been chosen to be the longest user session, which means if there is a 
lag time of more than 30 minutes, the subsequent web page access records 
are considered within a new user session, even if the IP address as well as 
the browser type are the same as the previous session. Also, the minimum 
and maximum accepted number of pages accessed in each user session has 
to be determined to prevent big user visiting sessions from dominating user 
sessions having relatively small number of pages as well as to filter out too 
small sessions. The study lab descriptive statistics suggest the choosing two 
and five as the minimum and maximum accepted number of accessed 
pages. Accordingly, user session vectors with more than five accessed page 
components are considered after cropping them to the fifth component. User 
sessions vectors with less than two accessed page components are not 
considered in the final user - page session matrix. After the application of this 
user's web session filtration process, a total of 7351 visiting web sessions 
have been identified and prepared for the experiments of this phase. 
 Mapping the user - page matrix to a user - topic matrix begins by 
assigning each accessed web page in the records of the web sessions to the 
cluster id (or the topic id) that this web page belongs to. Since the study 
generates three experimental SOM models as explained above, every web 
page in the sessions is assigned to three topic ids, a Euclidean SOM - based 
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topic id, a Manhattan SOM - based topic id, and a Cosine SOM - based topic 
id. Table 4.5 shows a sample of this page - topic assignment for two multi-
record web visiting sessions. Here, each session is composed of five records 
resembling the five accessed web pages in the session, whereas each web 
page has a topic id for each of the generated three SOM models: the 
Euclidean, Manhattan, and Cosine SOM models, as well as a visiting 
duration in seconds. 
 
 
Session 
ID 
Page 
ID 
Euclidean Cluster 
ID 
Manhattan Cluster 
ID 
Cosine Cluster 
ID 
Duration in 
Seconds 
1 1 3 1 4 56 
1 27 1 3 3 56 
1 16 3 1 1 56 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 3 1 4 15 
2 13 1 3 2 8 
2 20 2 2 6 4 
2 142 1 3 3 245 
2 43 1 3 3 33 
 
Using this new mapping file, three input user - topic matrices ready for the 
second SOM clustering phase are generated. The first matrix, depicted in 
Table 4.6 represents the total time in seconds each user's web session 
spends on visiting each of the topics (clusters) detected by the first Euclidean 
distance - based SOM model. These durations are computed by summing 
the access times of all the web pages belonging to each cluster id. For 
example, Table 4.5 shows that the first user's web session, session 1, 
consists of three accessed web pages, page 1, page 27, and page 16, 
respectively. Pages 1 and 16 both belong to the third topic according to the 
Table 4.5: Sample two user web sessions with cluster memberships based on three SOM 
models Properties 
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Euclidean - based SOM model and have been browsed by the user of this 
session for 56 seconds each, whereas page 27 belongs to the first topic of 
the same model and has been browsed by this user for 56 seconds. Table 
4.6 represents this same session as a single record that includes the total 
time spent on each of the topics discovered by the Euclidean SOM model. 
Therefore, this session has spent a total of 112 seconds on browsing web 
pages that belong to the third topic (56 + 56), whereas it has only spent 56 
browsing a single page that belongs to the first topic. And because this SOM 
model clusters the web pages to three topics, and since there are no 
observed accessed pages that belong to the second topic for this user 
session, the total time spent on browsing the second topic for this session is 
zero. The representation of session 1 as shown in Table 4.6 reflects a more 
interest for the user of this session to browse web pages that are related to 
the third topic than those related to the other topics of the web site.  
As done in Table 4.6, Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 show the computed total 
time in seconds each user's web session spends on visiting each of the three 
topics (clusters) detected by the Manhattan distance - based SOM and the 
six topics detected by the Cosine distance - based SOM models, 
respectively. 
 
 
Session ID Visit Time of Cluster 1 Visit Time of Cluster 2 Visit Time of Cluster 3 
1 56 0 112 
2 286 4 15 
3 634 0 0 
4 32 0 35 
5 0 107 107 
 
Table 4.6: Total Session - Cluster Visiting Time in seconds for the Euclidean – Based SOM 
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Session ID Visit Time of Cluster 1 Visit Time of Cluster 2 Visit Time of Cluster 3 
1 112 0 56 
2 15 4 286 
3 0 0 634 
4 35 0 32 
5 107 107 0 
 
 
 
Session 
ID 
Visit time of 
Cluster 1 
Visit time of 
Cluster 2 
Visit time of 
Cluster 3 
Visit time of 
Cluster 4 
Visit time of 
Cluster 5 
Visit time of 
Cluster 6 
1 56 0 56 56 0 0 
2 0 8 278 15 0 4 
3 0 0 634 0 0 0 
4 0 0 16 35 0 16 
5 0 0 0 107 107 0 
 
Next, the Silhouette method explained in Section (4.5.6) and used in Section 
(4.6.3) is used again to determine the best possible number of user web 
interest groups to expect from clustering the web session files depicted by 
the three above tables. For each user - topic session file, a number of 
experimental silhouette models with different number of clusters (from 2 to 
10) have been created and the silhouette diagrams for these models have 
been examined. Figure 4.22 shows three Silhouette means figures. Figure 
4.22 (a) shows the average Silhouette value for 18 Silhouette models, 9 
using the Euclidean distance measure and 9 using the city block (Manhattan) 
distance measure, that are created based on the Euclidean - based user - 
topic sessions. Figure 4.22 (b) and Figure 4.22 (c) does the same for the 
Manhattan - based user - topic sessions and the Cosine - based user - topic 
sessions, respectively. It is obvious from all the Figures that using the 
Euclidean distance measure to build the Silhouette clusters give higher 
Table 4.7: Total Session - Cluster Visiting Time in seconds for the Manhattan – Based SOM  
Table 4.8: Total Session - Cluster Visiting Time in seconds for the Cosine – Based SOM 
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Silhouette values than using the Manhattan distance measure. Obviously, the 
average Silhouette values diagram in Figure 4.22 (a) shows that the best 
possible number of user session groups  is three when using the Euclidean 
distance to cluster the Euclidean - based user - topic sessions. Figure 4.22 
(b) shows that building different Silhouette models using the Euclidean 
distance measure gives little clues in deciding what the best possible number 
of Manhattan - based user - topic sessions could be, whereas using the 
Manhattan distance measure (the red points and line in the Figure) for the 
same purpose shows clearly that the best possible number of groups could 
be three or four. Figure 4.22 (c) shows that neither the Euclidean nor the city 
block distance measures are able to clarify what the best possible number of 
user session groups could the Cosine - based user - topic sessions consist 
of. Silhouettes built using the city block distance measure clearly fails to 
provide a mean of more than 0.6 when using three clusters, whereas those 
Silhouette models built using the Euclidean distance measure do not agree 
on the best possible number of clusters as two and nine clusters tend to have 
the same Silhouette mean value (0.77). 
 
   
(a) Euclidean – based Topics 
SOM Model 
(b) Manhattan – based Topics 
SOM Model 
(c) Cosine – based Topics 
 SOM Model 
 
 
Figure 4.22: Silhouette Mean Values for 9 Euclidean (blue) and 9 city block 
(red) – based Silhouette Models 
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Finally, the SOM models representing the second clustering phase of the 
SOM-Guide approach are created and examined. Three experimental SOM 
models have been created based on the three input user - topic session files 
mapped from the web page - topic correlation previously. The number of 
Neurons has been chosen randomly since there is no major agreement by 
the previous Silhouette diagrams on an exact expected number of user 
session groups to expect from the prepared input session files. Three (5 x 5) 
SOM models have been created using the hexagonal topology and the 
Euclidean distance measure and trained with the three input user sessions 
for 200 epochs (iterations) each. Figure 4.23 shows the neuron 
classifications of the input vectors as well as the neuron neighbor distances 
for the SOM model clustering the Euclidean - based user - topic sessions. 
Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25 show the same diagrams for the Manhattan - 
based user - topic sessions and Cosine - based user - topic sessions, 
respectively. 
 
  
(a) Neuron – Session Classifications (b) Neuron Neighbor Weight Distances 
 
Figure 4.23: (5 × 5) SOM Model trained with the Euclidean – based User – Topic Sessions 
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(a) Neuron – Session Classifications (b) Neuron Neighbor Weight Distances 
 
 
  
(a) Neuron – Session Classifications (b) Neuron Neighbor Weight Distances 
 
 
4.7 Discussion 
This study presents a novel approach, SOM-Guide, to understand the users’ 
web browsing behavior when visiting the web pages that belong to a certain 
website. The approach is based on a popular neural network – based 
clustering algorithm, Self Organizing Maps (SOM). Two SOM clustering 
models are utilized by SOM-Guide. The purpose of the first model is to 
cluster the textual contents of the web pages to reveal the distinct groups of 
Figure 4.24: (5 × 5) SOM Model trained with the Manhattan – based User – Topic Sessions 
 
Figure 4.25: (5 × 5) SOM Model trained with the Cosine – based User – Topic Sessions 
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topics these web pages talk about. A mapping process is required to prepare 
and transform the users’ web sessions found in web server logs from mere 
records that focus on page access times into semantic sessions that address 
and measure the user interests in the detected page topics discovered by the 
first SOM model. The purpose the second model is to generate is the distinct 
groups of user sessions in order to discover the major topic interests of users 
while browsing the website. Figures 4.23, 4.24, and 4.25 show the major and 
minor groups of user sessions generated based on their weighted interests in 
the discovered topics of the web pages. The initial inspection of these figures 
clearly indicates that all the SOM models tend to agree that there is a major 
group of user sessions having similar topic interests. This can be clearly 
noticed by having a major big cluster that classifies most of the input user 
sessions (3630, 4549, and 4387 user sessions). Further analysis of this 
major user session group by a domain expert in the website under study can 
explain the browsing patterns for the sessions that belong to this group. This 
may provide the website analysts with the assistance they require when they 
address many site improvement issues. An obvious example is improving the 
linkage between the web pages that belong to the topics that this group of 
user sessions has shown interests in, thus improving the information reach 
for the majority of the users who visit the web site. 
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Chapter 5  
Blog Filter: A Classification Model to filter 
Blog Articles based on Tag Cloud 
Inspections 
 
5.1 Introduction  
5.1.1 Overview of the ‘Blogosphere’  
Web logs, or blogs, are one of the recent web 2.0 outcomes. Over the past 
few years, blog websites, collectively known as the ‘blogosphere’, have 
evolved from simple personal web pages to professional sources for various 
types of information, including politics, economics, sports, technology, 
engineering, statistics and every other field of human activity. Companies 
and organizations have created a rich diversity of information delivery blogs 
which many see as a means to bypass the traditional media, such as radio, 
television and newspapers. Blog writers, or ‘bloggers’, can easily create, 
manage, and maintain posts in their blogs at zero to very low cost by using 
free software tools. Access to blogs is generally free to all web users, 
allowing them to read blog posts created by bloggers and write their 
comments and reviews, adding an extra wealth of information sharing and 
knowledge acquisition opportunities. 
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5.1.2 The need for ‘Intelligent’ Blog Search 
Blog search engines, such as Technorati1 and Blogdigger2
However, recent studies suggest that blog search has not yet reached its 
full potential and more could be done to accommodate the task of finding 
good blog articles to read, especially with respect to matching a desired topic 
more efficiently (Hearst et al, 2008). Moreover, the fact is that most blogs are 
not well-connected or even completely unconnected because bloggers may 
write on a variety of subjects (Herring et al, 2005). This makes searching the 
blogosphere for posts relevant to a specific topic harder and even less 
efficient than the general web search. Blog readers find it extremely difficult 
to find articles related to what they seek either by simply using their search 
keywords as they usually do at general search engines such as Google, or 
by clicking the tags associated with different blog posts that the blog search 
engine usually provides as a way to simplify search. As a simple example to 
illustrate this search inefficiency, out of 248 blog posts that have been 
retrieved in the experiments of this Chapter using the Technorati API and 
, provide Abstract 
Programming Interfaces (APIs) to web developers, allowing them to integrate 
blog search into their web applications. With the help of these APIs, web 
users can now search the blogosphere using either search keywords that 
exist in the text of the blog posts, or using tags, which are words or small 
phrases that are attached to blog posts that may be considered relevant to 
these tags. Tags could be attached either by domain experts such as 
bloggers themselves or professional editors, by blog readers, or even by 
automated algorithms created by text analysts and data miners. 
                                                 
1 http://technorati.com/ 
2 http://www.blogdigger.com/index.html 
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using search keywords directly related to programming languages, such as 
‘java servlet JSP’, and ‘perl python PHP Ruby’, only 129 posts (52%) could 
be classified as relevant to programming languages after inspection. The 
relevance rate was even less (37%) when used the tag search instead of the 
keyword search. 
This research is motivated by the need to add ‘intelligence’ to blog 
search, so that blog readers can find their desired articles efficiently. To 
achieve this, the aim in this Chapter of the thesis is to build a web mining – 
based blog post filtration model that automatically classifies the collection of 
blog posts retrieved to a user by a blog search engine as a result of a search 
transaction and scores them to return only the relevant subset of posts that 
will most likely satisfy the user’s needs and expectations from his search. 
5.2 The Use of Blog Post Filtration to improve Blog Post 
Search 
5.2.1 Overview of 'Tag Clouds' 
Tag clouds are visual representations of social tags, displayed in a ‘cloud-
like’ layout. Each tag in the cloud appears in a relatively different size than 
the size of the other tags in the cloud. Figure 5.1 shows a sample tag cloud 
appeared at the multimedia social sharing website Flickr.com3
                                                 
3 http://www.flickr.com/ 
. According to 
(Alag, 2009), the creator of the tags in a tag cloud can be one of three: First, 
a domain expert who has a good knowledge about the domain of the website 
where the tag cloud should appear. Tags created in this way are called 
‘professionally-generated’ tags. Second, a user who is allowed to tag items in 
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the website with keywords. These tags are called ‘user-generated’ tags. 
Finally, tags can be created by a text analysis program that analyzes the 
textual content of the website and generates the tags. These are called 
‘machine-generated’ tags. Whoever the creator of the tag cloud is, the size of 
each tag in the cloud always reflects how important this tag is in the domain 
that the cloud represents. Importance is usually defined by either how 
frequently the tag is used by users (e.g. as a search query), or how 
frequently it occurs in the overall text resources that make the website 
content. Tags with higher frequency are appeared in the cloud with a larger 
font than the other tags with less frequency. 
Because of this ‘tag size / tag importance’ relationship in the tag cloud, 
this study argues that if we have a tag cloud that represents the content of a 
specific document within a document collection, and we inspect a 
considerable number of relatively large tags that are strongly relevant to a 
specific topic of interest, we can assume that the document represented by 
this tag cloud is strongly relevant to that topic. For example, it is clear that the 
tags in the cloud shown in Figure. 5.1 are strongly relevant to Flickr.com 
pictures that are directly related to the tourist attractions and activities in 
Figure 5.1: A sample Tag Cloud from Flickr.com 
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many locations of the world. Accordingly, if this cloud happens to represent 
an article in a blog website, it is valid to assume that this article is strongly 
relevant to the topic of tourist attractions and activities worldwide. 
5.2.2 User-generated Tags 
It’s now common to allow users to tag items. Tags generated by the users fall 
into the category of user-generated tags, and the process of adding tags to 
items is commonly known as tagging. Tagging enables a user to associate 
freeform text to an item, in a way that makes sense to him, rather than using 
a fixed terminology that may have been developed by the content owner or 
created professionally. Figure 5.2 shows the process of tagging at 
delicious.com4
• They use terms that are familiar to the user. 
, which is a social bookmarking website where a user can 
share his favorite hyperlinks – or URLs – as well as tag and rate the 
hyperlinks of the other users. Tagging a hyperlink means that the user can 
associate any tag or keyword with a hyperlink of interest. The system 
displays a list of recommended and popular tags to guide the user. 
The use of users to create tags in a social application is a great example 
of leveraging the collective power of users. Items that are popular will tend to 
be frequently tagged. From an intelligence point of view, for a user, what 
matters most is which items people similar to the user are tagging. 
User-generated tags have the following characteristics: 
• They bring out the concepts related to the text. 
                                                 
4 http://delicious.com/ 
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• They capture the associated semantic value, using words that may not be 
found in the text. 
• They can be multi-term phrases. 
• They provide valuable collaborative information about the user and the 
item. 
• They may include a wide variety of terms that are close in meaning. 
 In this research, user-generated tags have been used within the 
evaluation process of the study approach to blog post filtration. Specifically, 
selected relevant and irrelevant user-generated tags have been used to 
retrieve a second set of blog posts and classify them to relevant and 
irrelevant to the topic of the tag used to retrieve them. This second set is then 
used to build a classification model to classify new blog posts. The 
performance of the user-generated tags classifier is then compared with the 
performance of the classifier designed by the study approach.  
5.2.3 Machine-generated Tags 
Tags or terms generated through an automated algorithm are known as 
machine-generated tags. This study presents an algorithm to generate tags 
Figure 5.2: Tagging a favorite URL in delicious.com 
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by parsing through the textual content of blog posts, detecting terms and 
phrases, and weighting these detected terms to create a tag cloud 
representation for each analyzed blog post that is proper for inspection by a 
domain expert, who is then easily be able to classify the corresponding blog 
post into either relevant or irrelevant to the topic of interest. As much as this 
research is aware, such approach in classifying a training set of blog posts to 
build a blog post classification model is novel and has not been used in the 
literature before. Machine-generated tags have the following characteristics: 
• They use terms that are contained in the text, with the exception of 
injected synonyms. 
• They are usually single terms. Multi-term phrases are more difficult to 
extract and are usually done using a set of predefined phrases. These 
predefined phrases can be built using either professional or user-
generated tags. 
• They can generate a lot of noisy tags, which are terms that can have 
multiple meanings based on the context. For example, the word gain can 
have a number of meanings—height gain, weight gain, stock price gain, 
capital gain, amplifier gain, and so on. Again, detecting multiple-term 
phrases, which are a lot more specific than single terms, can help solve 
this problem. 
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5.2.4 The Blog Post Filtration Approach 
In order to achieve a significant improvement in the relevance degree of the 
blog articles that are retrieved to blog readers who are interested in a certain 
topic, this Chapter presents a classification-based blog post filtration 
approach to be utilized within a blog post search process. Figure 5.3 shows a 
flow chart representation for this filtration-based blog post retrieval process.  
Classification Model Blog Reader Blog Search EngineDomain Expert / Web Application
1. Design Public 
Tag Cloud of 
Topics
Training 
Data Set
4. Learn to Classify 
Blog Posts to 
Relevant / Irrelevant
7. Click 
on a Tag 
of 
Interest
Send Blog Posts 
BackBlog Posts
2. Retrieve Blog Posts 
based on Topics to 
Train Classifier
3. Analyze and 
Classify Training Posts
6. Topic Tag 
Cloud
5. Retrieve, Score and 
Filter New Blog Posts
(Periodically) 
Relevant Blog 
Posts
Send Blog Posts 
Back
Send Relevant 
Blog Posts Back
8. Display 
Relevant 
Blog Posts
• Process
• Manual Operation
• Data
• Display
Figure 5.3: Blog Post Retrieval with Filtration 
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This process is described in the following steps, where each step number 
can be depicted in Figure 5.3: 
1. A domain expert prepares a list of tags that represent the several 
topics of the website.  
2. He uses the tags in this list to retrieve the blog posts that are then 
used to create the training data set.  
3. The training data set is created using text analysis techniques, where 
each retrieved blog post is represented by a tag cloud based on term 
frequency. The domain expert depicts each tag cloud to classify the 
blog post this tag cloud represents to either relevant or irrelevant to 
the topic that is used to retrieve the blog post.  
4. The training data set that has been classified by the domain expert to 
relevant and irrelevant to the topics of interest using tag cloud 
inspection is then used to build and train the blog post classification 
model. 
5. Periodically, the blog web application, with the utilization of the 
classification model, retrieves, scores, and filters new blog posts from 
the blog search engine and index the filtered blog posts in a local 
database.  
6. The original tags of interests are published to the blog users in a tag 
cloud, where each tag is assigned a font size based on the relative 
importance of the corresponding topic. A user interested to read blog 
posts that are relevant to a specific tag may click on this tag to retrieve 
the posts. 
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7. The user clicks on a tag of interest in the cloud to retrieve a list of blog 
posts from the filtered collection of blog posts that have been 
classified by the classification model as relevant to the topic of 
interest. These posts are stored in a local database.  
8. The relevant blog posts are retrieved to the user and displayed to him 
for reading. 
Obviously, the fifth step occurs periodically to update the local database 
with more relevant blog posts, whereas the seventh step occurs 
frequently as users log in to the site and click on the tags of interests. 
Training the classifier using new training blog posts is required as new 
topics become important to readers over time. 
5.3 Classification Models 
Classification and Regression are two forms of data analysis that can be 
used to extract models describing important data classes or to predict future 
data trends. Such analysis can help provide us with a better understanding of 
the data at large. Whereas classification predicts categorical (discrete, 
unordered) labels, regression models continuous valued functions. For 
example, a classification model can be built to categorize bank loan 
applications as either safe or risky, or a regression model to predict the 
expenditures in dollars of potential customers on computer equipment given 
their income and occupation. Many classification and regression methods 
have been proposed by researchers in machine learning, pattern recognition, 
and statistics. Most algorithms are memory resident, typically assuming a 
small data size. Recent data mining research has built on such work, 
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developing scalable classification and regression techniques capable of 
handling large disk-resident data. 
In classification problems, we are given a collection of data and their 
characterization, which can be expressed in the form of some discrete labels. 
Each data point xk comes with a certain class label, ωk, where the values of 
ωk come from a small set of integers ωk ∈ {1, 2, …, c}, where “c” stands for a 
number of classes. The objective here is to build a classifier that is a 
construct of a function, Φ, called a classifier, that generates a class label as 
its output, Φ(xk) = ωk.  
The geometry of the classification problem depends on the distribution of 
classes. Depending upon the distribution, a linear or a nonlinear classifier is 
designed. Several examples of such classifiers are illustrated in Figure 5.4. 
The geometry of the classifiers is reflective of the distribution of the data. The 
nonlinearity of the classifier depends upon the geometry of the data. 
Likewise, the patterns belonging to the same class could be distributed in 
several disjoint regions of x. 
Data classification is a two-step process. In the first step, a classifier is 
built describing a predetermined set of data classes or concepts. This is the 
learning step, or training phase, where a classification algorithm builds the 
classifier by analyzing or learning from a training set made up of database 
tuples and their associated class labels. A tuple, X, is represented by an n-
dimensional attribute vector, X = (x1, x2, ... , xn), depicting n measurements 
made on the tuple from n database attributes, respectively, A1, A2, ... , An. 
Each tuple, X, is assumed to belong to a predefined class as determined by 
the class label attribute ωk mentioned above. The class label attribute is 
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discrete-valued and unordered. It is categorical in that each value serves as 
a category or class. The individual tuples making up the training set are 
referred to as training tuples and are selected from the database under 
analysis. In the context of classification, data tuples can be referred to as 
samples, examples, instances, data points, or objects. Because the class 
label of each training tuple is provided, this step is also known as supervised 
learning. It contrasts with unsupervised learning, such as the frequent itemset 
learning used in Chapter 3 and the cluster analysis learning used in Chapter 
4, in which the class label of each training tuple is unknown, and the number 
or set of classes to be learned may not be known in advance. In the second 
step, the model is used for classification. First, the predictive accuracy of the 
classifier is estimated. Because using the training set to measure the 
accuracy of the classifier would likely be optimistic since the classifier tends 
to overfit the data, a test set is used instead. The test set is made up of test 
tuples and their associated class labels. Usually, these test tuples are 
randomly selected from the general data set. They are independent of the 
training tuples, meaning that they are not used to construct the classifier. 
Figure 5.4: Examples of classification problems in a two-dimensional space. 
(a) Linear Classifier, (b) Piecewise Linear Classifier, (c) Nonlinear Classifier. 
Two classes of patterns are denoted by black and white dots, respectively. 
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The accuracy of a classifier on a given test set is the percentage of test 
set tuples that are correctly classified by the classifier. The associated class 
label of each test tuple is compared with the learned classifier’s class 
prediction for that tuple. If the accuracy of the classifier is considered 
acceptable, the classifier can be used to classify future data tuples for which 
the class label is not known. For example, Figure 5.5 illustrates the 
classification process in a bank loan decision system, which can be used to 
approve or reject new or future loan applicants. 
 
  
Figure 5.5: The data classification process: (a) Learning: Training data is analyzed 
by a classification algorithm. Here, the class label attribute is loan_decision, and the 
learnt model is represented by classification rules. (b) Classification: Test data is 
used to estimate the accuracy of the classification model in correctly classifying the 
data. If the accuracy is considered acceptable, the model can be applied on new data 
whose class label attribute values are unknown. 
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5.4 Creating the Learning Data Set for Classification  
In predictive data mining, the adage “garbage in, garbage out” is very 
applicable. It is well known that the performance of a predictive model will 
depend largely on the ‘health’ and ‘cleanness’ of the data set that is used to 
train the model. If the blog posts that are used to build the model are not well 
analyzed and classified, we are less likely to achieve a model that can 
accurately score new posts and send back only the relevant ones to the user. 
Building a data set from a textual collection of articles to train a classifier 
normally consists of two main parts:  
• The first part is analyzing the unstructured content of the collection, which 
is a special data transformation technique in which each article is 
converted to a bag of words by extracting the important terms, synonyms, 
and phrases from the article, stemming the terms to their original linguistic 
roots, and computing a numerical weight to each stemmed term. The 
result is a term weight vector representation for each article, and the 
transformed data set is usually called a term-document matrix. Text 
analysis has been utilized in Chapter 4 of this thesis to transform the 
textual contents of Web page into a term-page matrix. It is used here to 
transform the textual contents of blog posts retrieved from blog search 
engines into a term-post matrix.  
• The second part is classifying each article in the collection to either 
relevant or irrelevant to the tag that the user clicks to retrieve the articles. 
Because it is a supervised learning process, a new column, called the 
class label attribute or the target attribute, should be added to the term-
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post matrix to store a nominal value that represents whether each blog 
post is relevant or irrelevant to the topic that triggers the retrieval of the 
posts. A Binary {1, 0} or a Boolean {‘true’, ‘false’} set can be used to 
represent the classes {relevant, irrelevant} that the target attribute can 
store for each blog post.  
For the analysis part of the data set building process, a Java-based 
framework that leverages a couple of open – source APIs is customized as 
follows: 
• A Technorati Search API is used to retrieve a collection of blog posts 
containing specified keywords of interest that are input by a domain 
expert. Technorati is a popular blog search engine that offers an open 
source API that can be integrated in a Web application to retrieve blog 
posts using one of many available search criteria. 
• An Apache Lucene5
Next, and for the classification part of the data set building process, a tag 
cloud generator API is used to transform each term weight vector in the term-
document matrix into a tag cloud representation and then all the resulted tag 
clouds are visualized in a regular web page. In this way, the domain expert 
who made the query search can easily and quickly inspect each tag cloud 
and then accurately determine – based on the sizes of the tags in the cloud – 
 API is used to transform the retrieved collection of 
blog posts into a term-document matrix. Each vector in the matrix 
represents a blog post and the elements of this vector are the numerical 
weights of the extracted terms of the whole blog collection with respect to 
the article that this vector represents. 
                                                 
5 http://lucene.apache.org/java/docs/index.html 
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whether the blog post that the inspected cloud represents is either relevant or 
irrelevant to the query that he used to trigger the search. The process flow of 
retrieving, preparing and classifying the training data set is depicted in Figure 
5.6. 
 
5.4.1 Searching the Blogosphere for Relevant Posts 
Technorati 6
                                                 
6 http://technorati.com/ 
 is a popular blog search engine that provides an API that 
enables web developers to integrate many blog-related activities into their 
applications. Using the API provided by Technorati, it is possible to search for 
blog posts using three different methods: using keywords that are found in 
the content, using tags that are associated to posts by users, or search for 
posts that are linked to a particular URL. Moreover, the API allows 
developers to retrieve a list of the most popular N tags, get detailed 
information about a blog, and even view information about a Technorati 
Figure 5.6: A Framework based on Tag Cloud inspection to create and classify a 
training data set for Intelligent Blog Post Filtration 
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member. Searching the blogosphere using the Technorati API involves four 
main steps: 
1. Writing a query string and setting the search parameters: For each search 
process, the query string can be one of the tags that will be published in 
the website for the users to click. The search parameters involve selecting 
the preferred search method, the output format, the search language, and 
the number of posts to be returned. 
2. Translating the query string to the Technorati-understandable format and 
send it to the Technorati search engine. 
3. Receiving the XML response file that contains the search result. XML is a 
set of structured rules for encoding documents in machine-readable form. 
Retrieving the blog posts in XML form facilitates the access of the 
different parts of each retrieved blog post using any programming 
language. These blog post parts include the title, creation date, blog Web 
address, and the textual content of the post.    
4. Extracting the important content of the retrieved blog posts, such as the 
title, name, and textual body of each retrieved blog post, merging the 
extracted content, and sending it to the text analyzer.  
Figure 5.7 illustrates the four steps in the process of retrieving blog posts 
using the Technorati API. 
 
Figure 5.7: The process of searching the blogosphere with the Technorati API 
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5.4.2 Analyzing the Retrieved Posts 
  
The text analyzer used in this study is built over Apache Lucene7
• Term extraction: the process of parsing the unstructured content to 
generate individual terms. Each term may be a single word, a small 
phrase, or a synonym. The domain expert has to feed the analyzer with a 
list of considerable phrases and synonyms so it can detect them during 
the parsing process. 
. Lucene is 
an open-source Java-based search engine. It provides a number of Java 
classes that can be used to build a customized text analysis tool. Text 
analysis has been used in Chapter 4 of this thesis in the preparation of the 
Web content data used for Web mining and is discussed thoroughly in 
Section (4.4). In order to transform the retrieved blog posts into a term-
document matrix, the text analyzer built in this research performs the 
following four main activities: 
• Unimportant word removal: the process of removing terms that are 
irrelevant with respect to the main subject of the tag used to retrieve the 
blog posts. These may occur very frequently in the whole retrieved 
content, such as determiners (a, an, the, this, that, her, his, its, my, our … 
etc), conjunctions (for, and, nor, but, after, although … etc), and 
prepositions (on, beneath, over, of … etc). These have also to be fed to 
the analyzer by the domain expert.  
• Stemming: the process of reducing the remaining terms to their linguistic 
root form by removing common prefixes and suffixes. For example, the 
                                                 
7 http://lucene.apache.org/java/docs/index.html 
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words programming, programmers, and programs share the root 
program, and so can be treated as different occurrences of the same 
term. This has the advantage of reducing the total number of attributes 
(columns) in the term-document matrix and assigning more realistic 
weights to the terms in the matrix.  
• Term weight calculation: the process of calculating a numerical magnitude 
for each term in each blog post, generating the term weight vector that 
represents the post. Because the magnitude of a term in a post reflects 
how significant this term in this post is, it is called the weight of that term 
in that post. This term weighting takes into account the frequency of 
appearance of the term in the post, as well as the total frequency of 
appearance of this term in the whole retrieved posts. 
For the purpose of this research, the popular Term Frequency - Inverse 
Document Frequency (tf-idf) weighting scheme that has been used in 
Chapter 4 to prepare the term-page matrix representation for the Web pages 
for cluster analysis is also used in this Chapter to calculate the term weight 
ωxy as defined in Equation (5.1).  
𝜔𝜔𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 =  ℱ𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥  ×  log Ρ𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥    
Where: 𝓕𝓕𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 is the normalized frequency of term x in the blog post y, 
             𝚸𝚸 is the total number of retrieved blog posts,  
             𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒙𝒙 is the frequency of term x in the whole retrieved posts. 
Term frequencies need to be normalized – compressed to a smaller scale of 
values – to avoid having one term frequency overly impact the classification 
model simply because it contains larger values than other terms’ frequencies. 
Equation (5.2) is used to normalize term frequencies. 
(5.1) 
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ℱ𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 =  𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
�∑(𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥 )2 
Where: 𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 is the frequency of term x in the blog post y,  
             𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒙𝒙 is the frequency of each term in the blog post y. 
 
5.4.3 Using Tag Clouds to represent and classify Blog Posts  
As previously mentioned, to improve the accuracy and speed of the 
classification of the training blog data set by the domain expert, a tag cloud 
generator API is implemented to create a tag cloud from each term weight 
vector in the term-document matrix. The first component of the tag cloud 
generator API implemented in this research is a tag font-size classifier that 
divides the available term weights into a number of ranges of values and then 
allocates a specific font size to each term weight range. The larger the values 
in the term weight range, the larger the allocated font size is. Therefore, each 
term in the cloud appears in a size that reflects its relative importance in the 
blog post. The second component of the API is an HTML generator that 
allows the domain expert to visualize all the generated tag clouds, separated 
by a blog post identifier, in a regular web page. After classification, each 
vector in the matrix will contain an additional element, the target attribute 
element, that stores a binary value {1, 0} indicating the relevance or 
irrelevance of the associated blog post to the topic of interest. 
5.5 Building the Blog Post Classifiers 
Two classification algorithms have been utilized, implemented, and evaluated 
to realize the target of this study. The first is Support Vector Machines and 
(5.2) 
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the second is Memory-Based Reasoning. The next subsections briefly 
explain how each of these two classifiers work.   
5.5.1 Classification with Support Vector Machines 
Support vector machines (SVMs), including support vector classifier (SVC) 
and support vector regressor (SVR), are among the most robust and 
accurate methods in all well-known data mining algorithms (Cortes and 
Vapnik, 1995). SVMs have a sound theoretical foundation rooted in statistical 
learning theory, require only as few as a dozen examples for training, and are 
often insensitive to the number of dimensions. In the past decade, SVMs 
have been developed at a fast pace both in theory and practice. In this 
research, the focus is on the use of a support vector classifier SVC to classify 
blog posts to two classes or categories, relevant and irrelevant, to a specific 
topic. 
For a two-class linearly separable learning task, the aim of SVC is to find 
a hyperplane that can separate two classes of given samples with a maximal 
margin which has been proved able to offer the best generalization ability. 
Generalization ability refers to the fact that a classifier not only has good 
classification performance, or accuracy, on the training data, but also 
guarantees high predictive accuracy for the future data from the same 
distribution as the training data. 
Given a training set of instance-label pairs (xi, yi), i = 1, …, l where xi  ∈ 
Rn and 
y ∈ {1, -1}l, the support vector machines (SVM) require the solution of the 
optimization problem (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) defined in Equation (5.3). 
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Training vectors xi are mapped into a higher dimensional space by the 
function φ. SVM then finds a linear separating hyperplane with the maximal 
margin in this higher dimensional space. C > 0 is the penalty parameter of 
the error term. K(xi, xj) is called the kernel function, which is equivalent to  φ 
(xi)T φ (xj). New kernel functions are continuously proposed by researchers. 
Four widely used kernel functions are: 
• The Linear Function: K(xi, xj) = xiT xj . 
• The Polynomial Function: K(xi, xj) = (γ xiT xj + r)d, γ > 0. 
• The Radial Basis Function (RBF): K(xi, xj) = exp (- γ ||xi - xj||2), γ > 0. 
• The Sigmoid Function: K(xi, xj) = tanh(γ xiT xj + r) 
where γ, r, and d are the kernel parameters.  
The following procedure to build and train an SVM classification model is 
proposed by (Hsu et al, 2008) and adopted by this research: 
1. Transforming the collected data to the format of the used SVM software. 
2. Conducting required normalization tasks on the data. 
3. Considering the RBF kernel function. 
4. Applying cross-validation to find the best values for the parameters C and 
γ. 
5. Using the best values for parameters C and  γ to train the classifier with 
the learning dataset 
6. Evaluating the performance of the trained classifier with a testing dataset. 
(5.3) 
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This research argues that, in general, RBF is a reasonable choice. The RBF 
kernel nonlinearly maps samples into a higher dimensional space, so it, 
unlike the linear kernel, can handle the case when the relation between class 
labels and attributes is nonlinear. Furthermore, the linear kernel is a special 
case of RBF as (Hsu et al, 2008) shows that the linear kernel with a penalty 
parameter, C, has the same performance as the RBF kernel with some 
parameters (C, γ). In addition, the sigmoid kernel function behaves like RBF 
for certain parameters. The second reason for preferring the RBF function is 
the number of hyperparameters which influences the complexity of model 
selection. The polynomial kernel has more hyperparameters than the RBF 
kernel has. Finally, the RBF function has less numerical difficulties. One key 
point is 0 < Kij ≤ 1 in contrast to polynomial kernel functions of which kernel 
values may go to infinity (γ xiT xj + r  > 1) or zero (γ xiT xj + r   < 1) while the 
degree is large. Moreover, the sigmoid kernel function is not valid under 
some parameters. 
5.5.2 Classification with Memory-Based Reasoning 
Memory-based Reasoning (MBR) is a process that identifies similar cases 
from a training dataset and then applies the information that is obtained from 
these cases to a new record. It is a machine-learning based form of Case-
based Reasoning (CBR), a well-know computer-reasoning process that 
solves new problems based on solutions of similar past problems. MBR uses 
a k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) algorithm to categorize or predict observations. 
The k-nearest neighbor algorithm takes a data set and a probe, where each 
observation in the data set is composed of a set of variables and the probe 
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has one value for each variable. The distance between an observation and 
the probe is calculated. The k observations that have the smallest distances 
to the probe are the k-nearest neighbors to that probe. Many distance 
measures can be used to calculate the neighborhood distances between the 
probe and the dataset observations. Distance measures have been 
discussed in Section (4.3.3) of Chapter 4 of this thesis. In the research of this 
chapter, the k-nearest neighbors are determined by the Euclidean distance 
between an observation and the probe. Based on the target values of the k-
nearest neighbors, each of the k-nearest neighbors votes on the target value 
for a probe. The votes are the posterior probabilities for the class target 
variable.  
MBR has been used in previous research studies such as (Masand et al, 
1992) to classify text documents, such as news stories, with good results 
obtained. MBR classifies a new textual document based on its computed 
similarity with other documents found in previous remembered examples. 
Within this context, MBR can predict whether or not a new unseen blog post 
is relevant by finding near matches from the learning dataset of blog posts 
and then choosing the best relevance value based a confidence threshold. In 
this research, the MBR node in SAS Enterprise Miner8
                                                 
8 http://www.sas.com/technologies/analytics/datamining/miner/ 
 software is used as 
the implementation of choice to the MBR classifier. Two sets of preprocessed 
and classified learning blog posts datasets are used to build and train two 
MBR classification models to assess the blog post filtration approach 
proposed by this study.     
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5.6 Improving the Classifiers with Dimensionality Reduction 
5.6.1 Dimensionality Reduction with Attribute Selection 
Attribute selection, or feature selection, is a dimensionality reduction 
technique that has been used and discussed in chapter four of this study. 
Chapter 4, which uses Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) to cluster Web pages of 
a website into groups of interests based purely on their textual contents, has 
presented a feature selection procedure that is adequate to reduce the 
number of weighted terms in a term-document matrix that is specially 
designed to be an input to a unsupervised clustering algorithm. In this 
chapter, this term-document matrix is used as an input to a supervised 
classification model. Therefore, attribute or feature selection is used as a 
data preprocessing step to reduce the noisy features, or terms that are 
irrelevant to deciding the relevance degree of the blog posts to a certain 
topic. These features, if remained, may distract the classifier performance 
and reduce the accuracy of classifying the binary target attribute for each 
instance, or blog post, to either relevant or irrelevant to the topic of interest. 
In addition, dimension reduction of data through deleting unsuitable attributes 
speeds up learning algorithms, including classification algorithms. More 
importantly, dimensionality reduction yields a more compact, more easily 
interpretable representation of the target concept, focusing the user’s 
attention on the most relevant variables. 
Attribute selection is a supervised data mining process that ranks the 
predictor attributes in a training data set according to their significance in 
predicting a target attribute. According to the developers of Oracle Data 
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Mining9
One of the most important matrix decompositions is the Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD). SVD (Cios et al, 2007) can be used both as a 
powerful method of extracting features from images and as a method of 
image compression. From linear algebra theory, it is known that any 
symmetric matrix can be transformed into a diagonal matrix by means of 
orthogonal transformation. Similarly, any rectangular n × m real image 
represented by an n × m matrix A, where m ≤ n, can be transformed into a 
diagonal matrix by singular value decomposition. SVD decomposes a 
rectangular matrix A ∈ ℜm×n into two orthogonal matrices ψr of dimension n × 
n and Φr of dimension m × m, a pseudodiagonal matrix Λ of dimension r × r, 
and a pseudodiagonal matrix containing singular values of the transposed 
matrix. Here, Λ = diag{σ1, σ2, … , σp},where p = min(m, n). The real 
, which is a data mining suite specially developed to work within the 
popular Oracle database management system, attribute selection is a useful 
preprocessing step in classification model building, especially for models that 
use Naïve Bayes or Support Vector Machines. In this research, the effects of 
reducing the dimensionality of the term-post matrix through attribute selection 
before using it to build the classification model are examined.  Results are 
compared with the results obtained by building the classification model with 
the original matrix. 
5.6.2 Dimensionality Reduction with Singular Value 
Decomposition 
                                                 
9 http://download.oracle.com/docs/cd/B28359_01/datamine.111/b28129/toc.htm 
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nonnegative numbers σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥… ≥  σp are called the singular values of 
matrix A. 
Assuming that the rank of matrix A is r ≤ m, the matrices AAT and ATA 
are nonnegative, symmetric and have identical eigenvalues λi. For m ≤ n, 
there are at most r ≤ m nonzero eigenvalues. The SVD transform 
decomposes matrix A into the product of two orthogonal matrices ψ of 
dimension n × r, and Φ of dimension m×r and a diagonal matrix Λ1/2 of 
dimension r × r. The SVD of a matrix A is given by (Cios et al, 2007) as 
defined in Equation (5.4). 
 
A = ψΛ1/2ΦT = ∑ �𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖=1 𝜓𝜓𝑖𝑖𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇 
 
where the matrices ψ and Φ have r orthogonal columns ψi ∈ ℜn, Φi ∈ ℜm (i = 
1, 2, … , r), respectively, which in turn represnt the orthogonal eigenvectors 
of AAT and ATA, respectively. The square matrix Λ1/2 has diagonal entries 
defined in Equation (5.5). 
 
Λ1/2 = 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(�𝜆𝜆1,�𝜆𝜆2, … ,�𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓) 
where σi = �𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖  (i = 1, 2, … , r) are the singular values of the matrix A. Each λi 
is the nonzero eigenvalue of AAT (and of ATA). 
Having decomposed matrix A as A= ψΛ1/2 ΦT, and since ψ and Φ have 
orthogonal columns, the singular value decomposition transform (SVD 
transform) of the matrix A is defined in Equation (5.6). 
Λ1/2 = ψT A Φ 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
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The r singular values  �𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖  (i = 1, 2, … , r) from the main diagonal of the 
matrix Λ1/2 represent in condensed form the matrix A. If the matrix A 
represents an n × m image, then r singular values can be considered as 
extracted features from an image. These nonzero diagonal singular values 
are unique for every image and can be used as features for supervised 
classification purposes. The features extracted from the original image 
through the SVD method have many excellent characteristics, such as 
stability and rotational and translation invariances. This research uses SVD 
features extracted from the original post term weights of the term-post matrix 
as a preprocessing step to the memory-based reasoning classification model 
building. The model is trained using the reduced features rather than the 
original computed term weights. 
5.7 Experimental Results 
5.7.1 Retrieving Datasets and Building Tag Cloud Representations 
In the study experiment, the aim is to improve retrieving blog posts that are 
strongly relevant to programming languages. This can be very valuable in a 
blog or any social networking website dedicated to programmers and 
software developers, where a tag named “programming languages” may be 
used by members to trigger a search for a collection of blog posts that are 
relevant to the topic of programming languages.  
The first experimental study has been oriented toward the creation of a 
Support Vector Machines - based filtration model. The first part in evaluating 
this blog post filtration approach is to create and classify the learning data set 
from a collection of retrieved blog posts. Six query strings were used to 
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retrieve the collection: ‘programming languages’, ‘java servlets jsp’, ‘classes 
objects’, ‘perl python php’, ‘visual basic asp .net’, and ‘polymorphism 
inheritance’. 248 blog posts were retrieved using the Technorati API, which 
gives two search options. The first option is to consider the user search input 
as keywords or terms that are included in the posts' titles or contents. The 
second option is to consider the user search input as user-defined tags that 
other users have associated them with the blog posts. The first search option 
has been used to retrieve the experimental blog posts that should be 
classified based on the tag cloud representation of each post.  
The transformation of the retrieved blog post set to a term-post matrix is 
the second part of this experiment. This transformation has been performed 
using a Java-based text-analysis framework. The term-post matrix generated 
from this approach has been used for two purposes. The first purpose is to 
build a machine-generated tag cloud representation for each blog post in the 
set. The second purpose is to build and train the Support Vector Machines 
classification model using the same learning data set after its posts have 
been classified by a domain expert based on the tag cloud representation. A 
second transformation model is made using the Text Miner module in the 
SAS Enterprise Miner data mining software. The term-post matrix generated 
from this approach has been used to build and train the Memory-Based 
Reasoning classification model.  
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Figure 5.8 shows four of the generated tag cloud representations for the 
retrieved posts. A domain expert, programmer, can accurately and easily 
classify each blog article to either relevant or irrelevant to the programming 
languages domain through a quick inspection of its tag cloud representation. 
For example, the tag cloud representations in part (a) of Figure 5.8 clearly 
indicate a strong relevance between programming languages and the 
corresponding blog posts, since two programming languages, Python and 
Java, have been highly weighted (depicted in large font size) in comparison 
to the other tags depicted by the two clouds. In contrast, the tag cloud 
representations in part (b) of Figure 5.8 do not suggest any correlation 
between programming languages and the corresponding blog posts, since 
none of the highly weighted tags in the two clouds, such as humanities, 
librarian, media, and children has anything to do with the topic of 
programming languages. In summary and after the tag cloud inspections for 
the whole data set, 129 posts (52%) out of a total of 248 posts have been 
classified by a programming expert as relevant to the target subject, 
programming languages, whereas the remaining 119 clouds (48%) have 
been classified as irrelevant to the same topic. 
Figure 5.8: Clouds for Blog Posts classified as (a) relevant, and (b) irrelevant to 
‘programming languages’ 
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The second purpose of dataset transformation is creating and training the 
classification models that will be used to filter out irrelevant blog posts. This 
step is applied after the classifying the learning dataset as described above. 
The study has utilized two classification algorithms for this step: Support 
Vector Machines (SVM), and Memory-Based Reasoning (MBR). The SVM 
classifiers have been built and trained using two Java open-source SVM 
libraries, Liblinear10 and LibSVM11
The library implements two types of SVM based on the loss function 
used. For the first SVM type, L1-SVM, the loss function is max(1 – yiwTxi , 0). 
For the second SVM type, L2-SVM, the loss function is max(1 – yiwTxi , 0). 
For Logistic Regression LR, the loss function is log(1 + 𝑒𝑒−𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤𝑇𝑇𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖), which is 
derived from a probabilistic model. Testing accuracy comparisons described 
in (Fan et al, 2008) between these three classifiers and two other SVM 
. Building and training the MBR classifiers 
have been done using SAS Enterprise Miner. 
5.7.2 The use of SVM classifiers in WEKA Liblinear and LibSVM 
implementations 
Liblinear (Fan et al, 2008) is an open source library for large linear 
classification. Many research studies that used Liblinear such as (Hsieh et al, 
2008) concluded that the classifiers in Liblinear perform well in practice and 
have good theoretical properties. The library supports two popular binary 
classifiers: Logistic Regression (LR) and Support Vector Machines (SVM). As 
explained in Section (5.5.1), SVM classifiers tend to solve an unconstrained 
optimization problem.  
                                                 
10 http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/liblinear/ 
11 http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/ 
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implementations suggest that the L2-SVM classifier implemented in Liblinear 
is the most efficient to use with data sets having a very large number of 
attributes such as our term-document matrix. Because of this, this research 
applies the L2-SVM to build the blog post classification model. 
The SVM classifier is implemented in another more popular open source 
library, LibSVM (Chang and Lin, 2001). The main difference here is that 
LibSVM allows us to choose a non-linear kernel function for the SVM 
classifier, such as a polynomial, sigmoid, and radial basis function (RBF) 
kernel. As explained in Section (5.5.1), the RBF kernel is a reasonable first 
choice for three reasons: the RBF kernel can handle the case when the 
relation between classes and attributes is nonlinear, it has less hyper 
parameters than the polynomial kernel, and it has less numerical difficulties. 
Because of this, this research also applies the RBF-based SVM in LibSVM 
and compares its results with those of L2-SVM in Liblinear. Also, as 
discussed in Section (5.6.1), improvement with Attribute Selection is 
considered by applying it as a preprocessing step before training the SVM 
classifiers. Results are compared with those obtained with no Attribute 
Selection applied. This research uses the Liblinear, LibSVM, and Attribute 
Selection implementations in WEKA12
                                                 
12 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/ 
, which is an open-source library of 
machine learning and data mining algorithms written in Java and developed 
at the University of Waikato in New Zeeland. 
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Table 5.1 shows the evaluation results for building and testing four predictive 
models. Two models were built using the RBF-based SVM classifier 
implemented in LibSVM: the first model, C-SVC, was trained using the 
original learning matrix, which contains 3417 attributes, whereas the second 
one, C-SVC + AT, was trained using a reduced learning matrix (42 attributes) 
by applying attribute selection on the original matrix before training. Results 
show that there is a good improvement in recall with the use of attribute 
selection. Recall measures the ability of the model to retrieve a good rate of 
relevant posts from the total original relevant posts available. Precision of the 
C-SVC without attribute selection is slightly better, but both give good 
precision values (> 85%). Precision measures the rate of really relevant 
posts from the total posts that the model has claimed to be relevant. A 
traditional measure, the success rate, is the ratio of the correctly classified 
posts to the total number of posts in the dataset. Another popular measure 
that represents an overall look to both the precision and recall is the F-
Measure (Witten and Frank, 2005). The F-Measure combines precision and 
recall as defined in Equation (5.7). 
F-Measure = 2 ×𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅  ×𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 +𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃  
Table 5.1: Evaluation Results for the Blog Post Classification 
 
(5.7) 
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F-Measure results are slightly better with the use of attribute selection when 
classifying blog posts with the C-SVC classifier. 
The other two models are built using the L2-SVM classifier implemented 
in Liblinear. The first model is trained using the original learning matrix, 
whereas the second one, L2 SVM + AT, is trained using the reduced learning 
matrix in the same way done with the C-SVC + AT model. Clearly, L2-SVM 
without attribute selection outperforms all the other three models in many 
evaluation measures: the number of correctly classified posts, the recall, the 
F-Measure, the success rate, the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), and the Root 
Mean Squared Error (RMSE). The precision of L2 SVM is almost equal to 
that of C-SVC. An interesting observation is that the use of attribute selection 
has slightly disproved the L2-SVM classifier. This may indicate that all the 
original tags that are used to train the classifier are important in the training 
process. 
5.7.3 Using the MBR classifier implementation in SAS Enterprise 
Miner 
In this part of the experiment, the aim is to compare the effectiveness of the 
Tag Cloud - based classification of the learning dataset with another type of 
classification. This comparison examines the applicability and feasibility of 
classifying blog posts in such an approach using the concept of Tag Clouds 
to represent the unstructured content that make blog articles. Section (5.2.2) 
has discussed User-Generated Tags as an example of the collective power 
of users in social media. User-Generated Tags, sometimes referred to by the 
'Folksonomy'. Through user-tagging, each reader of a blog article can 
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classify it to a specific topic of interest through associating or "tagging" it with 
a term or phrase that is related to this blog post from his own perspective. 
This can be treated as a "mass classification" process that leverage the 
"wisdom of the crowds" in solving one of the biggest challenges in classifying 
a huge amount of unstructured textual documents in social media websites 
such as blog sites. Using these tags as classes or categories for this huge 
amount of blog posts, it is possible to obtain a ground truth or a golden 
standard against which another classification model, such as the model of 
this study, can be compared and evaluated. 
To implement the evaluation process, an experiment has been done to 
compare the proposed tag cloud-based blog post classification approach with 
a baseline user tagging-based classification approach. In this experiment, 
two blog post datasets are retrieved, analyzed and classified to build and 
train Memory-Based Reasoning (MBR) classifiers. The dataset used in 
Section (5.7.1) is reused in this experiment to build and train the tag cloud - 
based MBR classification model. It consists of 248 blog posts that have been 
retrieved using the Technorati API through using six query strings directly 
related to the topic of programming languages. As explained in Section 
(5.7.1), 129 out of the 248 total retrieved posts (52%) have been classified 
based on the inspection of their underlying tag cloud representations as 
being relevant to the target subject (programming languages), whereas the 
remaining 119 clouds (48%) have been classified as irrelevant to the same 
topic. The second dataset contains 584 posts that have been retrieved using 
user-tagging. The first half of the posts has been retrieved using user-tags 
directly relevant to programming languages and so has been automatically 
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classified as being relevant to this topic, whereas the other half has been 
retrieved using irrelevant user-tags, such as "Football", "Swine flu" and "Pop 
music" and similarly has been automatically classified as being irrelevant to 
programming languages. 
Next, SAS Enterprise Miner has been used to build an MBR classification 
model based on each built dataset described above. First, two SAS 
supervised data sources have been created based on the two created 
datasets. Second, using the SAS Text Miner module in SAS Enterprise 
Miner, each dataset has been partitioned to 60% for training, 20% for 
validation, and 20% for testing. Third, Dimensionality Reduction with Singular 
Value Decomposition (SVD) with maximum of 50 features (attributes) has 
been applied to reduce the dimensionality of each generated term-post 
matrix before building the classification models. Finally, The MBR 
classification module in SAS Enterprise Miner has then been chosen to build 
the blog post classification models. 
Table 5.2 shows a comparison of five performance measures between 
the training parts of the two data sets. Table 5.3 shows this comparison 
between the validation parts. Compared to the user-tagging approach, it is 
clear that the tag cloud inspection of a learning dataset leads to a good 
classification quality to this retrieved post collection, and that the argument 
proposed in Section (5.2.4) is valid when applied on blog post filtration. 
 
 
Table 5.2: Performance Measures of two Classifiers using Training data 
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Another important measure to assess the filtration power of the two 
classification models is the prediction rates of the classifier. To compare 
between the predictions rates of the two trained models, figure 5.9 shows the 
prediction percentages of the two models on the training datasets, whereas 
figure 5.10 shows these percentages on the validation datasets. 
 
 
 
 
Table 5.3: Performance Measures of two Classifiers using Validation data 
Figure 5.9: Prediction Percentages of two Classifiers based on Training Data 
 
Figure 5.10: Prediction Percentages of two Classifiers based on Validation Data 
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Both figures (5.9 and 5.10) obviously show that the classification model (a), 
which is trained using the dataset that has been classified by tag cloud 
inspection, is more able than the classification model (b), which is trained 
using the dataset that has been classified by user-tagging, to correctly filter 
out those blog posts that are irrelevant to the topic of interest (Target = 0 on 
the x-axis). Consequently, it is more likely for a blog post collection 
processed by the model (a) to contain more relevant posts than another blog 
post collection retrieved by the model (b), if the two models retrieve the same 
number of posts. On the other hand, the model (b) shows more ability than 
the model (a) to correctly classify those blog posts that relevant  to the topic 
of interest (Target = 1 on the x-axis). However, considering a classification 
model that is specifically built for the purpose of blog post filtration, the ability 
of correctly classifying irrelevant posts is more important than the ability to 
classify relevant ones. This indicates that the classification model that is 
based on the tag cloud utilization of this study outperforms the classification 
model that is based on user-generated tags, or the wisdom of the crowds, 
which, as discussed previously, is considered as the baseline standard 
against which the model of this study should be evaluated. 
5.8 Discussion 
In spite of the availability of many blog search engines on the web that 
enable social media users to search within the millions of user - generated 
articles and posts in the blogosphere, a very little attention has been paid on 
evaluating whether or not the blog posts retrieved by these engines are a 
true match to what the searching users look for. The recent works in the 
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literature that have addressed blog posts retrieval have focused on applying 
collaborative filtering approaches usually used to develop recommendation 
systems for electronic commerce websites, such as recommending blog 
posts based on blog reading taste similarity between different blog readers. 
While collaborative filtering recommendations have been proved to work well 
in the user - item environments of commercial sites, where there are well-
defined products, their efficiency when applied on unstructured textual 
contents such as blog articles, where there is no well defined topic of 
interests, remain questionable. There is more work to be done on imrpoving 
the quality of blog search through applying more machine learning and data 
mining techniques to filter out the huge amount of retrieved blog posts whose 
contents may be totally far from the user's true intentional needs from the 
search. More intelligent blog post filtration approaches within a complete 
searching mechnisms have to be proposed, implemented and evaluated.  
This research proposes a novel blog post filtration approach based on 
modern data visualization, text mining and supervised classification 
techniques. Collections of blog posts are retrieved based on specific 
keywords that represent topics of interests using an open source application 
programming interface (APIs) of a popular blog search engine (Technorati). 
These retrieved blog posts are then analyzed using a text analysis 
toolkit (Lucene) in order to build the corresponding tag cloud visualizations 
where each blog post is represented by a tag cloud for easy inspection and 
classification by a domain expert. This classified learning dataset is then 
used to be build and train classification models based on the Support Vector 
Machines (SVM) and Memory-Based Reasoning (MBR) supervised learning 
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algorithms. The effect of the dimensionality reduction process of the highly 
dimensional term - post learning matrix is examined through comparing the 
performance of the models under the training of the original sets as well as of 
the dimensionally reduced sets.  
The first evaluation methodology consists of computing and comparing 
between standard classification performance metrics for four different 
classification models. These metrics are the number of correctly and 
incorrectly classified blog posts, precision rate, recall rate, F-Measure value, 
success rate, mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean squared error 
(RMSE). Experimental results show that with the use of the tag cloud - based 
machine learning filtration approach proposed in this study, a considerable 
increase from 52% without applying the approach to 87% with applying the 
approach can be achieved in the relevance precision degree of a blog post 
collection retrieved from a blog search engine using a specific user search 
query. The study finds that the Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithms 
implemented in Liblinear and LibSVM are a very good choice in building such 
intelligent blog post filtration approaches to improve the relevance of the 
retrieved posts. The study also suggests that SVM classifiers built with the 
loss function max(1 – yiwTxi , 0) , which is referred to by L2-SVM discussed in 
Section (5.7.2), tend to the most efficient to use with blog post analysis where 
the number of attributes that describe the blog post collection is huge. 
Moreover, the study finds that when applying dimensionality reduction on the 
training data set through attribute selection, a good increase in the 
performance of the SVM classifier that is implemented using the radial basis 
function (RBF) kernel, especially the performance in recall, which measures 
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the ability of recommending relevant blog posts from the total available 
relevant posts in the retrieved collection, can be achieved. Finally, the effect 
of attribute selection on the performance of the L2-SVM algorithm 
implemented in Liblinear needs more investigational studies in the future 
works. 
The second evaluation methodology investigates in the efficiency of the 
study novel idea of classifying the learning blog posts; the blog posts that are 
used to train the supervised classifier, through the inspection of the tag cloud 
representations of these posts by a domain expert. Using the wisdom of the 
crowds on the social web as the ground model of evaluation, this 
investigation methodology consists of retrieving a second set of learning blog 
posts using the terms, or tags, that users tend to associate to these posts 
while reading them on the blogosphere. This mass auto-classification 
process represents the ground truth against which the study model is 
evaluated. Blog posts retrieved using user-generated tags that are highly 
relevant to the topic of interest are classified as revelant, whereas those 
retrieved using highly irrelevant to the topic of interest are classified as 
irrelevant. Both learning datasets, the tag cloud - based and the user tagging 
- based, are divided into training, testing, and validating parts. The training 
part isused to build and train a memory-based reasoning (MBR) classification 
models, whereas the other parts are used for evaluation. Inspecting the 
classification performance metrics computed for both classification models, 
such as the Average Squared Error (ASE), Sum of Squared Error (SSE) and 
Misclassification Rate, suggests  that using tag cloud inspection to classify a 
collection of blog posts for training a predictive post filtration model is a better 
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decision to take than using the classifications suggested by social media 
users to do so. Moreover, as the ability of a post filtration model to correctly 
classify irrelevant posts is more important than its ability to classify relevant 
posts, the prediction percentages of the results show that the study 
classification approach is more favorable as a post filtration tool since it 
outperforms the user tagging - based approach in being more able to filter 
out those posts that are actually considered irrelevant to the user's topic of 
search. 
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Chapter 6  
Conclusions 
 
The World Wide Web has pervaded our lives, fundamentally altered the way 
we seek, exchange, distribute, and process information. The Internet has 
become a powerful social force, transforming communication, entertainment, 
commerce, politics, medicine, science, and more. It mediates an ever 
growing fraction of human knowledge, forming both the largest library and the 
largest marketplace on planet Earth. With an abundance of textual 
information on the Web, Web and text mining is increasingly important. 
Although there are many mature search technologies that have evolved to 
address information retrieval from Web resources, the information overload 
on the Web has never ceased to be a roadblock for users. More advanced 
intelligent applications are needed to bring out relevant and useful 
information or knowledge hidden in the oceans of available Web pages that 
meet the user's informational needs and expectations with the least possible 
effort from his side.   
6.1 Homepage Hyperlink Recommendations  
One dimension toward building this intelligent Web is improving the 
information reach functionality for the most important Web page in a website, 
which is a gateway for all visitors to the deep contents on the other pages of 
the site; that is the homepage. Information reach improvement works for the 
Web in the literature did not dedicate a special importance to the website 
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homepage. Works that utilized Web content and structure mining techniques 
to improve information reach in a website did not take into consideration user 
preferences in these contents, whereas works that focused on mining web 
usage data did not take into consideration what important insights could the 
hyperlink structure of the website reveal. Mining the link structure that 
connects the Web pages in a website has been proved by many works to 
improve the information reach and retrieval processes. The most evident 
example is the Page Rank algorithm, which is considered to be the backbone 
ranking mechanism for the billions of indexed Web pages in the very popular 
and successful Google search engine.  
In addressing this important dimension, this study presents an approach, 
LinkGuide, that combines the strength points of Web structure mining and 
Web Usage Mining techniques and make them collaborate together in one 
novel framework that has the target of finding the optimal collection of 
hyperlinks to be placed on the website homepage to act as page 
recommendations to the users who visit this website. In this approach, two 
numerical metrics, precision and coverage, that measure the efficiency of the 
website homepage based on the hyperlinks placed on this homepage are 
formulated. The homepage hyperlink recommendation problem is then 
formally defined. The target of this problem is, firstly, to define and compute 
numerical weights or scores for the Web page hyperlinks based on a 
combination of their link structure efficiency (Web Structure Mining) and their 
user browsing efficiency (Web Usage Mining). Secondly, an overall hyperlink 
set score is derived based on the previously defined scores. Finally, a 
modified greedy aggregation algorithm is defined by LinkGuide to solve the 
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optimization problem of selecting the optimal set of hyperlinks that maximize 
the defined overall hyperlink set score. To experiment with the LinkGuide 
approach, the Web pages of the University of Bradford School of Informatics 
website have been retrieved, parsed, and analyzed. Also, the Web server log 
files that store the user interactions with the Web pages of the same website 
have been collected, preprocessed, and analyzed. The individual Web pages 
as well as the Web page pair and triple sets have been retrieved, analyzed 
and their numerical scores have been computed accordingly. The modified 
greedy aggregation algorithm has been finally applied to generate the optimal 
set of hyperlinks to be placed on the School of Informatics website as page 
recommendations to the site visitors. To evaluate the efficiency of the 
hyperlink sets generated by LinkGuide, the precision and coverage metrics 
have been computed for many recommended hyperlink sets discovered by 
LinkGuide with a different number of hyperlinks in each set, beginning from a 
set with two hyperlinks and ending with a set with 30 hyperlinks, with an 
increase of two hyperlinks in each subsequent set. The same precision and 
coverage computation procedures have been applied on alternative sets of 
homepage hyperlinks that are chosen using two other highly used 
approaches to hyperlink selection for a homepage. The first alternative group 
of hyperlink sets is a set of those that are used currently on the live website 
of the School of Informatics. These hyperlinks are usually selected manually 
by the domain experts based on their expertise and knowledge in the Web 
pages that are mostly browsed and required by the majority of users of the 
site. The second alternative group of hyperlink sets is a group of 
experimental sets that are generated randomly in the lab from the whole pool 
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of available hyperlinks that make the website under study. For comparisons, 
diagrams have been made that plot the precision and coverage values for the 
varying-size hyperlink sets generated by LinkGuide and also those chosen by 
the website domain experts as well as those generated randomly by the 
random hyperlink selection script developed for this study. The comparisons 
clearly show that LinkGuide outperforms the two other homepage hyperlink 
recommendation approaches in both the precision level of the selected 
hyperlinks as well as the coverage level of all hyperlinks that are relevant to 
the informational needs of the website visitors. 
6.2 Understanding Users' Web Behavior  
Another dimension toward building the intelligent Web is improving the 
process of understanding the users' web browsing behavior when visiting the 
different Web pages of a website. This improvement is crucial to a website 
that aims to enrich the contents of the Web pages it has with the topics that 
truly reflect the true interests of the users who visit the website and browse 
these Web page. Discovering the various topics that truly matter to the users 
of the website as well as identifying the different groups of users who have 
different informational needs and interests in the website are two very 
important aspects toward an intelligent, behavior-based customer 
relationship management on the Web. Benefits include, but are not limited to, 
a behavioral targeting approach to marketing goods and services, publishing 
contents directly belonging to the topics that are truly on demand by the 
majority of the website readers, and improving the linkage structure between 
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the Web pages to highlight and facilitate access to those Web pages talking 
about the topics on demand by the users. 
 Toward a better understanding of the user's Web browsing behavior, this 
study presents an approach, SOM-Guide, which utilizes a neural network-
based clustering algorithm, Self Organizing Maps (SOM), to discover the 
distinct groups of user interests based purely on the users' browsing patterns 
to the topics that make the textual contents of the Web pages in a website. 
To achieve this target, a two-phase SOM clustering framework combining 
techniques from Web content mining and Web usage mining has been 
proposed, experimented and evaluated. In the first clustering phase, a web 
content preparation and mining procedure has been developed to collect, 
parse, analyze, and cluster the website pages into groups or categories of 
topics, where in each category, Web pages that have similar textual contents 
are grouped together. The study presents a novel approach based on the 
data visualization of the neighborhood distances between the neurons in the 
SOM maps as well as the Silhouette clustering diagrams, in order to choose 
the right number of topics for the clustered Web pages by merging those 
neurons that visually have close distances to each others in the built and 
trained SOM map. The determined clusters of Web pages and the page - 
cluster memberships of all the Web pages in the website are the output of 
this clustering phase. In the second clustering phase, a web usage 
preparation, mapping, and mining procedure has been developed and 
evaluated. Firstly, the Web server log files have been processed in order to 
identify the different user sessions that represent the interaction of each user 
with the Web pages he shows interests in. Secondly, a mapping process 
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based on the duration of time the user spends on browsing each Web page 
in his session is developed in order to map the user preferences from mere 
interests in Web pages to more reasonable interests in the topics these Web 
pages are all about. The study argues that this mapping has two major 
advantages over the further analysis of the user interests in individual Web 
pages. The first advantage is the significant reduction of the dimensionality of 
the user vector that represents his interests in the website. Because the 
number of groups that combine the Web pages are significantly less than the 
number of Web pages themselves, the user vector that consists of numerical 
weights measuring the user interests in the topics is significantly smaller in 
size than the user vector that would be resulted when the user interests are 
represented by numerical weights of each Web page in the website. The 
second advantage is that linking user interests to topics is more realistic than 
linking them to mere Web pages since each Web page may have diverse 
contents that could be classified to more than one topic. Understanding the 
user - topic interests rather than the user - page interests would solve the 
problem of deciding how these Web pages should be continuously updated 
without removing the contents that truly interest the users of the website. The 
outputs from the first clustering phase are used to prepare the mapped user 
session tables that are used to enter a second SOM clustering phase to 
discover the different groups of users. A Silhouette-based approach is used 
to determine the best possible number of user interest groups to expect from 
clustering the input web session tables.  
 To evaluate SOM-Guide, the Web pages and Web server logs recording 
a one month interaction between the users and the Web pages in the 
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University of Bradford School of Informatics website have been collected, 
prepared, and analyzed. A number of experimental SOM models with 
different configurations have been trained and built using the term - page 
matrix resulted from the Web content preparation procedure developed by 
this study. Different SOM configurations include experimenting with different 
number of neurons as well as different distance measures, the Euclidean and 
the Cosine distance measures, used to determine the clusters of the page 
vectors. Experimental comparisons show that distance measures tend to 
disagree on the number of discovered Web page clusters when using large 
SOM models with more noise in the input matrix. Further tuning of the term - 
page matrix by removing further noisy non-zero weight stem words from the 
original matrix results in enabling the noise-sensitive distance measure, the 
Cosine distance measure, to recognize a number of clusters that is close to 
the number detected by the other distance measure, the Euclidean distance 
measure. Comparisons also show that as smaller SOM models are built and 
trained, the different distance measures show fewer conflicts on the true 
number of clusters the Web pages belong to. The combined visualizations of 
the SOM neuron neighborhood distances and the Silhouette diagrams show 
that the integrated clusters of Web pages derived by merging the close 
neurons as proposed by the study approach are better clusters to rely on 
than those generated by the mere classification of the Web pages directly to 
the individual neurons of the SOM model. Three experimental page - topic 
classifications have been used as inputs to the second clustering phase of 
SOM-Guide. Consequently, three mapped session - topic tables have been 
developed and used to train and build SOM models that cluster user 
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sessions into groups based on the user interests, perceived as proportional 
to the total duration of time spent on browsing each detected topic. For the 
case of the website that is used for the experiment, all experimental SOM 
models tend to discover a major group of users having similar topic interests 
in the website. It is therefore recommended by this study that the domain 
experts and Web data analysts who supervise the School of Informatics 
website to do further analysis on the detected major group of users to obtain 
a deeper understanding to the topic browsing patterns the users belonging to 
this group have. This analysis could significantly assist in many behavior-
based website improvements, such as updating the link topology of the site 
that connect the different Web pages as well as enriching Web pages with 
materials that directly address the topics that users show interests in, thus 
improving the information reach for the majority of the users who visit the 
website. 
6.3 Information Retrieval in the Blogosphere  
Recent years have seen a transformation in the type of content available on 
the web. From the early 2000s, user-generated content has become 
increasingly popular on the web. Users increasingly participate in content 
creation, rather than just consumption. Popular user-generated contents, 
usually referred to by web 2.0 and social media, include blogs, Web forums, 
social bookmarking sites, photo and video sharing communities, and social 
networking platforms. Among all these, blogs are featured to have the richest 
textual contents. Blogs, collectively known as the Blogosphere, are becoming 
one of the most popular media of communication and interaction among 
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masses. A blog is user-controlled website that displays, in reverse 
chronological order, the articles, or posts by one or more individuals, or 
bloggers, and usually has links to comments on specific postings. Over 50 
million blogs are reported to exist, and around a hundred thousand new blogs 
are created every day. In spite of the many available blog search engines on 
the Web, a little literature attention has been paid on whether or not the blog 
posts retrieved as a result of a search process from these search engines are 
truly relevant to the searcher's informational needs. There are more works to 
be done on the integration of machine learning techniques in the overall 
blogosphere search process. Therefore, an important, more modern 
dimension toward realizing an intelligent Web is improving the information 
retrieval process in the blogosphere by building models that take the user 
relevance into account in the retrieval process.  
To contribute to the blogosphere information retrieval improvement 
dimension of the intelligent Web, this study presents a novel, supervised 
machine learning framework, BlogFilter, that integrates concepts borrowed 
from social media, such as tag clouds, with a highly-used data mining 
function, classification, in order to improve the relevance-based fi ltration of 
the blog posts retrieved from blog search engines. In BlogFilter, learning blog 
posts retrieved from blog search engines are collected, analyzed and 
converted to tag - post weight matrix, where each tag, or term, in each 
retrieved post is given a computed numerical weight based on a well-known 
weighting scheme, to reflect its importance in the containing blog post. The 
resulted tag - post weight matrix is then used to create tag cloud visualization 
for each blog post. Tags in each cloud appear in different sizes based on 
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their numerical weights in the matrix so their relative importance in the blog 
posts can be visualized and depicted by domain experts who can then easily 
and fast classify, or decide, whether or not each cloud, thus each underlying 
blog post, is relevant to the query, or topic of interest, which triggered the 
retrieval process of these learning blog posts. The study argues that this is a 
novel approach to classify a learning data set used to train a supervised 
machine learning model that has never used before in the literature. A 
classification model is then created and trained using the same tag - post 
weight matrix with the addition of binary class attribute containing whether or 
not each blog post row in the matrix is relevant to the topic of interest. The 
trained classification model is used to score new collections of blog posts to 
either relevant to the interesting topic or not and a database is finally used to 
store those relevant posts as determined by the supervised classifier while 
filtering out the irrelevant posts. Improving the filtration efficiency with 
attribute selection is investigated in this study as well.  
To evaluate the blog post filtration efficiency of BlogFilter, experimental 
blog posts have been retrieved, analyzed and transformed into tag - post 
weight matrices for machine learning classification as well as into tag clouds 
for inspection and visual classification by a domain expert. The retrieval, 
analysis and transformation processes have all been implemented using 
tools specifically developed for this study. The target is to improve obtaining 
blog posts that are strongly relevant to a significant topic that is interesting to 
computer programmers, which is the topic of programming languages. Two 
experiments have been conducted in this study. The first experiment has 
been oriented toward evaluating the ability of the classification models to 
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classify the blog posts to either relevant or irrelevant to programming 
languages based on the learning blog post data set used to train them. 
Another target is to investigate the effect of reducing the dimensionality of the 
learning tag - post weight matrix through an attribute selection process on the 
classification efficiency of the machine learning model. Four Support Vector 
Machines (SVM) classification models having different settings have been 
created and trained using the learning domain expert-classified tag - post 
weight matrix prepared by the study tools. In general, classification 
preformance metrics such as precision, recall, f-measure and success rate all 
show that the classifiers are very efficient in determining relevant blog posts 
using the method proposed in the study. Moreover, it is indicated by the 
comparison tables that reducing the dimensionality of the learning data set 
through attribute selection tends to improve the performance of SVM 
classification models that are built using the Radial Basis Function (RBF) 
kernels. The second experiment has been oriented toward evaluating the 
novel tag cloud - based approach to classifying the learning blog post data 
set, which is proposed by the study. Two learning blog post data sets have 
been retrieved and analyzed using the study tools. The blog posts in the first 
data set have been classified to either relevant or irrelevant to the topic of 
interest using the tag cloud - based approach, whereas the posts in the 
second data set has been classified to either relevant or irrelevant to the 
topic of interest based on the tags that are associated to each blog post by 
the social community who read these blog posts. The user tagging method is 
commonly referred to by the folksonomy and it is considered one of the 
greatest modern methods to classify a huge collection of data sets since it 
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involves the collective power of the users who collaborate in a social 
environment such as the blogosphere, thus it represents the wisdom of the 
crowds who may link each blog post with a term or 'tag' that classifies the 
post. A memory-based reasoning (MBR) classifier supported by a feature 
extraction method, Singular Value Decomposition SVD, to reduce the huge 
dimensionality of each term - post weight matrix has been created and 
trained by each learning data set. Comparison charts show that tag cloud 
inspection and classification approach to determine the relevance of learning 
blog post data set outperforms the user tagging approach to achieve the 
same goal. It has also been indicated by this experiment that the tag cloud 
approach is more favorable over the user tagging approach especially for the 
purpose of blog post filtration, which is the removal of those blog posts that 
are irrelevant to the topic of interest the whole blog post collection.  
6.4 Future Work 
Based on the works presented by this thesis, I have been offered and 
accepted a Web data analysis, modeling and mining position at a Web 
Analytics and Mining company, Peerius 1
                                                                 
1 http://www.peerius.com/ 
, starting from August, 2010. The 
company is based in the UK and is specialized in providing its clients with 
intelligent Web solutions that are based on Web mining techniques. A main 
product that Peerius develops is a Web - based recommendation engine. 
When installing the product on a client's website, the product collects the site 
visitors browsing patterns and purchase history and builds profiles around 
each visitor. Based on various Web mining techniques, the product delivers 
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highly targeted recommendations to the visitors. The accurate 
recommendations of products and services to the visitors of commercial 
websites may provide up to 20% uplift in sales. The approaches presented 
by this study are expected to improve the Peerius recommendations when 
applied as parts of the working algorithms of the Peerius recommender 
engine. The LinkGuide approach to homepage hyperlink recommendation 
can be implemented to recommend hyperlinks that point Web pages 
containing relevant products and services information to the site visitors. The 
SOM-Guide approach can be implemented to achieve a better understanding 
to the product features or characteristics the different groups of site visitors 
are truly interested in. This could significantly improve the behavior-based 
marketing of these products by highlighting the features these products have, 
or by directly recommending a group of products and services that have the 
features that each group of users is interested in. The clients that offer social 
media capabilities, allowing users to access blog posts and articles related to 
their products and services can significantly benefit from the implementation 
of the BlogFilter approach proposed by this study, so the users of the social 
media environment of their websites may access and read the blog posts, 
articles or reviews that are more relevant to the products and services they 
are truly interested in. 
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